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Abstract
This thesis explores the central and transformative role of food in the history of the Cook
Islands between 1825 and 1975. Food had long been fundamental in the Cook Islands in matters
of economy, community, and status, and quickly became a crucial component of cultural contact
with Westerners. Decisions about food were often at the heart of aspects of Western civilisation
that Cook Islanders accepted, rejected, or modified. Food also played a defining role in Cook
Islanders’ transition to independence and their reclaiming of traditional identity in a new,
globalised world, even as imported foods began to take a toll on Islanders’ well-being.
‘Feasts of Change’ examines the story of food in Cook Islands history, which revolved
around religion, gender, land use, and trade. For generations food functioned as social contract
and currency for Cook Islanders, in addition to shaping their spiritual ideology. Understanding
these priorities and beliefs is one way to interpret how Cook Islanders responded to novel food
items and new agricultural methods, and why they were unwilling to abandon their high-status
island foods or the traditions that went with those foods, even as they embraced many of the
trappings of modernisation. Central to my arguments is that, as cash cropping and the amount of
imported foodstuffs increased, Cook Islanders incorporated these new production practices and
foodstuffs into pre-existing customs in innovative ways. Often at odds with the necessity, and
ingenuity, of adaption is the intersecting struggle to delineate healthy diets and ‘proper’ land use
patterns in the Cooks.
An examination of food in Cook Islands history allows for new interpretations of Pacific
history, which has largely overlooked food as a cultural medium and agent of change. ‘Feasts of
Change’ demonstrates how food history is key to understanding the lived experiences of
colonialism in the Pacific. Further, by tracking changes in agriculture, dietary advice, and feasting,
the thesis uncovers powerful threads of cultural continuity even as colonialism brought sobering
changes to human and environmental health. ‘Feasts of Change’ offers an intensive and local study
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of cultural change in a Pacific community as well as a new insights into the wider practices of
missionary work, colonisation, and globalisation.
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INTRODUCTION
‘There is a tremendous emphasis on food [in the Cook Islands]. Nothing significant is completed
without food. The food comes at the end, as a sign of successful completion, whether of a
building, of a war or other dispute, of a life crisis, or even of a court case… [or first as]
supplication, requesting something from those in power—whether gods, chiefs or missionaries.
Food also reflects the structure of power, for some foods are reserved for persons of rank and
others for occasions of importance’. 1 –Marjorie Tuainekore Crocombe, Cook Islands historian
‘Food was and still is the beginning and end of everything’. 2 –Tom Davis, Cook Islands physician
Food is a connective cultural fibre that binds people together, or, at times, pulls them
apart. In Pacific Island societies, where everyone historically participated in the cultivation,
preparation, and display of food, this was particularly true. Food was—and remains—central to
Polynesian culture, history, and traditions. Symbolic and literal, mundane and sacred, reward and
punishment, food was used to forge alliances or to launch the sharpest assaults. The harnessing of
natural resources invested leaders with authority and provided communities with structure. Across
Oceanic time and place, what people chose to eat—or not eat—was deeply embedded in their
value systems and shaped the ways Islanders related to each other, and to newcomers.
Food also defined relationships between Europeans and Pacific Islanders from their first
encounters. Explorers approached unfamiliar islands to trade for fresh provisions and missionaries
reassured their first converts that a new god would never let them go hungry. Reverend James
Chalmers spent a decade (1867–1877) working in the Cook Islands as a representative of the
London Missionary Society. Later, in New Guinea, Chalmers related a conversation he had had
with people there that revealed the ways food was central to newcomers’ efforts to build cultural
connections but could also erect boundaries. The exchange also exposed that Pacific Islanders

Marjorie Crocombe, ‘Introduction’, in Maretu, Cannibals and Converts: Radical Change in the Cook Islands, trans. and ed.
Marjorie Tuainekore Crocombe (Suva: Institute of Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacific, 1983), 12.
2 Tom Davis, Island Boy: An Autobiography (Auckland: Institute of Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacific, 1992),
96.
1
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possessed strong notions about food, views which although subject to change, never diminished in
intensity.
The natives thought at first that we had been compelled to leave our native land
because of hunger. ‘Have you coconuts in your country?’ ‘No.’ ‘Have you yams?’
‘No.’ ‘Have you breadfruits?’ ‘No.’ ‘Have you sago?’ ‘No.’ ‘Have you plenty of
hoop iron and tomahawks?’ ‘Yes in great abundance.’ ‘We understand now why
you have come. You have nothing to eat [at home]...’ 3
Chalmers was writing here about Papua, but his words might have applied equally to a group of
small islands several thousands of miles to the Southeast, the provocatively named Cook Islands.
Islanders of course soon discovered that Europeans did have their own foods, which local peoples
came to like very much and which they associated with the new religion - Christianity. The popular
new food, and novel religious practices could not protect Reverend Chalmers who, like his wellknown predecessor John Williams, ultimately fell victim to cannibalism—one of the many sins he
had been sent to the Pacific to conquer.
The Cook Islands, the focus of my thesis, are comprised of fifteen islands scattered over
two million square kilometers of Pacific Ocean. Located 3,000 kilometers northeast from
Auckland, New Zealand, Rarotonga is the largest and most urbanised of the group. This beautiful
volcanic island located in the Southern group is also the seat of government and has always
received the most outside attention. As a result, Rarotongan sources figure heavily in this text.
When possible, I used sources from other islands, each of which has its own unique and
compelling history.
‘Feasts of Change’ examines how and why the cultural patterns surrounding food in the
Cook Islands underwent significant and lasting changes from 1825–1975. Cook Islanders,
particularly Rarotongans, went from consuming a subsistence-based diet of primarily starchy root
vegetables, coconut, and fish at the time of European contact in the 1820s to a diet heavily
dependent on imported foodstuffs such as tinned meats, white flour, noodles, rice, tea, and sugar
3

Rev. James Chalmers, cited in J. C. Furnas, Anatomy of Paradise: Hawaii and the Islands of the South Seas (New York:
William Sloane, 1948), 7.
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by the mid-1900s. Even as they incorporated these convenient, packaged foods (along with many
elements of Westernization), Cook Islanders never abandoned their own foods. And in fact, these
foods grew in importance and status. I wanted to understand why. What values did umu-baked taro
(Colocasia esculenta) and pig and fish represent? What did feasting signify?
In 1975 dishes prepared in the umu, or earthen oven, continued to be the main focus at
important events, but the types of foods contributed, cooked, and distributed at these feasts had
changed significantly, as had people’s everyday diets. Gradually dishes created from Europeanintroduced foods like potato salad (‘mayonnaise’) and chop suey joined raw fish with coconut
cream, baked taro, breadfruit (Artocarpus altilis), and pork on celebratory tables. Throughout these
changes complex social rules continued to guide food rituals. I came to see these modifications to
feasting as representative of larger societal transformations, most notably the continual
renegotiation and intermixing of the old and the new, and the ways in which the new itself can be
reinterpreted as ‘traditional’ or ‘authentic’. As Cook Islanders have told me, these foods just taste
like home.
My thesis explores how and why changing foodways 4 intersected with major trends
sweeping the Pacific during this time—Christianity, colonisation, and the development of a global
market economy—and assesses the role of food as both an indicator and instigator of cultural
transformation. Significantly, and in contrast to many other Pacific Island societies, Cook Islanders
retained ownership of their land. Food practices remained unifying forces of their identity and
history. It is easy to fall into the outdated trap of seeing Islanders as passive victims of culinary
destruction. But the story of changing foodways in the Cook Islands is neither a tragedy nor a
triumph; it is more complex than that. Individuals and groups navigated a new world of
possibilities and challenges during this era, and I believe food is one of many paradigms that can
help us tease out deeper patterns.

4Foodways

are the intersections of food in history, culture, and traditions.
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I spent January 2015 in Rarotonga working at the National Archives of the Cook Islands,
the Cook Islands Library, and the University of the South Pacific. During one of my first full days
of research I discovered a neglected box of faded documents from the 1920s about the women’s
committees of Rarotonga, the Au Vaine. I was fascinated by these determined women who were
much more involved with food production than I had supposed. This and other primary sources I
read that month reshaped the direction of my thesis. Food remained central, but various aspects of
foodways—cultural practices, political and social status, indigenous spiritual beliefs, large-scale
feasting, gender roles, economic development, health and well-being–also emerged as significant
interconnecting themes. Missionaries, required to write annual reports, often kept journals or
published their observations. Resident commissioners also submitted regular reports. I also tried to
heed Niel Gunson’s advice to carefully consider the background (and at times limited cultural
understanding) of missionary and other contemporary writers in addition to their objectives and
expected audience. Even so, missionaries who spent years living in the Pacific and learned the
native language provided valuable ethnographic information. 5
My research was in equal parts fascinating and challenging. Because food was central to
daily survival as well as more specialized rites of passage, there was material written about food
(albeit often indirectly) in both primary and secondary sources. I read letters, journals, interviews,
memoirs, newspapers, and official documents that contained nuggets of pertinent information; I
found pictures of feasting in random collections. Many times I was disappointed and found
nothing. Food was therefore potentially everywhere and nowhere in the literature.
While food has always been an integral element of Pacific life, the topic has received only
scant and scattered paragraphs in Pacific historiography. Food historians have also neglected this
part of the world. My thesis helps remedy these gaps by contributing particularly to the fields of

5

Niel Gunson, ‘Unity and Diversity in Polynesia: The Historiographical Perspective’, in Pacific History: Papers from the
8th PHA Conference, ed. Donald H Rubinstein (Mangilao: University of Guam Press, 1992), 229.
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Pacific history and food history. The themes in these chapters will also enrich scholarship from
other disciplines such as the history of religion, gender studies, and food studies.
I began my research by reading about the Cook Islands. Several political and economic
histories were written about the Cooks in the mid to late twentieth century. They provided crucial
context, but all are dated and none touch on the importance of food as a transformative agent.
The most thorough and oft-referenced historical overview of the Islands is historian Richard
Gilson’s The Cook Islands, 1820–1950. Gilson provided a straightforward and chronological
recounting of Cook Islands history, beginning with the missionary era and ending with a
discussion of economic and social development following the Second World War. Throughout he
focused on the political relationship between England, New Zealand, and the Cook Islands. His
chapter on economic development was almost entirely about the highs and lows of the fruit export
market between New Zealand and the Cook Islands from 1900–1950. The fluctuations in this
market deeply affected food production in the Cooks as significant portions of arable land that
once produced subsistence crops were turned over to cash cropping. While Gilson’s recounting of
Cook Islands’ economic history remains essential, he did little to connect these histories to Cook
Islanders’ everyday experiences, nor did he contextualize this history within larger Pacific
frameworks.
From a more rooted perspective, Ron Crocombe’s seminal Land Tenure in the Cook Islands
(1964) detailed the relationship between Cook Islanders and their land. Land in the Cooks has
always been under indigenous ownership. It is therefore central to the story of indigenous political
and social change and the uneasy balance between subsistence and cash crop farming that
developed following the arrival of Europeans. Crocombe’s groundwork on land tenure is essential
for exploring how alterations in land ownership affected Cook Islands cultural and economic
growth and shaped their responses to globalisation. For example, the market for perishable
exports from the Cook Islands—bananas, tomatoes, oranges, copra, and pineapples—seems to
have been a long-term driving force behind New Zealand’s economic interest in the Cook Islands.

6

Their zeal for fresh fruit and the drive to extract valuable food resources from Cook Islands land
was a major impetus for their own brand of imperialism. Crocombe’s work was ahead of its time
in its environmental and popular concerns but its historical breadth is limited.
Dick Scott, a New Zealand historian, was commissioned to write a political history of the
Cook Islands by the Cook Islands Trading Company (CITC) to celebrate their 100-year
anniversary in 1992. Years of the Pooh-bah is an enjoyable read in which Scott included many
personal stories based on interviews and private collections of documents. However, Years of the
Pooh-bah is problematic. Scott wrote that if he had cited every source his book would ‘read like a
telephone book’, but the result falls short of academic rigor. Regardless of its shortcomings, this
book is extremely important. Scott’s work focuses heavily on the struggle of Cook Islanders to
retain their identity and independence as they navigated a tumultuous political and economic era
(1891-1991), and it remains the only history to tell this story in a comprehensive way. 6
Christianity has had a permanent impact upon the Pacific and Cook Islands and their
histories, and scholars have devoted much space to the topic. The story of the London Missionary
Society (LMS) in the Cook Islands from 1823–1888 has been fairly well documented by scholars
such as Niel Gunson (Messengers of Grace, 1978) and Graeme Kent (Company of Heaven, 1972), while
others including Anna Johnston (Missionary Writing 1800–1860, 2007), Patricia Grimshaw (Paths of
Duty, 1989), and Jennifer Thigpen (Island Queens and Mission Wives, 2014) have focused exclusively
on the experiences of women missionaries in the Pacific. 7 None of these histories focuses
exclusively on the Cooks, however, and there are important divergences in its missionary history.
For example, in contrast to Hawaii, the location of Thigpen and Grimshaw’s studies, in the Cook
Islands the influence of the LMS was not seriously challenged by other Europeans or Americans

6
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Dick Scott, Years of the Pooh-bah: A Cook Islands History (Auckland: Hoddler and Stoughton, 1991).
Patricia Grimshaw, Paths of Duty: American Missionary Wives in Nineteenth Century Hawaii (Honolulu: University of
Hawai’i Press, 1989); Anna Johnston, Missionary Writing and Empire, 1800–1860 (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2007); Jennifer Thigpen, Island Queens and Mission Wives: How Gender and Empire Remade Hawai‘i’s Pacific World
(University of North Carolina Press, 2014); Graeme Kent, Company of Heaven: Early Missionaries in the South Seas,
(Wellington: A.H. & A.W. Reed, 1972).
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until the end of the nineteenth century when the Cook Islands became a Protectorate of the
British Empire. Nevertheless, there are important points of comparison for my thesis. Missionary
wives throughout the Pacific influenced peoples’ concepts of what it meant to be a western,
Christian, and ‘civilised’ woman.
Surprisingly, given the centrality of food in Christian liturgy and religious practice, there is
little comprehensive historical work on the intersection of faith and food in the Pacific Islands,
although one exception is Hazel Petrie’s work on the significance of bread in nineteenth-century
Māori society and spiritual practices. 8 Instead, scholars discuss missionary culture in more general
terms and the importance churches placed on outward markers of conversion among Pacific
Islanders, including clothing, furniture, table manners, and what types and amounts of food were
prepared, and by whom. Several authors briefly mentioned missionaries’ disdain when they
encountered the large amounts of food contributed, consumed, and often (from their perspective)
wasted at feasts, for example.
Missionaries in Aitutaki and Rarotonga were the first to introduce Cook Islanders to
imported food and to the concept of growing foods for the specific purpose of trade with whaling
and merchant ships. Niel Gunson’s work confirmed that missionaries were keen to acquire
imported goods right from their first months in the Cooks. I further detail this history in Chapter
1. From early on missionaries required food contributions as a religious tax and stronglyencouraged donations. Missionaries provided the ariki, or chiefs, with first access to imported
goods. In return, the ariki supported the church with food and other resources. Gunson and
Thigpen, trying to avoid oversimplification and misrepresentation in Church-edited texts, allowed
missionaries to speak for themselves through their own unedited writings whenever possible.
Gunson primarily focused on what kind of people the missionaries were and what motivated their
actions. Worldly success—he hints strongly—was perhaps their chief motivation. Through their

8

Hazel Petrie, ‘The Sanctity of Bread’, Ken Albala and Trudy Eden, editors, Food and Faith in Christian Culture. (New
York: Columbia University Press, 2011).
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Western contacts and interest in constantly promoting ‘civilization’ through even secular means
missionaries played a critical role in establishing new foodways in the Cook Islands.
Arguably, women in the Cook Islands were affected by contact with Europeans and
missionaries even more profoundly than men. Yet apart from more recent scientific articles
dealing with rising rates of obesity and diabetes there has been virtually nothing written about
gender in the Cooks. This is perplexing as women were certainly responsible for feeding infants
and other family members, and charged with learning how to handle new foodstuffs and cooking
implements. As a result the status and roles of women changed drastically. Niel Gunson has
focused on the role of women spiritual leaders in wider Polynesia while Nancy Pollock and other
anthropologists have examined the impact of missionary wives on dietary habits in Fiji and
fattening practices in Niue, but even in these works there are very few references to Cook Islands
women. 9
Even within the broader field of Pacific history, of which Cook Islands history is a part,
food has received little attention. This is in spite of the discipline’s strong ties with anthropology
and the fact that it has expanded radically in the last two decades, moving well beyond its origins
as a project of providing national histories to newly independent island nations. 10 In the decades
since, the overall trend in the field has moved away from locally-focused studies to broader and
more inclusive works. Recent books in Pacific history—Racial Crossings (2011) by Damon Salesa,
Islanders (2011) by Nicholas Thomas, and Pacific Histories: Ocean, Land, People, (2014) a collection
edited by David Armitage and Alison Bashford—broadly examine issues of race, gender,
economic development, religion, and the environment, but again leave out any discussion of the
historical significance of food. 11

9

Niel Gunson, ‘Sacred Women Chiefs and Female ‘Headmen’ in Polynesian History’, Journal of Pacific History, 22, no. 3,
Sanctity and Power: Gender in Polynesian History [Part 1] (July 1987): 139–72; Pollock, Nancy J. ‘The Early
Developments of Imports and Housework in Fiji.’ Pacific Studies 12, no. 2 (1989): 53–82.
10 H. E. Maude, Of Islands and Men: Studies in Pacific History (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1968), xv.
11
Damon Salesa, Racial Crossings: Race, Intermarriage, and the Victorian British Empire (Oxford University Press, 2011);
Nicholas Thomas, Islanders: The Pacific in the Age of Empire (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2011); David
Armitage and Alison Bashford, eds, Pacific Histories: Ocean, Land, People (London: Palgrave, 2014).
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One of the essential questions with which Pacific historians have wrestled for the past halfcentury is whether the history of Pacific peoples leans toward a story of Western-driven cultural
devastation (‘fatal impact’ theory), or if instead theirs is a story of adaptive and resourceful
resilience. An easy corollary to the first option is the outdated view of the Pacific as an unspoiled
and peaceful paradise, which we know to be false. Part of the problem is seeing this as an either/or
dynamic. Damon Salesa has complained that within the academic realm Pacific Islanders have
often been allowed to have a history or a cultural heritage, but not both. 12 By and large, recent
scholarship has added to and fortified the latter narrative while fleshing out a more nuanced
historical view of pre-contact Pacific cultures. Nicholas Thomas for example concedes that
colonialism was ‘brutal’ but gives examples of Islanders readily adopting Western customs 13; Matt
Matsuda’s Pacific Worlds (2012) portrays the Pacific as an interdependent region with shared
histories 14; Ryan Jones and Paul D’Arcy have emphasized important (and previously overlooked)
links between Pacific cultures and the environment, giving more scientific detail to Epeli Hau‘ofa’s
pivotal essay ‘A Sea of Islands’ that highlighted the historic, vibrant interconnections and creative
sensibilities which have long defined Pacific Islands culture. 15 It is important to avoid a new twist
on the paradise lost narrative, that Pacific Islanders were somehow able to identify and select only
certain parts of Western civilization. Islanders did actively engage with Westerners. To paraphrase
the late Greg Dening, no one crossed Pacific beaches and remained unchanged. 16
Much of the focus of Pacific history has been on the ocean, though land tenure has also
been identified as crucial to understanding Pacific histories. 17 My thesis maintains that, as the most
12

Damon Salesa, ‘Pacific in Indigenous Time’, in David Armitage and Alison Bashford, eds, Pacific Histories: Ocean,
Land, People (London: Palgrave, 2014).
13
Nicholas Thomas, Islanders: The Pacific in the Age of Empire (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2011).
14
Matt Matsuda. Pacific Worlds: A History of Seas, Peoples, and Cultures (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2012).
15 Paul D’Arcy, The People of the Sea: Environment, Identity, and History in Oceania (Honolulu: University of Hawaii, 2008);
Ryan Jones, ‘The Environment’, in David Armitage and Alison Bashford, eds, Pacific Histories: Ocean, Land, People
(London: Palgrave, 2014); Epeli Hau‘ofa, ‘Our Sea of Islands’, in E. Waddell et al, eds., A New Oceania: Rediscovering
Our Sea of Islands (Suva: University of the South Pacific in association with Beake House, 1993), 2-16.
16
Greg Dening, Beach Crossings: Voyaging Across Times, Cultures, and Self (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
2004).
17 Lilikala Kame‘Eleihiwa, Native Land, Foreign Desires = ko Hawaiʻi ʻāina a me nā koi puʻumake a ka poʻe haole : A History
of Land Tenure Change in Hawaiʻi from Traditional Times until the 1848 Māhele, Including an Analysis of Hawaiian aliʻi nui and
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vital expression of land use, food deserves its own exposition. An examination of foodways
provides an important space from which to acknowledge the harsh realities of Christianity and
colonialism’s impact while also stressing the adaptability of Cook Islands culture.
My project falls within the fairly recent and interdisciplinary field of food history. Sidney
Mintz’s Sweetness and Power (1986), Mark Kurlansky’s Cod (1998), Jack Turner’s Spice (2007), Jane
Ziegelman’s 97 Orchard (2010) Jeffrey M Pilcher’s Planet Taco (2012) and the work of Ken Albala,
Lizzie Collingham, and Trudy Eden are all solid examples of the genre. 18 There are also several ‘big
food history’ works that span thousands of years and large themes. Food history is often conflated
with an even broader field—food studies—which includes popular commodity studies
documenting the journey of popular culinary items, health memoirs, cookbooks, and
commentaries on fast or slow food. Still, a gap remains—there are no in-depth histories written on
food in the Pacific Islands. Most books concerning food in the Pacific are focused on travel and
cuisine—not historical inquiry. Roger Haden’s Food Culture in the Pacific Islands (2009) is one
exception, although its scope is extremely broad—he covers 60,000 years in 200 pages. 19 My thesis
adds to food history as a longitudinal and thorough exploration of profound change over a
concentrated period of time in a specific part of the Pacific.
Aside from food history, anthropology has been the only academic field to examine
foodways in depth, and as a result I have also drawn upon anthropological sources. As an
historian, however, my focus on documenting change over time means I approached and
interpreted these works from an historical perspective. Several anthropologists—Miriam Kahn,

American Calvinists (Honolulu : Bishop Museum Press, 1992); Ron Crocombe, Land Tenure in the Cook Islands
(Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1964).
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Lorraine Sexton, Jane Fajans, and James R. Bindon—have discussed food and its place in society
and culture more generally across the Pacific, but have not given the Cook Islands more than
cursory attention. 20 Food as a contemporary area of study has become more popular and
widespread across the disciplines, particularly in anthropology and with a keen eye toward health
(or ill-health). As concerns about diet have increased in the Pacific, so have journal articles taking
stances for or against various causes. Proponents of the ‘Thrifty Gene Hypothesis’, for instance,
argue that Polynesians are—from their history of oceanic voyages and intermittent famines—
genetically predisposed to conserve body weight. 21 Others discuss the effects of the Second World
War or weigh the modern influence of Western marketing on Pacific Islanders’ well-being and
standards of beauty. What anthropological studies often lack, however, is a sense of a dynamic
history, as well as the importance of intercultural ties. My thesis provides context for how Cook
Islanders fit into this larger discussion of foodways in the Pacific and how—long before modern
ideas about BMI and diabetes—food helped shape their Islands’ history and culture.
Several anthropological sources have transcended the narrower confines of the discipline.
Nancy Pollock’s work in particular has achieved to date the best treatment of historical foodways
in Polynesia. Her These Roots Remain (1992) observes the enduring importance of traditional island
foods among Pacific Island communities into the 1980s, even as imported foods had long since
become prevalent and rates of diabetes and obesity skyrocketed. Pollock concluded that overall
‘food-use patterns have persisted; it is just a matter whether the beholder wishes to see change or
continuity’. 22 Many parallels apply to the Cook Islands though my research suggests that the story
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is more multifaceted. Cook Islanders were not passive recipients of new foods but took an active
role from the beginning in what they chose to grow, sell, and eat, what outside contributions they
appropriated and what aspects of their foodways were worth saving.
The first major change in Cook Islands’ foodways came through religion. In 1823, ‘native
agents’ from Tahiti introduced the basic tenets of Christianity. They were joined by representatives
of the London Missionary Society in 1827. My first chapter examines the impact the arrival of
Christianity had on foodways. As important as religious belief was in reshaping what, when, how
(and whom) Cook Islanders ate, perhaps just as crucial were the associated cultural and economic
impacts missionaries brought with them. In their attempts to civilise as well as convert,
missionaries inadvertently were also the first commercial agents in the Cook Islands. They
significantly influenced foodways by encouraging Islanders to grow the first cash crops and
introducing imported foodstuffs. By abolishing food taboos and at least outwardly eliminating
indigenous gods missionaries affected gender roles and political structures. The chapter ends in
1888 when the Cook Islands became a protectorate of the British Empire and other
denominations like Catholics, Mormons, and Adventists were allowed to settle in the Islands.
Missionaries established food patterns that have reverberated up to the present.
Even as the Cooks were being reoriented toward an export market, particularly after
becoming a colony of New Zealand in 1901, indigenous forces continued to fight for traditional
foodways. Women played a leading role. Chapter 2 tells for the first time the crucial history of the
Rarotongan Au Vaine, or women’s committees. These committees were a grassroots organisation
that worked to encourage communities to plant large amounts of domestic and cash crops and
keep their plantations and gardens clean and productive. One of their goals was to lessen
dependence on imported foods. Supported by government officials in Rarotonga for twenty years,
the Au Vaine organised island-wide competitions and oversaw the handling of the silver engraved
‘Au Vaine Cup’. Although the Rarotongan Au Vaine were disbanded by the late 1940s, the
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women’s committees continued to carry out agricultural efforts on other islands in the Cook group
for several more decades.
Chapter 3 discusses fluctuating and debated definitions of ‘good health’ and how these
ideas were eventually implemented as tools of colonial management. By the early 1900s most
visitors to the Pacific believed island populations were in a spiral of declining health. At the same
time, nutritional science celebrated discoveries of the calorie, vitamins, and minerals—and this new
information impacted the health advice of surveyors in the Pacific who were beginning to see
effects of new diets in disease prevention and treatment. Beginning in the early twentieth century,
medical workers from New Zealand, Australia and America visited the Cook Islands to conduct
health surveys. Ironically, after decades of encouragement to grow crops for export and consume
‘healthier’ imported foods—particularly meat and dairy products, official recommendations
pivoted toward a return to a traditional way of eating based on local subsistence agriculture. But
was it too late? I discuss several nutritional surveys, starting with Dr Maui Pomare’s brief report in
1906, Dr Sylvester Lambert’s report in 1925–1926 and several in the years following World War
Two. Overall, these surveys illustrate a larger historical trend of Westerners fostering a dependency
in the Cook Islands on imported goods (and imported advice), then blaming Islanders for
embracing a more modern lifestyle.
Resources from the land and sea have always been central to Cook Islands culture, history,
religion, and foodways. My analysis, however, is generally confined to the land as it provides the
clearest examples of intensive change during the time period I examine. Plant foods were
recognized by the missionaries as a form of currency, but until European contact what could be
culled from the land was not considered the primary value of the Islands. That changed in 1901
when New Zealand annexed the Cooks in 1901 and hoped their new territory would provide the
home market with a constant supply of fresh fruits. As I describe in Chapter 4, despite the best
efforts of Cook Islanders and an array of government officials, the citrus export trade did not
survive, although the reasons for its collapse were more complex than Gilson, for example,
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described them. And, ironically, the impact of this ‘failure’ was actually quite positive for the Cook
Islands diet.
In Chapter 5 I explore the umukai, or feast—arguably the most tangible and resilient
example of Cook Islands foodways. Feasting was central to Polynesian societies. All significant
events or milestones were marked with an umukai, some of which lasted for days and brought
together disparate groups of Islanders. Requiring months of preparation and labor to dig earthen
ovens and construct feasting platforms, feasts often utilized massive amounts of resources. This
expenditure was one of the reasons missionaries and other Europeans disparaged these large
communal meals as wasteful. In the battleground over what should be cultivated and consumed
feasts stand out as an area of both compromise and strength. Cook Islanders refused to stop
hosting umukai, but they did modify the custom by eliminating certain elements and adding new
occasions for feasting. Fascinatingly, the umukai gradually appropriated new dishes made up of
imported ingredients for dishes such as chop suey and a type of Russian potato salad alongside
traditional offerings like poke and umu-baked taro.
In my final chapter I examine the critical period following the end of World War Two in
which New Zealand and other colonial powers implemented programs of economic development
in a push to decolonize their island territories. The Cook Islands were granted internal selfgovernment in 1965 but remained in ‘free association’ with New Zealand. Throughout this period
the Cook Islands wrestled with how to participate in a global marketplace while preserving and
reclaiming their own heritage. Food concerns remained paramount. My analysis centres on
advertisements for imported foods in Pacific newspapers to observe how old and new messages
merged. In addition, I examine ways in which food played a significant role in the emerging
nationalist movement and the development of a more cohesive Cook Islands identity in the decade
following independence. The Rarotongan International Airport opened nine years later, in 1974,
and ushered in a new era in Cook Islands foodways. Jet air travel allowed tourism to rapidly
overtake agricultural exports as the primary source of income; it also made migration and travel –
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primarily to New Zealand - much easier for Cook Islanders. Finally, although imported foods were
solidly entrenched in Cook Islands life, ‘Island Night’, at which visitors enjoyed a ‘traditional feast’,
became a novel activity for vacationers and a way – ironically – for locals to showcase customary
island cuisine. By 1975, the modern and complex food politics of obesity, diabetes, and import
dependence branch off from my analysis of food production and land development.
Cook Islanders still celebrate birth and death with rituals that link hoped-for futures to the
land and sea, the source of all life. Coconut trees are planted; umbilical cords thrown beyond the
reef. Anthropologist Laurence M Carucci wrote that foods ‘weave a person’s core identity into the
land, making them ‘one with’ (or ‘the same as’) that land’. 23 This connection ties Islanders to
ancestors who drew sustenance from the same land, and to the descendants who will one day
inherit it. I held these links and relationships in my mind as I wrote, and wanted to honour them.
As a result, many of the chapters span long time periods to set the context and capture the
complexities of change over time.
Father Francis X Hezel has dedicated his life to serving in and writing about the Pacific. In
1992 he presented a conference paper in which he challenged historians studying cultural change
to dig deeper, to find out why ‘certain foreign elements were totally rejected, others adopted with
some modification, and still others incorporated with almost no change?’ 24 I believe the study of
foodways is one means of addressing the ‘whys’ raised in historical inquiry. In its many
permutations food remained central to vibrant cultural identities and relationships in the Cook
Islands and beyond. I hope my thesis helps illustrate the resilience and creativity of this
extraordinary people.
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CHAPTER 1
The Bread of Life: The London Missionary Society Era (1823–1888)
Rarotonga ‘became as a garden of the Lord’, and no earthly place could compare ‘in the variety
and abundance of its precious fruit’ gathered for ‘the great Lord of the vineyard’. 1—Reverend
Aaron Buzacott, London Missionary Society (1828–1857)
‘I never knew a native of Mangaia to refuse a piece of our own made bread. Having once tasted it
and finding it both palatable and sustaining there was always a craving for it. The gospel of Jesus
also wherever it has been truly tasted and appropriated never fails to produce satisfaction and an
appreciation of its true worth’. 2—Reverend J.J.K. Hutchin, London Missionary Society, 1870s

The Christian tradition of taking communion, or symbolically consuming the body and
blood of Jesus as represented by bread and wine, is a central tenet of Christianity and represents
the acceptance of the sacrifice of Christ and the gift of salvation. Communion was also considered
one of the earliest outward signs of true conversion in the Cook Islands. When four Islanders
‘were judged ready to eat and drink worthily of the symbolic elements of the Lord’s Supper’ in
1833, they were officially granted Church membership. 3
Missionaries to the Pacific in the nineteenth century, whose very purpose was to infuse
Christian teachings into each facet of the human experience, often depended on food metaphors
to make complex concepts easier to grasp for new congregants and to describe their work in
letters and journals they hoped might be published in Europe. They were taking a page directly out
of the New Testament, in which the parables of Jesus overflow with food metaphors: disciples
fishing for the souls of men, Jesus as the Bread of Life, and faith the size of a mustard seed
moving mountains, for example. This is not surprising. Food is a common cultural denominator;
you might speak a different language, but if you hold out a piece of food to someone, she knows

Aaron Buzacott and J. P. Sunderland, Mission Life in the Islands of the Pacific: Being a Narrative of the Life and Labours of the
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you mean for her to take in sustenance. Food is a complex and layered medium of exchange, but
in most cultures to offer food is interpreted as a sign of welcome, and to hoard or steal it is to give
offence.
When Christian missionaries arrived in the Cook Islands in 1821 they were immediately
struck by not only the astounding natural beauty and apparent abundance of the islands, but also
by the very different ways Cook Islanders consumed and utilised food. Because missionaries
believed that what one ate could affect your spiritual growth—and even physiological
characteristics—food quickly became a way to convey and teach Christian values, both
symbolically and literally. To the missionaries, refined foods such as bread, wine, and cooked
meats were a marker of a society’s civilization and propriety. Raw fruits and vegetables, on the
other hand, suggested an untamed, primitive lifestyle. As Trudy Eden writes, missionaries ‘used
food and its associative practices to shape, strengthen, and/or spread their faith’. 4
The Cook Islands were not known as a cohesive group of islands when the first Christians
reached the shores of Aitutaki and Rarotonga in 1821 and 1823, respectively. Nevertheless, and
probably due to their geographic isolation, Christians were the first non-Polynesians to create a
permanent presence on these islands, and within ten years most Islanders on four of the southern
group identified as at least nominally Christian. In this chapter I compare the role of food in Cook
Islands’ culture with that of the first missionaries and demonstrate how and why food was central
to both the proselytising efforts of the London Missionary Society (LMS) and the determination of
Cook Islanders to preserve central elements of their foodways even as they adopted new traditions
and beliefs. Changes in land use introduced by the Mission—most importantly, the beginning of
cash crop production—also had far-reaching effects. Finally, I discuss the importation during the
missionary era of new European foods and accompanying manners, changing gender dynamics,
and the influence of a growing market economy on plantations and food crops.

4
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As the initial conduits of imported foods and manufactured goods—and though they
would have argued otherwise—missionaries were the first commercial agents in the Cook Islands. 5
The chapter ends in 1888 when the Cook Islands became a protectorate of the British Empire and
other secular and religious groups were allowed to influence the Cooks as the authority of the
London Missionary Society (LMS) receded.

Pre-European Contact Foodways in the Cook Islands
It is challenging to adequately describe Cook Islands foodways before European contact.
Richard Gilson observed that in the area of social and cultural history exist ‘some of the most
serious gaps in the early literature [relating] to information on kinship, exchange of goods and
services, and marriage’. 6 Furthermore, missionaries—the first to teach literacy in the Cooks—
worked to curtail or abolish practices that went against Christian doctrines. These attempts at
curtailment included many Cook Islands traditions surrounding food, an approach that led to
apathy at best when it came to recording and preserving the historical record. Gilson writes that
‘the contempt with which the missionaries regarded pagan practices has led to an almost complete
lack of information on that aspect of society’. 7 A central part of Cook Islands culture, food was an
area of negotiation and often conflict from the first interactions between missionaries and
Islanders.
Few primary sources exist that explicitly illuminate the ways in which the mission era
transformed foodways. Missionaries often chronicled their experiences and observations, however,
and there is Maretu’s well-known account of the Christianization of the Cooks. 8 A beloved
convert and missionary who experienced the transition to Christianity in Rarotonga first-hand,
Maretu describes ‘heathen’ times in order to highlight the benefits of the gospel. In contrast, E. H.
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Lamont’s Wild Life Among the Pacific Islanders offers a detailed account of the months he spent shipwrecked on Penrhyn in the early 1850s – an invaluable first-hand glimpse into an isolated island
society before the coming of the missionaries. 9 Later sources such as the Cook Islands Land Court
Records (1903) provide additional, and secular, perspectives into how Cook Islanders viewed
changes introduced by Christianity.
The Cook Islands shared significant cultural traits and historical patterns with other island
societies of Polynesia, including practices and beliefs surrounding food. Many Māori creation
myths reveal deep connections with the land and appreciation for crops, fruit trees and sea
creatures in the lagoon and beyond that made life possible. Relationships were based on the
collective use and distribution of these resources. As one Cook Islander eloquently stated, ‘The
blood of man is of food; the sustenance of man is of the land. Although the life blood of man is
formed from food, it is the land which provides the food and thus keeps him alive’. 10 Food was
also used as a form of currency and a marker of social boundaries, and infused leaders with their
power; a coconut grove or taro patch could be offered one day as a gift and withheld the next as a
weapon.
Ariki, or chiefs, ruled to a large extent through the control of food resources. Gifts of food
enhanced a ruler’s status by displaying his mana, or power, and created a debt of ‘reciprocal
obligation’ that would need to be repaid by a similar gift of food or resources at a later time.
People living on the ariki’s titled land also produced food for their chief as a form of tribute or tax
known as atinga. The most tangible source of wealth and power, food was often at the heart of
violence. Destroying a rival tribe’s crops or fruit-bearing trees was a common occurrence.
In tribal warfare it was a practice for the invaders to cut the bark of the coconut
trees so that they would die and affect the food supply. Other methods of killing
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the trees were to beat the crown with a stone and to place a large sea-snail (beche
de mer) around the sprout of the crown and allow it to rot there. 11
It took months and sometimes years for new trees to produce fruit. After the arrival of Christianity
armed retaliations for land-related disputes were outlawed.
In addition to receiving food from their people for ritual or ceremonial purposes, ariki
could also proclaim a ra‘ui (prohibition) over a particular crop, plantation, or part of a lagoon to
prevent over-exploitation or as punishment against an individual or group. At times ariki excluded
from feasts or fields those who had offended them, and later, during the missionary era, ariki
punished those who tried to sell crops without their approval by taking away land rights or
blocking access to fresh produce. There were no villages before Christianity; people lived in
clusters of multi-generational homes near their gardens and plantations. Everyone from young to
old worked to grow, harvest, and prepare food for their families and chief, and to be able to
contribute their portion at large communal feasts, or umukai, the ‘principal activity linking practical
economic, political, social, and religious life’ on Rarotonga and other islands in the Cooks. 12
Before western contact, Polynesians across the Pacific ate similar foods—taro (Colocasia
esculenta), coconut (Cocos nucifera), bananas (Musa acuminata), breadfruit (Artocarpus altilis), and a
variety of seafood. Their shared analogous worldviews and religious orientations centred on food,
the most fundamental connecting cultural feature linking Polynesian societies. With some
variations Islanders lived according to laws of tapu, a complex set of practices in which certain
behaviours, places, foods or people were forbidden or off-limits for limited to extended periods of
time. Amongst the many purposes of tapu was to keep the gods pacified and society in balance by
establishing appropriate boundaries for human contact and etiquette, many of which revolved
around food. Tapu applied to sleeping quarters, for example, and to anything associated with the
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chief’s body, particularly items that touched his head. Further, ceremonial bowls, fishing nets, and
certain structures were often forbidden. 13
Tapu was also a gendered issue. Women were tapu during childbirth and menstruation and
were not allowed to eat with men, prepare food for those of higher rank or partake of certain
foods. It remains unclear whether women in their dealings with food were seen overall as
polluting, or healing—having the power to draw evil out of places, objects or people. On some
Pacific islands women were the first to eat of sweet potato rubbed on the hands of someone who
had participated in a tapu activity, for instance, while in other places a woman had to keep her legs
crossed while grating coconut so as not to contaminate the food with her genitalia. 14
Anthropologists have attempted to align these apparent contradictions by arguing that ‘the
position of the female in Polynesia, including its negative component’, is more fully understood if
we see ‘women as linked with the supernatural’. 15 It seems that although early Cook Islanders and
other Polynesians acknowledged and respected the mysteries of reproduction and women’s sacred
connection to the land, women were also feared and kept separate from aspects of food
preparation and consumption.

Cannibals to Converts
Missionary writings almost ubiquitously sensationalised and condemned the cultural
practices of pre-Christian Cook Islanders, a prime example being William Wyatt Gill’s title for his
depiction of life in the Cooks, From Darkness to Light in Polynesia, in which he describes myriad
examples of warfare, deceit, and cruelty before the ‘light’ of the gospel arrived. 16 Infanticide,
polygamy and many other cultural practices were considered worthy of abolishment by
missionaries. No subject stirred more fear and fiery rhetoric in their accounts, however, than
Ibid., 354.
F. Allen Hanson, ‘Female Pollution in Polynesia?’ Journal of the Polynesian Society 91, no. 3 (1982): 345.
15 Ibid., 375.
16 William Wyatt Gill, From Darkness to Light in Polynesia: With Illustrative Clan Songs (Suva: University of the South
Pacific, 1984), 17.
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cannibalism. These qualms were not completely unfounded. As anthropologist Dr P Marshall
wryly noted in a 1926 lecture regarding early missionaries to the Pacific, ‘Several were eaten, but
they won in the end…’ 17 Maretu, born around 1802, met the topic of cannibalism head-on in his
autobiography, Cannibals and Converts, in which he provides an important and unique perspective
on Cook Islands history. Maretu described the ways early struggles over resources and dominance
led to conflict and, at times, cannibalism. One of the first interactions between Europeans and
Islanders was marred by poor behaviour on both sides. According to Maretu, in 1814, nine years
before the arrival of the London Missionary Society, several members of the crew of the
Cumberland who landed on the shores of Rarotonga were ‘overtaken and killed’, then ‘stolen by the
heathens and eaten’ because they had ‘plundered Makea’s coconut storehouse’. Following these
heinous events, however, two of the ariki on Rarotonga made peace by taking Captain
Goodenough ‘offerings of pigs, kava, and food, 18 revealing that while foodstuff was often at the
centre of conflict, it could also be part of reconciliation.
According to Maretu, cannibalism was a rare event in this part of the Pacific and only
revenge ‘caused the eating of human flesh’. 19 Further, cannibalism was usually reserved for those
of high status such as Maretu’s family, and even then only practiced during times of war as a
symbolic transfer of mana, or power. Years after his conversion and missionary training Maretu
admitted to, as a boy, eating ‘defeated enemies from his father’s cannibal oven’ and once stealing ‘a
victim’s head to have for himself’. 20 According to the missionary Reverend William Gill, however,
war victims were often presented to the gods with ‘the head being taken…to the ariki, and the
bodies eaten at their cannibal feasts’, suggesting that the practice was more widespread. 21 Maretu
reiterated that most common people ‘did not eat human flesh [because] only the warriors had
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human ovens’, yet then he gave another contextually odd and contradictory reason for why Cook
Islanders tried to avoid cannibalism: health concerns. He explained that ‘high chiefs and leaders of
the land [usually] only ate pork, fish and chicken’, because human flesh was ‘very rich’ and ‘those
who ate it soon became fat’. 22 By linking cannibalism to body size Maretu somewhat undermined
his original argument that cannibalism was primarily ceremonial and only practiced during times of
war. 23 Perhaps Maretu’s view of the practice of cannibalism was already being influenced by and
placed within the context of Christian doctrine, and that Europeans were aware of at least some
correlation between food and physical health by the late 1800s when Maretu’s account was
recorded.
Overall there is evidence that cannibalism was practiced in the Cook Islands but was not
widespread. The last known incident of cannibalism occurred there in 1822, although it continued
in other parts of the Pacific for many years, 24 most notably in the New Hebrides where the
missionary John Williams was killed and eaten in 1839. Perhaps because of their experience with
cannibalism, Cook Islanders found the practice of communion easier to swallow, although they
must have sensed the incongruity when missionaries preached vehemently against cannibalism
whilst teaching of the symbolic sacrifice and transformative power of the ‘flesh and blood’ of Jesus
represented by new European imports, bread and wine.

‘No Food but Jesus Tangaroa:’ 25 The Tahitian Missionaries
The first missionaries to the Cook Islands met with great success, in no small part because
of their first-hand understanding of Polynesian culture and traditions. John Williams, an energetic
representative of the LMS who began his missionary work in the Society Islands, delivered a young
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Tahitian Christian, Papeiha, to Aitutaki in 1821 where Papeiha went on to successfully introduce
the Christian message. Williams returned to the island two years later and sailed with Papeiha to
Rarotonga, where, fortified with only a few religious tracts and a bold spiritual vision, Papeiha set
out to convert the most populous island in the Cook group. He went on to accomplish ‘more in
Rarotonga in two years than the English missionaries in Tahiti had in twenty’. 26 Papeiha and Rio,
another Tahitian missionary who arrived on Rarotonga several months after Papeiha, both married
into chiefly families on the island and seem to have enjoyed the status, excitement, and privilege
that accompanied their role as truth bearers. As Polynesians they also understood the importance
of food security to local inhabitants, the promise of which helped convince some to convert. Two
elderly Rarotongan warriors, Tearoa and Kirita, asked Papeiha about this new god: ‘What has he to
offer? Will he give a shark, a [fish eaten by chiefs]… or perhaps a whale? Is it food [that your god
will offer]?’ In response to these and other questions Papeiha answered, ‘Food created by him will
be plentiful. He made all things. He is the true god’. Because hurricanes destroyed crops and fruit
trees every few years the people also wondered, ‘During a famine do we obtain food from him
[God]?’ They were assured that after ‘the word of God arrived’ in Aitutaki the people went from
eating mud during a famine to enjoying ‘a bountiful harvest of food and fish. The same will
happen here if you believe’. 27 When disaster arrived in the form of disease, blights and storms that
devastated food stores just a few years later, Christians rushed to blame unbelievers for ‘the
scourge of God’. 28 Nevertheless some Rarotongans questioned the wisdom of their decision to
convert in 1831 when an ‘extraordinary prevalence of [insects] devoured their taro [and] destroyed
their coconut trees’ and another hurricane struck a few months later. 29
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Papeiha and Rio also understood the cultural significance of feasting, a practice quickly
incorporated into important Christian events (see Chapter 5). To celebrate the building of the first
church in Avarua in Rarotonga in 1823, for example, ariki and missionaries worked together and
organised ‘a feast of seven hundred pigs and forty bunches of pandanus’. 30 Clearly there was plenty
of food to be enjoyed by all. But two years later, Papeiha and Rio tried to dissuade several
European missionaries and at least one trader from settling on Rarotonga by claiming ‘there were
no sweet potato, chicken, pigs and taro’, and ‘no food there of the kind eaten by Europeans’. 31
One way to interpret this misleading report is that the native missionaries, reaping the benefits of
prestige as the main representatives of the Church, tried to stave off competition as long as
possible. Regardless of their efforts European missionaries soon returned to take over the
ministry. They found a people familiar with the basic message of Christianity but implementing its
teachings in novel ways.

The First European Missionaries Settle in the Cook Islands
Missionaries to the Pacific set out ‘to civilise as well as convert’, although there was much
debate about which of these transformations should occur first. 32 John and Mary Williams, Aaron
and Sarah Buzacott, and Charles and Elizabeth Pitman were the first Europeans sent to the Cook
Islands on behalf of the LMS in the 1820s. Armed with a devout belief in the ‘Doctrine of the
Cross’, or that when congregants heard the gospel of Jesus they were immediately drawn to the
‘fruits of the spirit’ and want to rid themselves of ‘heathen’ attributes, these men and women were
initially convinced that ‘civilisation’ would naturally follow conversion. Once Pacific Islanders
understood and accepted Jesus’s gift of salvation, appropriate behaviours and attitudes would fall
into place; the work might be difficult, but not insurmountable. Some believed, in contrast, that
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‘civilization must pioneer the way for Christianity’, and several leaders argued with foreboding ‘that
the natives would be civilized or destroyed’. Still others maintained that Christianity and civilisation
could not be separated because ‘religion is strictly and essentially a civilizing process’. 33 After
working to convert Pacific Islanders for many years, missionaries began to believe that a twopronged approach combining religious education and cultural modelling was necessary for
indigenous people to fully grasp the new faith. 34
Because cultural values are always embedded in religion, it was difficult to tease out
whether changed behaviours of new church members could be attributed to a commitment to
Christianity, or an interest in the trappings of modernity—or a combination of the two.
Regardless, missionaries seem to have become grudgingly comfortable with the interdependencies
between civilisation and Christianity. Food played a central role throughout in the process of
imbuing Cook Islanders with the religious and cultural ideologies of Western Europeans. Hosting
a mid-morning or afternoon tea time, offering prayers before a meal, and the use of cutlery, plates,
tables, and chairs were all items and behaviours linking food culture to faith. Makea Nui Takau
Ariki, one of the longest-reigning ariki of the twentieth century, connected the sacred and secular
motives of the Church when she said, ‘Coming from middle class Victorian society, the
missionaries were convinced that the ethics of this social class in particular and the Victorian
English civilization in general was the only way of life worth living and agreeable to God’. 35
The reverends Williams, Buzacott, and Pitman were representative of many missionaries
who came from the lower middle ‘mechanic’ class in England and who combined a rudimentary
education with zeal and energy. These brave folks were often ill-suited for island living, but their
families ultimately benefited (socially if not personally) from the choice to serve as missionaries.
Missionary families began to enjoy higher status and public acknowledgement both in European
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and Pacific circles. As Christianity was accepted and became ingrained in Cook Islands society the
English missionaries were treated with great respect. They allied themselves with the ariki, thereby
gaining access to land, food, and labour to construct their homes and churches. Missionary wives,
meanwhile, employed young women as maids and cooks—an ideal arena for instructing them in
the ways of Christian homemaking. Missionaries taught that God was no respecter of status and
loved all people equally. Even so, outward representations of godliness—including behaviour,
clothing, and food choices—revealed one’s inner convictions and allegiance.
When John Williams returned to Rarotonga in 1827 he brought with him Charles and
Elizabeth Pitman, the first Europeans to reside full-time in the Cook Islands. They were followed
in 1828 by the Buzacotts, who lived and worked in Rarotonga for almost 30 years. Letters from
these early missionaries reflect contentment with the results of their efforts and faith in the midst
of doubt. Believing all events, both good and bad, were part of God’s plan must have helped them
overcome disaster as well as the physical discomfort of surviving without familiar comforts. Still,
the missionaries’ belief that God alone would sustain them was put to the test. As anthropologist
and religious scholar Niel Gunson wrote, the missionaries quickly realised ‘Although it is said that
a man cannot live by bread alone, he cannot live without bread’. 36
Elizabeth Pitman, the first European woman to reside on Rarotonga, struggled with
various illnesses during her initial years on the island. Her husband Charles was frustrated, writing
in his journal ‘She must needs strengthening food, but the Island yields nothing but Native
foods’. 37 Missionary writings suggest that Europeans considered their own foods to be vastly
superior to and healthier than indigenous foods. Describing their first year on Rarotonga Aaron
Buzacott noted that he and his colleagues found themselves in ‘the most trying circumstances for
want of proper food’. While he trusted in God’s providence, Buzacott believed the lack of decent
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food was not only unpleasant but might actually impede the spread of the gospel: ‘It is not easy to
realize how needful to European comfort and health are plentiful supplies of sugar and salt until
deprived of these articles of daily consumption, and placed beyond the reach of purchase’, he
lamented, worried that ‘the lack of bread, and tea, and sugar, and salt, induced great weakness in
the missionaries’ and created ‘diminished strength [and] failing health’. 38 And so, like John
Williams, who in 1828 decided to build his own ship, the Messenger of Peace, to transport people and
supplies, Buzacott realised if he wanted these particular foods he would simply have to make them
himself. Over the next few years he attempted to create salt from drying ocean water and teach
‘the art of rearing and cultivating the Sugar Cane, Coffee and Cotton Trees’ to Rarotongans. 39
These efforts proved neither particularly successful nor necessary as more ships began stopping to
trade and re-provision in the Cooks.
The ability to store food to survive times of isolation or natural disaster quickly became a
critical issue for the Mission. Tropical storms periodically hit the Cook Islands and generally
caused more damage to the southern Cook group. Pacific historian Ron Crocombe tied Polynesian
weather patterns to food security: ‘Hurricanes usually strike some part of the [Cook] group once or
twice in each decade and severely disrupt the commercial productivity of the islands hit’. 40 The
privation missionaries suffered from ‘the shortage of European food-stuffs…sank into utter
insignificance compared with the storms which descended on Rarotonga’ in 1831 and again in
1846. 41 Missionaries understood food storage and security as crucial components to establishing a
thriving Christian community. They had promised the people abundant spiritual as well as
temporal rewards and intended to keep their word; they also wanted their own families to at least
survive if not flourish. As the Buzacotts witnessed the post-storm devastation of vegetation ‘it
became an earnest and unwearied aim of the missionary to import such kinds of food as wind and
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wave could not so easily destroy’. 42 By 1857 they could boast of introducing ‘cattle, a better breed
of pig, fowls, ducks, sweet potatoes, oranges, limes, tomatoes, pineapples, coffee, [and] Indian
corn’ and ‘noted that the diet of 1828 could be utterly destroyed by a hurricane, but that many of
the new foods could be stored’. 43 Although some domestic crops could withstand storms if stored
properly, Europeans consistently put their faith in imported foodstuffs to see them through times
of scarcity.
Early missionaries connected bodily health to diet and believed prepared European foods
were superior to plant-based meals. Sarah Buzacott wrote in a journal entry that, sadly, diarrhoea
amongst Rarotongans was in her opinion the ‘inevitable effect of a free indulgence in a vegetable
diet, and in fruits’. 44 Sporadic dietary advice aside, corporal vitality and optimal nutrition were not
paramount issues in the missionary’s mind. His focus was on eternal salvation and the health of
the soul—not the physical body. Even as disease ravaged native communities and the indigenous
population plummeted in the years following European contact, the Buzacotts and Pitmans
remained satisfied with the progress of the Mission. As long as someone confessed their sins
before death and therefore would receive eternal life, Mrs Buzacott explained, ‘the [spiritual] gains
far exceed the losses’. 45
The Buzacotts lived in Rarotonga for almost three decades, and in the 1850s they
described how their diets (among many other things) had changed during their tenure. When they
departed in 1857 half of Rarotongans had converted to Christianity and their diets included several
foods introduced by Europeans, including more types of meat and many new kinds of plants. 46
Over the next several decades missionaries endeavoured to start sugar and cotton plantations,
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coconut oil mills, and introduced European crops like wheat and corn and coffee, and though
most of their agricultural experiments failed some missionaries became quite wealthy.
Reverend William Gill, who spent twenty years on Mangaia (1852–1872) and six in
Rarotonga (1877–1883), recorded in his journal some of the unique culinary issues raised by the
new faith, which he found quaint and amusing. He wrote that Mangaians asked him
Is it a sin to eat raw fish? We are very fond of half-cooked pork, is it wrong to eat
it? Does the Bible command wives to sit at meals with their husband? Is it wrong
for women to work in the taro patches? Is it wrong to eat rats? 47
The anthropologist Sir Peter Buck analysed this exchange in his writings on Mangaia many years
later, during his fieldwork in late 1929–1930. Buck did not find these questions funny, but rather
sad and poignant. Queries like this illustrated the integral role food played in Cook Islanders’
cultural and religious practices and reflected a genuine longing to understand the culinary
parameters of Christianity and incorporate new teachings about food into their daily lives.
E. H. Lamont visited several of the Cook Islands before he was shipwrecked on Penrhyn.
His narrative reveals much about customary daily life, yet also highlights the rapid changes brought
about by the London Missionary Society and European contact, even by 1852. Lamont noted
political alliances and food tributes, described traditional taro cultivation, and looked on with
wonder at communal night-fishing techniques on Mangaia. At the same time, evidence of
European contact abounded and Lamont seemed impressed by what the London Missionary
Society had accomplished. Scores of whale and trade ships frequented Aitutakian and Rarotongan
ports each year, and Lamont dined at the king of Mauke’s house replete with table, chairs, and
cutlery ‘appropriated to the use of white visitors. We fared well on roast pork, fowls, fish, &c.,
cooked in the native oven, together with the fruits of the island’. 48
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But Lamont’s observations also contained mild rebukes for European missionaries to the
Pacific. The missionary was ‘high priest, lawgiver, and virtually, though not nominally, absolute
monarch’—and lived a life of relative ease, receiving ‘fruits of the earth…almost spontaneously’
and other modern necessities delivered by ‘half-yearly visits of the missionary ship’. Further,
although they had servants, they viewed themselves as the ones sacrificing for others’ salvation.
Lamont went on, ‘It is thus evident that missionaries in the South Seas have an opportunity of
acquiring wealth, and of having more of the comforts of life around them than their poor
struggling brethren at home; but oh! How much more delightful to the exalted mind it is to fill a
position where they can benefit hundreds of their fellow creatures’. 49
In stark contrast, Penrhyn – where missionaries had not yet settled and ships only
accidentally visited – was an isolated society. People there relied completely on coconuts and fish,
and for far more than just food. The coconut, Lamont noted, ‘affords them [at times] their entire
food, medicine, and decoration, but also their clothing [and] housing materials, weapons, fishing
lines and nets’ and ‘the images of their gods are also made of this to them, most invaluable tree’. 50

Christian Domesticity and Womanhood
Missionaries struggled to comprehend societal boundaries and gender roles in the Pacific;
centuries-long prohibitions and continual feasting rituals baffled them. Historian Anna Johnston
wrote, ‘Eating and food seemed both to fascinate and repel missionaries in Polynesia’. 51 As
mentioned earlier, missionaries believed that if Cook Islanders embraced Christianity everything
else would fall into place—including women’s responsibilities and proper place in the home and
community. One of the first goals was to stop the observance of tapu as these practices
represented superstition and loyalty to an opposing belief system. In the 1820s John Williams tried
to dissuade women on Raiatea of the belief that they would die if they broke tapu by consuming
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sharks. ‘We told them [the men] to bake it & eat it & let the Women eat of it also—They bake it &
the Women dare [not] touch it for fear of being strangled by the gods as the turtle & shark are
Sacred fish’, but the women, finally trusting the missionaries, ate the fish and ‘no harm came to
them’. 52 Christians interpreted each breaking of tapu as progress toward Islanders fully accepting
Christianity, and gradually most of the prohibitions separating women from certain foods or
behaviours were no longer observed. It may seem strange how quickly Cook Islanders were willing
to accept a new religious order, but it is less so if we remember that there were significant
similarities between Christianity and traditional religious practice in the Cook Islands. Further
the belief in tapu, spirits, and ghosts remained [in the Cook Islands] without
causing any ideological difficulty for the average Māori. There were, of course,
strong elements of tapu in the Christian doctrine and practice. Perhaps later
observers were not completely in error when they claimed that many Rarotongans
merely added Jehovah to their pantheon of deities and the missionaries to their
hierarchy of chiefs. 53
A belief in the supernatural and the power of human behaviours to shape divine events bound
these disparate belief systems. Food remained an outward reflection of one’s loyalties.
Hailing from early Victorian middle-class English backgrounds, the missionaries believed
that women played a key role in modelling behaviour for their families and establishing a heavenly
respite in the home. For this reason, Cook Islands women became central to the objectives of
missionary wives, who were expected to handle all things domestic. Food was held up as a tangible
measurement of female success on the home front while missionary husbands ministered to the
people’s spiritual needs and dealt with secular concerns. Sarah Buzacott, one of few missionary
women from this era who kept a diary, brought with her very specific, defined ideas of the
Christian woman’s appropriate appearance and behaviour—including her distinctive responsibility
to properly feed her family. Throughout the 1800s, missionary women strongly encouraged their
‘native sisters’ to use European-manufactured cooking implements and incorporate imported
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foods into their meals. Somewhat ironically considering the secondary status of women in most
nineteenth-century Christian churches, missionaries pressed Cook Islands women to break away
from traditional food taboos and participate fully in a new Christian society, which came with its
own food-related rules. Anthropologist Nancy Pollock wrote of the similar influence of
Christianity on Fijian foodways. The ‘negative value the missionary wives placed on these
foodstuffs. . . made it clear that taro and yams were not as healthy as the bread and meat
[Europeans] liked to eat, and also that these were not foods a civilized household ate’. 54
Across the Pacific missionary women stressed the use of tables and utensils and preparing
several hot meals per day. They also ‘held special classes which stressed the importance of women
as ‘homemakers’’. 55 Islander women were expected to look to missionary wives as examples of
civilisation as well as representatives of the new religion, so Sarah Buzacott was baffled when local
women seemed to only selectively incorporate her advice. For instance, after living on Rarotonga
for several years, she wrote of attending an ‘English-style’ dinner at an Islander’s home with the
Pitmans, and complained that ‘although we had supplied them with knives and forks for the
occasion several of them preferred using their hands. . .’ 56 Two years later, in January 1841, she
described a more successful ‘feast with the natives’ in which they set the ‘table in English style—
[with] plates, dishes, knives, forks and glass tumblers’, but there was no mention of what kinds of
foods were served. 57 It pleased Mrs Buzacott to see the results of her efforts. Her journal suggests
that imported foodstuffs had become necessary to achieving missionary cultural objectives.
Cook Islanders must have been at least intermittently overwhelmed by the many foodrelated expectations and assumptions that accompanied an acceptance of Christianity. Early
culinary encounters revealed the beginnings of a hybrid diet. Missionary and local women cooked
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European dishes like pancakes by the 1830s, but they were usually made with locally grown
arrowroot (Maranta arundinacea) powder rather than hard-to-procure wheat flour. Women also
began to utilise ‘new articles of consumption [in their cooking that] were capable of being prepared
and kept with care for almost any length of time’, most likely a reference to tinned meats. 58
Gender roles were disrupted by the increased dependence on imported foods over the
next several decades. Men who usually deep sea fished, harvested taro, coconuts, and breadfruit
and prepared the umu began working more frequently at the shipyards or producing crops for
export. Women were then left to prepare more unfamiliar foods to ideally be served on tables at
certain times of the day. Whether Cook Islands women saw these changes as necessary or positive
is hard to ascertain, but we do know that the desire for imported foods and cookery grew during
this period, suggesting a willingness to experiment with new foodstuffs.

Land-eaters 59: Living Near the Mission
One of the first significant changes implemented by the missionaries was the requirement
that new church members construct European-style houses in which to live near one of the three
missions in Rarotonga. 60 Similar movement took place on other islands. The reasons for pressing
congregants to live close were both moral and monetary. The relocation acted, in essence, as a
contract that Cook Islanders agreed to live by new Christian standards including monogamy and
cohabiting in immediate family groups. Some naturally resisted abandoning their ‘extra’ wives and
refused to leave their plantations, and as a result the ‘missionaries [initially] had great difficulty
holding the people in Avarua away from their own homes and gardens’. 61 Makea Pori Ariki set the
precedent in 1830 when he officially moved to the Mission and married his youngest wife in a
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Christian ceremony, forsaking the others. Amidst the tears his decision engendered, Makea Pori
Ariki ‘provided for [his principal wife] by giving her the produce of 20 farms’, a generous gift as
agricultural land comprised the main source of wealth on the island. 62 Where people lived quickly
became a way of identifying as Christian or ‘heathen’—there was, literally, no middle ground.
Once they relocated people were expected to continue living near the church. Maretu wrote that
on Mangaia, when inhabitants decided to leave the Mission ‘to live permanently on their planting
lands [they] have turned back to heathenism’ and ‘never come back to attend classes or church’. 63
Further, as mission leaders and chosen ariki began to organise transactions with traders, it was
important for parishioners to live close to participate in and provide fresh foods for trade.
Moving to the mission grounds affected the cultivation of family plantations. As several
generations living together was, according to Reverend George Pitman, a ‘recipe for immorality’,
the missionaries ‘persuaded the people not to accommodate more than one nuclear family in each
house, in contrast to the pre-contact system whereby several related nuclear families often lived
within the one building’. Pitman noted later in his journal that relocations led to ‘nuclear families
planting separately, for the old living pattern was based on a kitchen, and on joint production for
that kitchen and joint consumption from it. The setting up of separate kitchens probably
facilityated (sic), if it did not cause, an increase in separate plantings’. 64 Reverend Pitman may have
been referring to an open-area cookhouse where communal meals were prepared, and he assumed
that a change in living quarters would immediately alter land use. But new converts did not give up
their old planting lands; they continued to travel regularly to tend their gardens and continued to
share and exchange their bounty with friends and kin groups. Even so, loyalties were gradually
altered. As church interests became paramount and trade increased, crops began to be seen not
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just as a form of sustenance and status, but as a way to gain access to manufactured goods and to
support the growth of Christianity.
The geographic transition to mission stations also altered power structures in Cook Islands
society. Before European contact the ariki—the most powerful chiefs—received atinga (tribute) in
the form of food crops from those who lived on their land, but did not ‘own’ the land as
Westerners defined ownership. New locations meant new loyalties and new opportunities. There
were benefits that accompanied conversion, including literacy and access to trade goods, but for
those who wanted to continue in leadership roles Christianity may have not been a true choice.
With the coming of the missionaries ‘church membership became a virtual necessity for
individuals who wished to wield influence in the community’, including chiefs. 65 Ariki gained even
more power through conversion and aligning themselves with a particular missionary, but the
status of lesser chiefs and warriors, displaced by this new system, diminished. 66 Further, whereas
before Christianity the people could stage a rebellion against an oppressive or dishonest ariki, after
the establishment of the missions war and violence were outlawed and ‘some of the more powerful
chiefs began to make heavy economic demands upon their followers, and claimed sole ‘ownership’
of large areas of land to which they had no exclusive right—in some cases, no right at all’. Some
ariki became extremely wealthy through their support of the missionaries and involvement in
trading. By the 1880s, along with the customary atinga, ‘all cash rents…were collected by the
ariki’. 67
The bitterness engendered by these shifts in land use instituted during the mission era was
reflected in the Cook Islands Land Court records. Established in 1902, the Land Court’s primary
purpose was to ‘determine the ownership of land’ in the Cooks, and to at least partly fulfil the
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hopes of New Zealand officials that local descent groups ‘would cultivate and harvest cash crops if
its members could be freed from the arbitrary demands of the chiefs’. 68 Resentment and anger
seeped through the testimonies of Cook Islanders trying to prove their land claims. Te Ura, a
Rarotongan, blamed Christianity for his losses: ‘When the world of God came here… was the time
[the ariki] began to steal the land. The evangelists were in power and they lifted up the Arikis who
got the power and oppressed the people’. Similarly, Parakoti, listed as ‘not an Ariki’, testified ‘Our
mana was stolen from us. We were never made vassals until the word of god came here.’ 69
Another man, Pori, concurred, saying shortly after the missionaries ‘came to this island Makea
[Ariki] took possession of our lands.’ Parakoti poignantly summed up how—at least in this
respect—Christianity had not offered his people freedom from heathenism but had imprisoned
them with invisible chains, leaving many without the means to grow food for their families, and
without recourse or justice. ‘My hands were tied by the word of god, in heathen times I would
have fought’. 70

Bananas for Bibles: Commercialism Comes to the Cooks
From his first years in the Cook Islands Aaron Buzacott reasoned that more crops must be
grown, not just for personal comfort or the Church’s success but to provide food security. On 18
December 1831 a severe hurricane wiped out crops and led to a famine. Buzacott wrote that ‘the
shortage of food was felt for a long period’ and missionaries ‘realised it was necessary to provide
against similar visitations by way of making available less perishable food supplies’ such as
arrowroot, tapioca, potatoes, rice, and coffee—a combination of island-grown and imported
foods. 71 Lines between food security and profits soon blurred. The LMS had ‘brought in a large
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variety of subsistence crops in order to improve the diet of the people’ by the 1830s, but heated
conversations ensued among the LMS leadership and missionaries over how much trade was
appropriate for the Church to be engaged in. Headquarters wanted Cook Islands’ congregations to
be self-supporting and sent experts to teach Islanders how to grow and weave their own cotton
fabrics, for example, which all soon realised made no economic sense as whalers and traders were
willing to trade ready-made cloth for provisions. 72 Thus Islanders were encouraged to plant more
crops to support church projects because ‘the only form of wealth at this time was that obtained
from selling arrowroot, sweet potatoes and tropical fruits to visiting vessels’. 73
Converts were required to give of their time and resources for projects such as new church
buildings or the construction of the Messenger of Peace, the transport ship built by John Williams in
1828 which so definitively connected commerce to Christianity and changed the direction of the
Mission. 74 John Williams provides an interesting example of the missionary-trader, one whose
work was necessary to the survival of the LMS’s endeavours but constantly scrutinized. Everresourceful, Williams described selling shipments of coconut oil to raise money for mission work
and was regularly transporting pigs and coconuts for trade from Aitutaki to Rarotonga as early as
1827. 75 Some believed John Williams gradually lost touch with the Church’s sacred goals, that for
Williams ‘trading acquired a virtue of its own and ‘commercial enterprise [became] as much a
civilizing agent as the gospel’ even as he ‘paid lip-service to the doctrine that it was Christianity
which produced the desire for civilization’. 76 Missionaries appreciated the reinforcements Williams
brought them even as debate about the place of a market economy and the secular trappings it
inevitably brought to the Cook Islands continued. Williams traded throughout the 1830s and by
1838 had set up his son John as a merchant in Apia, Samoa. Missionaries there questioned
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Williams’ motives on one occasion when they ‘had no supplies of sugar and flour [but] Williams
and his family were eating pancakes whilst the “rest of the party” had to make do with cold taro’. 77
Several factors led to the development of a more formal market economy during the
mission era, first in Rarotonga and eventually on several other islands in the group. Initially food
remained the primary form of currency and tangible wealth in the Cook Islands and was used to
procure everything from calico cloth to flour and farming equipment. Missionaries expressed
discomfort with business transactions but increasingly realised they needed to take on secular
duties in order to protect their new flock from nefarious traders and looming materialism. In spite
of John Williams’ example, the majority of missionaries did not set out to introduce commerce to
Polynesia. The London Missionary Society, however, had sent their representatives to the Pacific
without salaries and simply instructed them to be resourceful and grow their own food or live ‘by
the charity of the people’. 78 This was not a realistic plan; within a few months of their arrival
missionaries were trading away anything they had of value for food, existing in rags, and planting
crops but not growing enough to support their families. They would either have to engage in trade
to thrive—nay, survive—or exist as paupers in spite of their perceived status and divine mission.
Inevitably, most decided it was better to dabble in the ways of the world and live a bit more
comfortably, or they tied the need for trade to the security and success of Christianity in the
Pacific. Why would Cook Islanders want to convert to a new religion if they could see no palpable
benefits?
The Cook Islands were not the only islands to join a burgeoning global market, but due to
geographic isolation and the timing of European settlement commercialism developed differently
there than in other parts of the Pacific. Trade and commerce spread throughout Oceania during
the nineteenth century, although the rate and pattern of economic development depended on the
context and purpose of those who landed on Polynesian shores. Secular traders and whalers had
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been visiting the Hawaiian Islands for at least 30 years when the first American missionaries landed
in 1820, for example, so Hawaiian leaders were already foreigner-savvy and greeted missionary
families with expensive gifts of imported meat and cheese that helped establish their role as
benevolent hosts. 79 Hawaiian queens wasted no time in asking missionary wives to sew them
western style dresses, which missionaries mistakenly interpreted as signs of God’s favour and
Hawaiians’ gratitude. 80 In contrast, missionaries were the first Europeans to establish a long-term
presence in the Cook Islands, and therefore they were also the first to introduce imported
foodstuffs, which quickly became popular with Islanders for their convenience and novelty.
Compared to other mission locations in the Pacific where ‘technology was not the result of
adherence to the new religion’, for Cook Islanders, it was: everything modern was associated with
Christianity, at least initially. 81
The extent to which individual missionaries actively engaged in trade varied, but on some
islands mission-led trade thrived. Dr Sylvester Lambert related a story from one of the Southern
Cook Islands that illustrates an early juxtaposition between Christianity and commercialism. ‘The
first missionaries who came to Mauke did much prosperous trading’ in Chilean silver coin. As
happened at other missions, the new converts were asked to construct a Church. After completing
the structure, the builders ‘finished the chancel reverently and into the panels they set the [silver]
dollars, each one an image of what they considered the white man’s God’, Lambert concluded. 82
Like it or not, the missionaries had introduced a secular monetary system that influenced
economic and social development on these distant islands and become synonymous with the
Christian faith.
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Food was usually accepted as payment for goods and services, although coinage quickly
became the preferred currency. In early February 1839 the Reverend William Gill arrived in
Rarotonga aboard the Camden, a ship which also carried the first copies of the New Testament
translated into the Rarotongan language by John Williams and Aaron Buzacott. Locals lined up
excitedly to acquire a copy of the holy text. Gill noted that ‘buyers who had money were supplied
first, at a cost of three shillings. Next were those who paid with dried bananas…’ 83
Reverend Buzacott and other missionaries encouraged Cook Islanders to plant for food
security, yes, but also to exchange their surplus crops for cloth so they could dress more modestly.
Just a few months before the hurricane of 1831, Buzacott impressed Rarotongans by trading a new
crop, sweet potatoes, to a whaler for many bolts of fabric, which Cook Islanders wanted badly.
‘Before long several hundred acres [of sweet potatoes] were under cultivation’, Buzacott reported
proudly, which ‘were popular with the whalers if not with the Māori’ as well as plots of ‘arrowroot,
tapioca, rice, and coffee [which] were also introduced…for commercial purposes’. 84 Within a few
years simple exchange networks had been established and meat, sweet potatoes and island fruits
were regularly traded with passing ships for cloth and other manufactured items. New plants
introduced by the Mission permanently impacted life in the Cooks by connecting people to a
global market. Foods the LMS had introduced to ostensibly ‘improve the diet of the people’ were
soon viewed primarily as a way to procure imported goods. 85Cook Islanders not only loved the
imported foods and plain calico fabrics but began desiring bold, bright patterns of cloth as well as
bonnets, parasols, boots, and umbrellas—items the missionaries found immodest and unnecessary
in a tropical climate.
In essence, the LMS wanted ‘theocratic insulation’, or to keep Islanders protected from
secular influences, but exposure to cotton fabrics and other European conveniences made it
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impossible to stay isolated as increasing amounts of traders stopped to restock in the Cooks.
Several hundred ships visited Rarotonga per year by the mid-1800s. 86 As the anthropologist Ernest
Beaglehole astutely observed, ‘to start social change and then to stop it: this was the problem that
the missionary tried to solve’. 87 Missionaries were concerned that Islanders, so new to the faith,
would not be able to withstand the nefarious influence of non-Christians, and they feared the
effects of commercialism on their fellow church leaders. 88 Most sources portray the missionaries as
torn over worldly involvement, though British author and peace activist Hypatia Bonner argued
that missionaries had secular goals from the outset which they hid beneath a cloak of
Christianity. 89

The Market Houses: A ‘Commercial Spirit’
The increasing impact of trade and organisation of market houses further influenced Cook
Islanders’ relationships with the land—and with one another. Within just a few years of their
arrival, missionaries in Rarotonga helped establish three market houses whose location
corresponded to one of the three missions and ‘provided a channel through which the ariki could
exercise control over the production and sale of cash crops’ and who fixed ‘the prices to be paid
for each commodity’. 90 The market houses were supposed to ‘assist and regularize’ trade, with all
transactions officially controlled by the local ariki. As Ron Crocombe described the process,
however, ‘once produce acquired a cash value…the land on which it grew acquired a capital value
and, when the range of consumer goods increased, what was in the chief’s best interests was much
less often in the common interests of the group’. 91 On several occasions unprincipled ariki twisted
the intended use of ra‘ui—an ancient system in which the chief forbade anyone from harvesting a
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crop for a certain amount of time—by placing ra‘ui on a cash crop, and lifting it only to collect the
harvest for the highest-bidding trader. Overall market houses resulted in ‘a higher level and range
of consumption’ of imported foodstuffs and led to increased competition and social
stratification. 92
As early as 1840 many considered the LMS station on Rarotonga to be a ‘trading mission’
operated with the overt blessing of the missionaries. Several documents even refer to Reverend
Charles Pitman’s ‘trading transactions’. 93 It is difficult to know whether the missionaries officially
sanctioned the trade or just grudgingly accepted that civilisation—of which commerce was
inevitably a part—must follow the introduction of Christianity and should at least be overseen by
godly men. Just as people’s perception of the land became tinged with commercial possibilities, the
relationship between Cook Islanders and the Mission was altered as well.
The production of subsistence crops by extended…family groups continued, but
with Mission encouragement, the chiefs undertook the planting of cash crops as hapu or
‘village’ projects. Unallocated land was opened up for export production, and the
chiefs, who controlled this land, disposed of the goods. Contributions to the Mission,
made in arrowroot, were submitted to the district ariki by the leading chiefs. The
foodstuffs required by the whaling ships were furnished by each household within
the hapu, and the chiefs, in turn, gave them to the ‘authority of the market
house’—the district or an appointee—for disposal. . . . [and later] with the
establishment of European trading stores, the disposal of cash crops was
decentralized. 94 (italics mine)
This important transition to growing crops specifically to purchase imported goods happened
soon after the missions were established. Food—already a marker of subsistence, status,
spirituality, and currency—took on yet another role as a tangible link to a new, modern world of
imported goods for Cook Islanders, a connection both introduced and sustained by the
missionaries.
A regulation was passed by the LMS in 1848 prohibiting all traders from living on
Rarotonga, though most transactions carried out by the market houses between 1830 and 1860
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were with whaling ships, ‘the main market for fresh foodstuffs’. More than eighty ships called at
Rarotonga in 1850–1851 alone, including sixty whaling ships. 95 The whaling industry in the South
Pacific collapsed in the 1860s, however, and with some opposition traders were then allowed to
establish their own stores which soon rendered the market houses obsolete. The authority of the
Mission, initially strengthened by the market houses, waned as their commercial influence was
replaced by secular traders. Cook Islanders began to move back to their own plantations and out
of the watchful eye of the missionaries. The Church felt their control loosen as people brewed
more bush beer and traded their own crops for goods of their choosing. The ‘establishment of
trading stores superseded the market houses, which had once been effective, and opened the door
to the accumulation of debts and the more regular distribution of imported spirits’. 96
Disagreements developed between the missionaries and traders who both angled for the people’s
contributions and loyalty. At this fraught juncture E.R. Krause, a German missionary representing
the LMS, arrived in Rarotonga to deal with the ‘difficult challenges…presented by the island’s
commercial development’. 97 Krause was particularly upset by the ongoing struggle to keep alcohol
out of the hands of Cook Islanders.
Long-term effects of these economic changes were increasingly apparent, although the
Church did not acknowledge its role in introducing new patterns of consumption. In the 1870s
Reverend Chalmers bemoaned the fact that Islanders were more interested in material goods and
monetary compensation than in serving the Lord, but saw no connection to the Church’s
influence. 98 In contrast, Dr Tom Davis did not mince words when he wrote in the 1940s of
Christianity’s early impact. Cook Islanders had been ‘healthy and prosperous natives’, Davis
penned, but when the old system was dismantled by the missionaries it led to a loss of authority
for the ta‘unga (traditional healers) and specialised teachers of agriculture, and as a result ‘crops
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were wrongly planted and lagoons fished out, so that the natural food supply of the island [had]
dwindled alarmingly’. 99
The effects of choosing to focus time and energy on producing cash crops over domestic
foods was long lasting. Missionaries tried to reinforce food security by bolstering production, but
surplus produce was often traded or sold away. Many lost claim to their lands. The forces of the
market were too strong to withstand, even in this group of far-flung islands. If the missionary’s
involvement in trade and commerce started as a necessary step toward establishing civilisation in
the Cook Islands, it resulted in a society deeply impacted by the teachings of Christianity and
enamoured with the trappings of modernity, including imported foods.

Conclusion
The ‘Blue Laws of Rarotonga’, a collection of prohibitions and their corresponding fines
and punishments, was created ‘by the Council of Arikis’ Makea, Karika, Tinomana Pa & Kainuku’
and published in 1879. This collection of laws illustrated not only that silver currency was in full
use by the 1870s, but also revealed ways in which Cook Islanders had appropriated Christian
teachings involving food. There are the expected fines for stealing food, public drunkenness, and
neglecting one’s plantations, but the law that perhaps revealed most about the integration of
Christian values into Cook Islands foodways was law 27, ‘Wrongfully Taking Food’, which stated
When any feast, such as a marriage &c., is being held, and food and things are
brought, the things must not be rushed. Sit quietly, and when you have received
your share go in peace. If you have no share do not rush, but rise up and go away
quietly. If you do otherwise the fine will be $5, or its equivalent in goods, labour,
&c. 100
Feasting (see Chapter 5) had been modified to fit a European and Western ideal of civilised
behaviour. The feast itself in this example was part of a Christian marriage ceremony. Rather than
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a large, boisterous affair where mountains of food were traditionally the main attraction,
celebratory meals were now expected to be calm and polite, and if a guest did not receive a
distribution of the food—which would always have been expected—rather than demand their
allotment they must ‘go away quietly’, accepting whatever the hosts deemed appropriate. It is also
significant that the ariki alone were credited with drafting a collection of laws that upheld Christian
teachings and reflected a strong missionary influence. Clearly the close economic and political
bonds forged between missionaries and chiefs had shaped new traditions and would continue to
influence foodways long after the missionary era.
The changes early Christianity brought to foodways altered what and how and even why
people ate in the Cook Islands by the 1880s. Agriculture had also changed. New cash crops like
sweet potatoes, coffee, and oranges provided regular revenue from trade with New Zealand, a
market which increased dramatically after the whaling industry declined in the 1860s. Bread, tea,
rice, and meat were readily available by this time, and ‘European foods, tinned meats in particular,
[had] become very popular’. 101 Christianity influenced gender roles and social gatherings; weddings
and funerals took on a distinctly Christian flavour as new customs mixed with old. The earliest
missionaries had subsisted in a new environment on scant supplies and traded most manufactured
products they had for local foods, but as more bags of imported foods arrived, a pattern
developed on Rarotonga and other islands. As the Cooks became more connected with trade
routes, and because western foods were linked to status and modernity, planters cultivated more
crops for export and fewer for subsistence consumption. In addition, with more imported
foodstuffs available, domestic crops were traded less with visiting or local Europeans who usually
preferred western foods.
Throughout these transformations missionaries were at the helm. Despite their efforts to
be remembered otherwise, missionaries were indeed the first commercial agents of the Cook
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Islands. In an attempt to impose their moral regulations and in partnership with local leaders,
missionaries helped displace planters from their lands and disrupted local food production. Food
was always central to their mission; they were the first to introduce imported foodstuffs and
organise the exchange of native foods with trade and whale ships, and the first to instruct Cook
Islands women about European cooking and domestic expectations. And, as discussed in the next
chapter, as women took on more varied roles – including their participation in church activities—
they became leaders in efforts to breach the divides between food production and distribution.
Dr Tom Davis returned to practice medicine in his native Rarotonga in 1947 and was
troubled by changes that he attributed to Christianity, including the diminished health of the
people and a dependence on imported foods. ‘The old system, which had produced a race of
healthy and prosperous natives’, he wrote, ‘was destroyed in the first place by the efforts of the
missionaries’. 102 Christianity’s impact on Cook Islands foodways has been complex and longlasting and remains one of the most important legacies of Westernization in the Pacific.
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CHAPTER 2
‘The Conscience of the Community’: The Au Vaine of Rarotonga, 1900–1960
‘Our people had become too dependent on imported food like tinned meat and white bread, and
the [Au Vaine] committees encouraged the women to plant our own food like taro, kumara and
vegetables, and feed their families with home grown crops…’ 1—Makea Nui Teremoana, ariki of
Rarotonga

The Au Vaine, a unique and important, but admittedly short-lived organisation of women
leaders, was central to agricultural efforts and food security in the Cook Islands during the 1920s
and 1930s. The Au Vaine (‘several women’ in Cook Islands Māori) recognised their rapidly
changing environment and consciously worked to encourage the planting of commercial and
especially subsistence or domestic crops, both to ensure the continuation of their culture and to
provide economic growth for their people—not an easy balance, but a significant one. In this
chapter I examine the context within which the Au Vaine emerged, discuss what distinguished
them from other women’s committees in Polynesia, highlight their purpose and impact on Cook
Islands foodways, and explore some of the reasons they may have declined by the 1940s.
A deep-rooted tradition in the Cook Islands beautifully represents an irrepressible
connection between people and the land, and respect for the plants that have sustained life for
generations. ‘On the birth of a child it is usually the custom for the parents to plant one or more
coconut-trees on the family lands, such trees so planted being regarded by the family as being
specially reserved for the sole use of such child’. 2 Female relatives cared for and fed the new
mother while the father carefully cleaned the placenta, filled it with flowers (such as tiare maori) and
buried it in the ground, a living representation of the continuation of female regeneration. A
coconut tree was then planted on top, a constant reminder to the child: ‘This is your land. Nurture
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it, and it will sustain you’. On Pukapuka, a northern atoll of the Cook Islands, pregnant women
dreamt of taro swamps if carrying a girl, and coconut palms for a boy. 3 After a mother gave birth
she was fed a cooked, near-mature coconut (komoto) to help her uterus regain its original shape and
aid in her recovery. 4 Other traditions across Polynesia reflected similar values. Tahitian mothers,
for example, held ‘two handfuls of cracked coconut, sugar cane, and a small branch’ first to their
forehead and then to their new baby’s forehead ‘to break her connection to the child’s dangerous
spiritual potency’. This allowed the mother to once again safely handle food ‘without consuming
too much of her child’s mana’, or power. 5 At the end of one’s life coconut leaves adorned burial
platforms and food placed next to the corpse distracted and fed potentially angry spirits. 6 In the
Cooks, and throughout the Pacific Islands, plants were thus carefully utilised to navigate moments
of spiritual crossovers, particularly at birth and death. 7 The enduring cultural significance of the
production of traditional foods such as coconuts and taro are crucial to an examination of
adapting gender roles in the Pacific. The women of the Au Vaine who stepped forward to organise
and motivate plantation work during a crucial time played a key role in this story.
Before contact with Europeans, Polynesian women were most predominantly connected
with earth and land, while men were associated with sky and sea. ‘The whole complex of plantorigin myths’, writes anthropologist Raden S. Rooseman, ‘can be reduced to an ancient belief in
the primeval marriage of Papa (the Earth Mother) and [Atea] (Sky Father), a marriage which is
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considered the source of all existence on earth’. 8 These origin myths shaped gender roles
throughout the region. Women for example gathered plants and shellfish close to shore as men
deep-sea fished beyond the reef, where baby boys’ umbilical cords were dropped into the depths, a
blessing for future fishermen. On Pukapuka and Mangaia, women alone tended taro and kumara
plantations. 9 Traditions surrounding the birth of a child illuminated the connection between the
spiritual mystery of a new-born baby’s existence and its need to eat real food in order to thrive.
Women, the conduit of life itself, were seen as mysterious, powerful, and dangerous, links between
the human and the divine; they could cleanse or contaminate, create or destroy. For these reasons
women were both revered and feared, 10 a characteristic Cook Islands women shared with their
Christian sisters who lived in the shadow of the temptress Eve, and Mary, the virgin mother of
Jesus.

Christianity’s Influence on Women
As discussed in Chapter 1, missionary wives were important in shaping how Cook Islands
women absorbed the gendered messages of Christianity. Women were to be their husband’s
helpmeet and a spiritual example to their children. Part of being a godly wife and mother was to
prepare good meals for one’s family and to be a gracious hostess. But the influences of Christianity
on women went far beyond the home.
Missionaries initiated interconnections between local political and religious leadership
which affected women’s participation in public life. The LMS initially required men of high status,
who often had several wives to choose only one, although the missionaries did not require married
couples to join the church at the same time but instead according to an individual’s hopefully
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thoughtful decision. This created a situation where women often joined the church before their
husbands which at times created conflict in their relationships. It also started a new tradition of
female participation and leadership in the church. Church engagement spilled into the public
sphere, too. In 1845 Makea Te Vaerua became the first of many women to accept the title of ariki
(chief) in Rarotonga. 11 She also happened to be married to one of the earliest Tahitian missionaries
to Rarotonga, Rio. 12 Other reasons also help explain women’s newfound secular authority.
Reverend William Gill for example attributed the ascension of women to the arikiship to
leadership vacuums left by waves of epidemic disease. 13 In addition, because ariki aligned
themselves with missionaries, men who were drinkers or attending church irregularly were at times
bypassed in favour of more upstanding women.
Another change came with the missionaries and had unexpected long-term social and
political consequences for women: new laws regarding land inheritance. Before European contact
the (always male) ariki held title to land but did not own the land as Westerners defined ownership;
they were more like stewards of the land, receiving tribute and in return providing protection
and—by honouring the gods—ensuring bountiful harvests. Only eldest sons inherited land rights.
By the 1880s, however, after 60 years of missionary influence and administrative land reform,
eldest daughters as well as sons could inherit land and four out of the five Rarotongan ariki were
women. Makea Takau (1871–1911), one of the best-known and longest-reigning ariki, is usually
remembered for grudgingly securing a British Protectorate for the Cooks in 1888, but she also
worked to set fair prices for food exports and diminish debts incurred before her reign. 14
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For these reasons women found themselves in more positions of influence during a time
of great change, particularly on Rarotonga, and they stepped into these roles with confidence and
clarity of vision. Agricultural production via plantation management emerged as one of the most
important areas of concern. New land laws resulted in more conflict as families fought over
planting rights and crop revenue and as more kin groups found their land holdings scattered at
times over several islands. 15 Before the missionaries arrived conflicts would have been resolved
through warfare; ariki now found their roles diminished as mission leaders weighed in on land
disputes. Richard Gilson believed that any authority given to women’s committees by the late
1800s filled a void left by the loss of chiefly status through land reform, though there was overlap
as many ‘titled women [such as] Makea Karika played an important part in the [women’s]
committees’, as well. 16 Another important secular milestone was achieved—although it is unclear
how thoroughly it was exercised—in 1893 when ‘Rarotongan women were among the first in the
world to receive the vote–before New Zealand [and] second only to the American territories of
Wyoming and Utah’. 17 Travel writer Beatrice Grimshaw, visiting the Cooks in 1904, noted
somewhat to her surprise that ‘there seemed to be very few male chiefs in the islands’. 18 Overall
these changes led to more acceptance for women in positions of leadership and provided the
women of the Au Vaine with a workable community-wide platform.
The story of gender and food is distinctive in the Cooks for several reasons. First, because
Cook Islanders—both men and women—retained ownership of their lands, women were
integrally involved in much of the agricultural practices and land development schemes
implemented during this period. 19 Secondly, from the early 1830s, only a decade after the arrival of
the missionaries, women were beginning to hold some leadership positions in their individual
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churches and communities and were participating more definitively in politics. Finally, unlike other
parts of Polynesia such as Samoa or Hawai‘i where Americans or Europeans initiated women’s
improvement or welfare committees, in the Cooks the Au Vaine were organized locally and run by
resident Cook Islands women who provided leadership and motivation during a time of immense
social and cultural change.
A brief comparison with Samoa helps illustrate the unique qualities of Rarotonga’s Au
Vaine. There were important similarities in the context and purpose of women’s groups set up in
both countries. Western Samoa and the Cooks were each governed by New Zealand in the 1920s,
and both saw women’s organisations play long-term and leading roles in their communities.
Further, in Samoa and Rarotonga, women’s committees were formed after devastating storms or
epidemic diseases had decimated populations and created leadership vacuums. The Spanish
Influenza killed a quarter of the population in Samoa in 1918–1919, including many religious and
social leaders. Samoan women’s committees filled this void by 1923 and enjoyed widespread
support. 20 Similarly, the Au Vaine of Rarotonga officially reorganised after a hurricane in 1925
greatly damaged crops and food stores. The presidents of each committee or chapter in both
island nations were also generally women of high social standing, the wives of ariki in Rarotonga
and the spouses of either pastors or chiefs in Samoa. 21
Although their origins and initial purposes shared similarities, significant differences set the
Au Vaine apart from Samoa’s women’s committees. First, two women physicians, one American
and one New Zealander, initiated and organised the inaugural Samoan Women’s Committees,
while the Au Vaine groups were formed and led by Rarotongan women. Certainly administrators
from New Zealand as well as European missionaries supported and encouraged the activities of
the Au Vaine, but they do not seem to have been involved in their establishment. This reflects an
organic, local community betterment programme in Rarotonga, one which utilised women’s
20
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existing strengths and interest in land and food production. Secondly, in Samoa the women’s
committees were closely connected with Christianity as pastors’ wives made up the majority of
committee leaders. In Rarotonga Au Vaine presidents were consistently drawn from chiefs’
families and the sources do not mention direct connections with any particular denomination or
Christian teachings, although many of these women were likely active in their churches, too.
Finally, the Au Vaine focused exclusively on agricultural pursuits and food security while the
Samoan women’s committees were primarily involved in medical or family welfare work. 22 I have
found no other women’s committees in the Pacific that had the same interests or accomplishments
in the area of food as the Au Vaine, one of the earliest organisations to represent and reflect ‘grass
roots democracy’ in the Cook Islands. 23

The Au Vaine Appear in the Historical Record
The Au Vaine recognised that outside influences had created problems in Rarotonga and
other islands by the late 1800s. People were consuming too much alcohol and too many imported
foods, the reef and lagoons were being overfished, and taro patches were neglected and overrun by
wandering animals. Many Cook Islanders turned instead to growing cash crops for export and to
procure the hard currency of the day, silver Chilean coins. This was the backdrop against which
the Au Vaine found their purpose, and they appear for the first time in newspaper reports from
this time, though other sources suggest they were part of ‘an old, established Polynesian women’s
organization’ that had been around much longer. 24 Nevertheless, their earliest organised actions
suggest a belief that traditional ways of life and connections to the land needed to be safeguarded.
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And so, ironically, the earliest Au Vaine groups fought against some of the very things that led to
their inception and purpose—the importation of alcohol, for example.
Although the Au Vaine accomplished their most influential work in the 1920s and 1930s,
Cook Islands women had been working to improve their communities since ‘the old days when
their chief function was to prevent the drinking of intoxicating liquor by the men’. 25 Women had
formed themselves into informal improvement guilds and referred to themselves as ‘Au Vaine’ by
the late 1800s. They were already forming their reputation for confronting behaviours that went
against their people’s best interests, too. In 1897 a reporter for the Otago Daily Times referred to ‘a
women’s temperance society called “Au Vaine’’’ and described a ‘peculiar case’ before the Resident
in Aitutaki after members of the local Au Vaine removed and destroyed three cases of gin and five
gallons of rum from a schooner en route to Penrhyn. Apparently some of these women owned
shares in the ship and did not appreciate it being used to transport liquor to their fellow
Islanders. 26 Keeping men from intoxication was the prime objective for the Au Vaine at a time
when prohibitions forbidding the sale or gift of alcohol to individuals was regularly and publicly
announced in the Cook Islands Gazette. On Aitutaki the powers of the ‘au’ (as Beaglehole refers to
the women’s groups) were established under an 1899 statute, and the same year women’s
committees on all of the Cook Islands were granted ‘powers to plant coconuts on waste lands, to
report . . . on those who neglected lands, to declare ra’ui (temporary prohibition) over coconuts
and other crops and protect lands of the “sick, infirm and inferior” from other planters or
predators’. 27 We can assume, then, that the Au Vaine were active from at least the 1890s in the
temperance movement and also in organising clean up and replanting efforts after the devastating
storms that swept the Pacific every few years. They would soon become involved in another

‘Notes on the Au Vaine’ (1928), Au Vaine box, Cook Islands National Archives.
‘News From Rarotonga’, Otago Daily Times, Issue 10993, 23 December 1897. ‘The master claims the cost (L6) of the
liquor, but the women declare he had no right to take the liquor on board. The Resident decided that if the Au
Vaine can prove that the liquor was intended for Auckland the master will have no claim for redress.’
27 Beaglehole, Social Change in the South Pacific, 152–53.
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aspect of community betterment: planting large amounts of crops both for export and domestic
consumption.
It was challenging to keep a balance between growing subsistence and cash crops as
residents increasingly wanted to purchase and consume imported foods. In part to support the
growing desire for these goods, traders and planters launched a potentially lucrative produce
export business to New Zealand by the early 1900s but it took several decades to establish such a
market. In the meantime, hundreds of acres were being converted from subsistence to cash crops,
increasing people’s dependence on imported foodstuffs and moving them toward a money-based
economy. Shipping routes, cargo space, ripening times, conflict between planters and traders,
weather-related problems, transportation issues, labour costs—all of these variables made for a
difficult business. Administrative officials from New Zealand, which had annexed the Cook
Islands in 1901, were often frustrated trying to figure out how to procure the oranges, tomatoes,
and bananas New Zealanders desired. Furthermore, from a political and economic standpoint
New Zealand wanted the Cook Islands’ export business to be profitable.
By the 1920s, and after almost a century of European settlement and influence, traditional
foods in Rarotonga—taro, breadfruit, bananas, fish, kumara (Ipomoea batatas), pork, coconut—
remained central to daily diets, but imported foods, seen as modern and a sign of affluence, were
also being incorporated more frequently into traditional dishes. Tins of meat provided an easy
protein source and were often used as currency, while white bread, sugar, and tea were consumed
by many on a daily basis, usually as a quick breakfast. Imports were in the Cooks to stay, and
women were increasingly dependent on men’s earnings from cash crop production to purchase
these goods to feed their families. 28
As Rarotonga led the way in urban growth and opportunities, people from other islands
migrated there to find jobs, leaving them more dependent on purchased foods. This was a new era,
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beyond the influence of the missionaries who had tried to fight the onslaught of commerce and
the trappings of secular civilisation. For all of these reasons, the work of the Au Vaine would
prove invaluable. Their focus on land cultivation, land protection, and championing food rights
pushed them to the forefront of economic growth. Agriculture and cash crop export was an area
of paramount concern to New Zealand’s colonial government and to Cook Islanders, and the Au
Vaine helped to successfully balance subsistence and export crop production in a modern context.

The Au Vaine are Formally Established
As the Au Vaine’s areas of interest changed more definitively from alcohol to agriculture,
pairs of women began visiting individual plantations and homes to make sure things were in good
order, tracking down and fining owners of unplanted plots or marauding animals. It was not until a
particularly destructive hurricane ruined food stores in 1925, however, that the Au Vaine emerged
as resolute community leaders who promoted ‘the growing of domestic crops’ and the
conservation of ‘such crops as then existed from the depredations of wandering animals and also
from thieves’. 29 Several months later, when it was clear the women’s committees had helped avert
a serious post-storm crisis by spurring on the replanting of food crops, the presidents of the
fourteen Au Vaine chapters on Rarotonga approached the New Zealand administration and asked
for the official sanction and recognition they believed their organization deserved. In early 1926
Resident Commissioner Hugh Ayson did more than acquiesce to their request, he
decided to encourage the ‘Au Vaine’ by the presentation of a cup for [a] competition
annually by the ‘Au Vaine’ in each village. The following are the various points of the
competition:—
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

29
30

Work done in cleaning plantations of weeds and growth.
Work done in attending to planting and pruning of young orange trees.
Work done in planting bananas, taro, kumara, and other food crops.
Work done in home gardens and general beautifying.
General cleanliness of villages from a health point of view. 30

‘Notes on the ‘Au Vaine’’ (anonymous), Au Vaine box, National Archives of the Cook Islands, Rarotonga.
Hugh Ayson, ‘Memo’, 1926, Au Vaine box, National Archives of the Cook Islands, Rarotonga.
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Every point of the Au Vaine’s charter and competition centred on growing or preparing foods
with a particular focus on subsistence crops such as taro, kumara, and bananas. This is significant;
if the Au Vaine could promote the growth of foods to be part of the island economy while also
encouraging export crop production (particularly citrus), it would leave the administration free to
pursue the fruit export market. Food security on a local level remained key to social contentment
and stability as well as to hopes for economic self-sufficiency. People needed sufficient amounts of
traditionally significant foods such as taro for feasts and to present as gifts. Makea Nui Teremoana,
Rarotonga’s longest serving ariki, recalled in her memoir that her mother, herself the wife of an
ariki, was one of the founding members of the Au Vaine. Her memories of their work reinforced
the image of Au Vaine chapters focused on improving diets and landscape through better
subsistence agriculture:
The committees visited plantations and homes to give advice in good husbandry
and housekeeping. Our people had become too dependent on imported food like
tinned meat and white bread, and the [Au Vaine] committees encouraged the
women to plant our own food like taro, kumara and vegetables, and feed their families
with home grown crops… 31 (my italics)
Visits were carried out on a regular basis by the Au Vaine with an island-wide agricultural and
home competition being held annually to highlight how well people were caring for their lands and
growing food for their own communities as well as for export. In the 1920s oranges were
cultivated almost entirely for the New Zealand market, as were tomatoes, bananas, and coconuts
for copra, but more plantings were needed to meet the demand. Income generated from cash
crops allowed families to continue purchasing imported foods and other European goods of
convenience, while domestic crops ensured traditional foods would continue to be consumed as
well. Importantly, quick-growing subsistence crops like breadfruit and bananas meant greater food
security in years when storms inevitably disrupted trade and destroyed plantations.
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Regardless of season, crop, or market price the Au Vaine expected total cooperation from
everyone in attaining their goals, including the men. A glowing article draft written for the
Auckland Star in 1927 described the Au Vaine’s display of their newly-official status:
Led by the principal woman of each settlement [there were 11], the ‘Au Vaine’ lost
no time in informing the male population of the villages of their intentions.
Marching four-a-breast, and decked with garlands of crimson hibiscus, and the
sweet scented ‘ei‘s’ of frangipani, the women proceeded through their respective
settlements, making known their presence by the beating of the ‘pate’—a hollow
log which emits a peculiarly piercing note. The procession would halt at each
vantage point, or possibly a shady spot where the male members of the community
were wont to gather to discuss crops. . . .Here a woman of rank would inform all
within range of her powerful voice the objects of the ‘Au Vaine’, and woe betide
any venturesome spouse who dared to heckle or argue with the speaker. 32
The Au Vaine were perceived as ‘bossy’ but were respected for their accomplishments and
authority. When facing a fine or charges, men often chose to face a court of law rather than deal
with the wrath of the Au Vaine, who were hardly intimidated by negotiations with government
officials, let alone other men. 33
After formal establishment the Au Vaine ‘put their scheme into operation’. Working in
pairs the women went into the ‘valleys and round the settlements and plantations several mornings
a week’ to gather encroaching animals and inspect ‘the work of their husbands in the taro swamps,
and amongst the coconut and banana plantations’. Within a few months large amounts of planting
had already been carried out. ‘It is long years since so much in the way of food crops has been
planted in Rarotonga’, wrote the Auckland Star reporter in 1927. ‘New areas of land have been
cleaned, cultivated and planted with kumara, taro, taro taroa (sic), and other native foods’. 34 The
women of the Au Vaine worked tirelessly and must have been proud of their success. They were
soon ready to host Rarotonga’s first official ‘Au Vaine’ competition.

‘Auckland Star’, article draft, 1927, 1, Au Vaine box, National Archives of the Cook Islands, Rarotonga.
Sgd. E. A. Reid ‘Planting of Lands Ordinance’, 12 October 1927, Au Vaine Box, National Archives of the Cook
Islands, Rarotonga.
34 ‘Auckland Star’, Au Vaine box, National Archives of the Cook Islands, Rarotonga, 1–2 .
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Women of the Au Vaine, circa 1930s (courtesy of Pa Tepaeru Marie Ariki)

The tutaka, or home and plantation inspections carried out ‘at regular intervals by the
Resident Commissioner, Chief Medical Officer, Director of Agriculture, and the Registrar, to every
village in the Island’, were gruelling events that took place over six full days, starting at 8 am and
ending in the early evening. 35 Tutaka generally happened in November or December each year,
though the date varied according to weather, illness, or other circumstances. The winning village
was announced at a ceremony two days after the inspections finished. What follows is a
description of one of the earliest tutaka on Rarotonga in the villages of Titikaveka and Muri written
up by a reporter for the Auckland Star in 1927. The inspecting party was met by the Au Vaine and
‘a committee of prominent men of the village’ and first invited to enjoy morning tea, a European
custom adopted in the islands with vigour. The Au Vaine leaders then ‘took [the judges] round the
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various plantations of bananas, oranges, coconuts, tomatoes, kumara, taro and tarutarua, etc. etc.’
to reveal the abundant number of plantings undertaken in previous months. Next was the ‘house
to house inspection. Bathrooms, kitchen’s (sic), cookhouses, and W.C.’s were inspected’. Overall
the reporter believed ‘the Tutaka was a good thing, and the people would realise that it would be
of great benefit to them’, he wrote, implying that not all appreciated the rigorous inspections. The
article ends by coming back to the most important purpose of the Au Vaine and the annual
competition: ‘Planting of course, was the main thing, because the people depended on this for
their living’ both in terms of subsistence crops and fruit crops for export. Further, because ‘the
fruit trade had been somewhat of a gamble’ in the past, the administration wanted there to be a
steady market of exportable oranges, bananas and tomatoes. 36 ‘More planting’ was always part of
an inspection judge’s recommendations following a tutaka. Government officials made it clear that
they expected the Cook Islands to be a positive reflection on empire and good governance,
reflected in economic self-sufficiency. They did not want the Cooks to appear—or to be in
reality—a liability. And as Richard Gilson noted, ‘Rarotonga [had] no economic potential apart
from agriculture’. 37 The primary path to security and income for the Cooks, planting remained
central to government policy and the goals of organisations like the Au Vaine and the Cook
Islands Native Association, established in the 1930s to provide economic rights and protection for
planters.
In 1931 a report on the ‘Statistics of Plantings in the Districts of Rarotonga’ shows the
impressive array and number of crops planted and counted for that year’s tutaka, under the
direction of the Au Vaine. Commercial crops such as bananas (302,556), tomatoes (675,400),
pineapples (8083), and oranges (4605) were flourishing as well as several crops grown for domestic
consumption including taro (362,190), kumara (304,110), and yams (Dioscorea alata) (37,745). By all
accounts the tutaka were extremely successful. The amount of citrus, bananas, and tomatoes
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exported to New Zealand were already at their highest level in 1925, export numbers not reached
again until after 1945. 38 Therefore, while much of the official focus remained on growing crops for
export, the Au Vaine also worked diligently with planters to retain and increase the production of
subsistence food crops.
The au vaine policy of decreasing reliance on canned and other imported
foods in favour of home-grown crops resulted in dramatically increased
plantings of dry-land and swamp taro, kumara [and] other traditional foods.
Villages competing for the Au Vaine Cup…became models of good living. A
visiting American doctor [Lambert] who said in 1926 that Cook Islands
women ‘have about the easiest time of any womankind I know,’ could not
have spent a day following au vaine members on their tutuka (sic), their
regular round of inspection. 39
The Au Vaine directly impacted the amount of domestic food grown and produced for local
consumption, a critically important task during this period of brisk trade and a growing demand
for cash crops.
Several months after the first competition, the Au Vaine representatives from one village
invited the Resident Commissioner and other officials to visit and see the improvements
implemented since the tutaka, which led to all enjoying ‘a typical Native feast, and as is usual, the
table almost creaked under its burden of enticing dishes of fowl, sucking pig, fish, fruit, ect. (sic)’.
The New Zealand officials, impressed, believed the women of Rarotonga had helped to create a
true ‘Island paradise’. 40 Ironically, the work of an institution started to help the Cook Islands thrive
in a modern imperialistic world was apparently reshaping the landscape to fit pre-contact
European conceptions of a Pacific paradise. But the Au Vaine, working toward an economically
viable society that would continue to celebrate its own culinary traditions, were looking forward,
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not back. Further, as the Australian women’s rights and community activist Ada Norris noted, the
Pacific islands ‘were never a paradise for women’. 41

Government Support for the Au Vaine
The importance of government support for the women’s committees is crucial to
understanding their work during the 1920s and 1930s. 42 The hand-written invitation that perhaps
best exemplifies the confidence of the Au Vaine and their positive relationship with the
administration was addressed to Resident Commissioner and Judge Hugh Ayson, the highest
government official then serving in the Cook Islands, on 12 May 1930:
Dear Sir. We are the Au-Vaine of Titikaveka, requesting the pleasure of your
company on the 14th of May; to have a morning tea at your residence. At 8:30 am. I
am, yours faithfully, Mare Vaine 43
Not only did the Au Vaine invite themselves over to Judge Ayson’s personal residence, but they
asked him to his own home, in a mere two days’ time, at 8:30 in the morning. The leaders of the Au
Vaine were persistent and insisted on voicing their opinions to those who might assist their work,
regardless of position or gender. The following year Resident Commissioner Ayson expressed
esteem for the committees when he wrote in his ‘Report on Inspection, 1931’ that ‘If some homes
have failed [in this tutaka], it is not due to the women. The menfolk might have shown some
enthusiasm too. It is not the women’s doing to repair dilapidated verandahs, & floors or repair or
renew leaky roofs. . .’ 44 Clearly the Resident Commissioner believed the Au Vaine deserved respect
for their hard work and impressive results in improving village homes and plantations—even if the
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men’s efforts disappointed him. It is also significant that while Ayson delineated his expectations
by gender—the men were to do construction work while the women focused on all food or home
related labours—it was fine for women to oversee plantation work. Ayson’s record is not free of
blemish. He was a supporter of local committees, but was also detested by many for further
diminishing the power of the ariki and playing favourites in local politics. The long-serving
Resident Commissioner also fathered an unknown number of illegitimate children during his
tenure on Rarotonga. 45
It was apparently unusual for the time that women of the Cook Islands organised their
own agricultural and home improvement committees and carried out their tasks unsupervised;
perhaps as a result some historians have downplayed the Au Vaine’s agency. Dick Scott in his
history of the Cook Islands, Years of the Pooh-Bah, for example, gave Dr Ellison, the Chief Medical
Officer in Rarotonga from 1926–1927 and 1931–1936, much of the credit for establishing the Au
Vaine (and several other committees) and implied that little was accomplished by these
organisations during Dr Ellison’s absence from 1927–1931. However, the primary sources I
examined do not support Dr Ellison having anything but a minor and helpful role in starting the
women’s committees, and between 1927 and 1931 the Au Vaine saw some of their most fruitful
years, an unlikely scenario if they were dependent upon Ellison’s guidance. While they did enjoy
official support, the committees were a ‘spontaneous movement’ 46 and displayed strong internal
and visible leadership.
The Au Vaine helped implement an agricultural policy of increased plantings throughout
the second half of the 1920s and until at least the late 1930s, but it is unclear how much of their
work was self-motivated and how much sanctioned by foreign officials. The government of New
Zealand encouraged the committees in various ways: officials participated willingly (and with only
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minor grumbling) in the yearly inspections, allowing Au Vaine chapters to keep two-fifths of the
fine money collected for wandering animals and other infractions. In addition, in 1928 and after
only two official tutaka, Resident Commissioner Ayson ordered a silver ‘Au Vaine Cup’ to be
engraved in Auckland at a cost of over twenty pounds and thereafter to be presented each year to
the village awarded the overall highest inspection points. In his annual report to Parliament Ayson
wrote that the ‘inter-village competition of the Au-Vaine Cup’ had been ‘inaugurated during the
year [1928]’ and ‘promises to be a useful institution’. The cup was, as promised, awarded annually
to the village with the highest points in ‘planting of food and export crops’ and the most sanitary
dwellings. 47 That the Au Vaine could keep plantations in profitable shape by motivating villages to
compete to be named best village was certainly a win-win for the administration. The committees
were essentially working for free to bolster the economic security of the Cook Islands.
The efforts of the Au Vaine raise important questions about the relationship between New
Zealand and the Cook Islands. Government documents reflected an ongoing desire among leaders
such as Judge Ayson, Director of Agriculture Mr Goodwin, and Dr Ellison for the Cook Islands to
establish a high standard of living and economic stability—even prosperity—through local
committees and agricultural development. Representatives from New Zealand did not always
agree, but their overarching goal was not to revolutionise the Cooks but to encourage Islanders to
work diligently and secure their own economic viability. The main way to do this was through the
establishment of local organisations with specific objectives including the Au Vaine, the Cook
Islands Native Association (CINA), and sanitation, school, and welfare committees. 48 A successful
fruit export market with Auckland was always considered integral, yet intermittent and recurrent
shipping problems disrupted the fruit trade and discouraged Cook Islands growers.
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The Cooks slipped into debt during the 1930s despite efforts by the Cook Islands Native
Association (later restructured as the Rarotonga Growers Association) to bolster fruit exports. The
CINA clashed with administration and ultimately refused government funding after their demands
were not met. The understanding and communication between the Au Vaine and appointed
officials remains less clear. Unlike the growers, women’s committees did not have a source of
income outside of donations and fines sanctioned by the Resident Commissioner’s office; they had
to work within these perimeters of support in order to accomplish their goals. Further, it is
unknown how closely New Zealand’s economic vision of a Pacific empire matched the Au Vaine’s
own ideals for their neighbourhoods.
It is clear that the land remained a source of peoples’ identity and strength even as
increasing amounts of foods were imported. The Au Vaine, representative of links between
gender, food, and status, was at the heart of this transition. They worked to increase domestic
plantings for local consumption, thereby lessening dependence on imported foodstuffs. Still, they
most likely felt pressed to improve the plantings of cash crops to secure exports, as well. 49 In doing
so, the Au Vaine may have ultimately been forced to undermine some traditional agricultural
practices. Even so, by accepting how life was changing and stepping in as agricultural leaders, the
Au Vaine were able to help shape their own communities’ future, reinforce women’s status,
preserve the growing of food crops and synthesize traditional with modern ways.

Economic Depression and Natural Disaster
Several events, both natural and manmade, occurred in the 1930s which adversely affected
the production of crops both for export and domestic use—and perhaps began to erode the Au
Vaine’s support and influence. Even before the Great Depression drastically impacted trade,
shipping schedules were often reduced, miscalculated, or adversely affected by weather or other
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complications. When ships failed to appear hundreds of crates of packed fruit slotted for pick-up
might rot on the beach, hopes for profit dashed. Careers, and even lives, were lost over the fruit
trade. 50
Natural disasters only exacerbated these problems. A hurricane struck the Cook Islands in
1934 and, in spite of the crops the Au Vaine had helped plant, the storm ‘ruined all the crops
around the [Rarotongan] coast, rotting them with salt water to such an extent that there was a
serious shortage of food’. 51 In 1936, under new Labour Party leadership and in response to these
issues, New Zealand’s administrative efforts intensified to increase agricultural production in the
Cook Islands. The following year a citrus expert from Jamaica, M B. Baker, was appointed to lead
the first ‘Citrus Replanting Scheme’ in the Cook Islands. Baker was charged with increasing
production by implementing modern practices such as removing large chestnut shade trees,
introducing new aggressive pruning techniques, and supplying pesticides to growers. 52 The changes
were executed, although prominent residents like Dr Tom Davis expressed concern that the
environment and crops themselves would be severely damaged by the schemes. The historical
record remains silent on how the Au Vaine viewed Baker’s tenure and his novel agricultural
practices. They continued their work in the plantations, leading replanting efforts after storms and
fining those who neglected their plantations or allowed animals to wander. An article entitled
‘Strong Feminist Movement: Splendid Work of Island Women’, published in 1935, explained why
the Au Vaine remained so effective throughout this period: no one wanted to be shamed as
shirking their communally-expected agricultural duties. Perhaps more than economic concerns, the
‘sluggard fe[lt] the weight of public opinion, and the fear of a public berating from au vaine dr[ove]
him on’. 53

R. A. Brown, a trader on Mauke, drank himself to death over the disappointments of the fruit trade in the 1930s.
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Even as the Au Vaine focused on increasing the production of local food crops, they fed
themselves and their families an array of imported foods, which reflects a comfort with
incorporating new foods into their diets while they fought to sustain traditional fare. Morning tea
and scones had become commonplace in Rarotonga, for example, and tea time was often the
setting of business or social gatherings. Government officials supported the production of more
native crops by the 1930s, but the Public Works Department nonetheless presented Au Vaine
leaders (on behalf of their communities) with a selection of the quintessential imported foods of
the day after the annual tutaka of 1934, apparently as an incentive. The eleven districts of
Rarotonga received one keg of beef and one large tin of cabin bread each, with the exception of
the largest districts, Arorangi and Titikaveka, which each received two kegs of beef and two tins of
cabin bread. 54 In spite of their primary goal of encouraging planting for local consumption, the Au
Vaine also participated in a new market economy inundated by imported foodstuffs and tea
parties.
The challenge to balance the use of imported and home-grown foods and deal with
changing roles and expectations for women is illustrated in an interview with Mrs E.T.W. Rio
Love at a townswomen’s meeting in Wellington in 1937. Mrs Love, ranked as ‘a princess in
Polynesia’, was a daughter of ‘the paramount chief of Rarotonga’ (Makea Tinirau Ariki, sister of
Makea Nui Teremoana who succeeded her in 1947) and presented a ‘charming’ description of life
in the Cook Islands to a meeting of leading women in Wellington. Mrs Love’s talk represents the
fine line Rarotongan women were walking between upholding Polynesian traditions and reflecting
a European view of proper female conduct. Though she began by saying ‘it was an unheard-of
thing’ for Cook Island women to speak publicly—and ‘smiling’—Mrs Love then stated that
women in Rarotonga had ‘more to do than the men have’, using the women’s committees as an
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example. Love glowingly described the accomplishments of the Au Vaine, who, ‘responsible in
their various districts of the islands for the maintenance of order among the gardens and the home
stock of the inhabitants’, managed to inspect homes and gardens ‘twice a week at the unusual hour
of half-past five in the morning’—a more frequent occurrence than other sources reveal. Love’s
talk confirms that the Au Vaine were still very active in the late 1930s keeping farm animals out of
domestic crops, inspecting dwellings and plantations, and collecting fines when warranted. 55
Interestingly Mrs Love referred only to the Au Vaine’s work to protect traditional crops of ‘taro (a
kind of yam) and vegetables’—not crops for export—and said that taro plants in particular had
‘suffered neglect in the last few years from the Rarotongan men’s employment on public works’.
Finally, Love emphasised the importance of the Au Vaine in renewed efforts to provide ‘adequate
stores of food from the land at all times’ particularly after the 1934 hurricane revealed a lack of
sufficient food stores on Rarotonga. After the storm damage revealed food shortages, agricultural
policy was again shifting back toward the growing of local foods, and ‘the women of the islands
[were] made responsible for seeing that cultivation all over the island is properly carried on’. 56
Still, at least on Rarotonga, the most developed of the Cook Group, inhabitants wanted to
regularly purchase imported European foods, and in order to do so they had to export ‘the tropical
fruits which form the whole livelihood of the people of the islands’. 57 New Zealand was in some
ways caught in an imperial bind. Tinned meat, white flour, rice, noodles, tea, and other western
foodstuffs by this point made up highest percentage of imported goods into Rarotonga, all of
which was taxed and sold through New Zealand. However, the Cooks had no real cash alternatives
to selling their produce to New Zealand—this was the only trade option aside from a short-lived
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foray into exporting island curios during wartime. 58 Although New Zealand certainly could—and
eventually did—find fruits at lower prices from other nations, it was in both places’ best interest
for New Zealand to support a thriving import and export market for the Cook Islands, and they
continued to try and do so by introducing and funding various produce schemes from the 1930s to
the 1960s.
By 1938, and after years of depressed export prices within the context of a changing social
and political environment, the visibility and importance of the Au Vaine had declined. From this
point on they are rarely mentioned in the sources, and when they are, they are re-defined,
suggesting that the audience was unfamiliar with the Au Vaine and their work. For example, in a
1938 letter to New Zealand, Resident Commissioner Smith wrote, ‘We have a committee of
women here, called the ‘Au Vaine’. They are the leading women of the various districts, and they
are very good at keeping the men up to the mark with their planting, keeping the wandering stock
under control, [and upholding] the cleanliness of their homes and villiages (sic)’. The Au Vaine
were apparently still carrying out their tasks, but as Smith goes on to note in a somewhat
patronising tone, they were an aging group, grateful for any continuing official support or interest.
‘I had a meeting [with the Au Vaine leaders] one day last week, but it was a very wet morning [and]
they came from far and near. [The] old dears were delighted. These informal meetings are very
good, because it is such an opportunity of becoming better acquainted with them, and talking
informally over the work to be done and in contemplation’. 59 By the outbreak of World War Two
younger women were already losing interest in participating in unpaid, agricultural work, a process
that only escalated in the post-war years. 60 In 1938, after a decade of referencing the activities of
the Rarotongan ‘Au Vaine Committee’ in the annual report submitted to the House of
Representatives, the New Zealand Parliamentary Papers (NZPP) mentioned the Au Vaine for the
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last time. The work of women’s committees was beginning to be absorbed by and refocused on
more—as Europeans defined it—‘traditional’ women’s work: community beautification, nursing,
and healthcare.
The District Nursing Sister attached to the hospital staff regularly makes house-tohouse visits in all districts. In this work she is generally assisted by a women’s
organization known as the ‘Au Vaine.’ Their activities deal mainly with cleanliness
of houses, beautifying surroundings, inspection of sanitation water-supplies, &c. An
annual ‘tutaka’ (inspection) of all homes and plantations is made by the Resident
Commissioner and officials, accompanied through each district by the members of
the Au Vaine, in which they join with much enthusiasm and enjoyment. The work
of all these people, child welfare and Au Vaine, is considered of the greatest value
to the community. 61
Only one small phrase—’inspection of all homes and plantations’—connects the 1938 Au Vaine
committees to the heart of their original objective, agricultural work, and the focus has been
shifted from productive plantations to clean homes and beautiful surroundings. It is implied that
the Au Vaine and welfare committees had similar goals, both working solely to improve the health
of their communities. 62 Shut away from overseeing agricultural pursuits, the Au Vaine were quietly
encouraged to turn their energies elsewhere.

The End of the Rarotongan Au Vaine ?
World War Two affected all aspects of life in the Pacific and altered foodways in the Cook
Islands. Plantation labour was put aside and shipping was further disrupted. Dietary studies in
Rarotonga revealed that the cultivation of subsistence crops was neglected, and as a result people
were ever more dependent on imported foods. 63 In 1942 the steamer route that normally ran from
San Francisco to Auckland via the Cook Islands to pick up fruit was cancelled and a new vessel,
the Maui Pomare, began transporting fruit solely from Rarotonga to Auckland. Unfortunately, this
‘unlucky ship, continually laid up for repairs, and continually delayed’ proved to be a disaster for
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Cook Islands planters, particularly during wartime. 64 The fruit trade essentially collapsed, and
changes in food retailing led to an ever-increasing imbalance of trade. Locally produced foods
were ‘distributed in a poorly organised and irregular fashion by part-time producers’ who simply
sold whatever surplus produce they had grown for home consumption at trading stores while
‘local agricultural producers concentrated on the production of commodities for export’. 65 By the
end of the war imported foodstuffs made up over 42 percent of all imported goods, a rise of over
12 percent from 1940. 66 Moreover, manpower and foreign funds were funnelled into public works
projects such as airfield and hospital construction, not agriculture. During and after the war
hundreds of Cook Islanders left for New Zealand in search of jobs in factories and warehouses or,
for women, as domestic servants. Richard Gilson wrote that ‘one of the most important economic
consequences of the war was the neglect of plantations’. 67 Overall, then, the focus had shifted
away from domestic agriculture. The Au Vaine’s expertise and guidance in the plantations was,
apparently, no longer necessary.
In 1946 Dr Tom Davis, born and raised in Rarotonga, returned to the island to practice
medicine after fourteen years of study in New Zealand. After a celebratory welcome and feast, he
wanted to show his wife and son his home island. He was shocked at what he found. ‘The reality
was even worse than what I had heard. I found that the banana plantations had completely
disappeared and there was little evidence of replanting of any kind’. Shipping was predictably
disrupted during the war, but Davis did not believe that war could account for the drastic
transformations in the landscape. He noted the absence of the women who had always overseen
planting efforts. ‘What had happened? What had become of the au vaine, the group of women who
were the conscience of the community, and who in the past had insisted on village and house
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cleanliness?’ 68 Later, Davis wondered why there had been such a decline in health and cleanliness
as well as plantings, and so he ‘arranged a tutaka’—implying these were no longer regular
occurrences in Rarotonga by the mid-1940s. He makes it clear that there would be no prize but
that he wanted to see ‘houses, people, plantations and any village developments that might be in
existence’. 69 He found that the
plantations too had changed radically. I remembered the ground covered with
mangoes and oranges, acres of thickly-planted banana palms, neat rows of
sprouting coconuts. These were gone and now only a few gnarled old trees
stood a survivors of the rotting stumps. Taro and kumera patches still lay
beside each house, but they held only enough for family consumption.
Polynesians are primarily agriculturists, their land is their wealth; now this
land was weed-grown and barren. Every village showed the same picture. 70
According to Davis’s description, the Au Vaine were no longer visibly operating in Rarotonga by
the end of World War Two. Was the story of these inspirational women’s committees beginning to
fade from Cook Islands history? Significantly, however, Dr Davis decided to focus on the
‘replanting of land with food crops for home consumption’ by working with the Cook Islands
Progressive Association—not the Au Vaine. The government, meanwhile, poured resources into
growing oranges while ‘subsistence crops were not given the same attention’. 71
One memo complicates the trajectory of the story. In December 1947—over a year after
Tom Davis returned to Rarotonga and bemoaned the loss of the Au Vaine–the Resident
Commissioner in Rarotonga, Mr Tailby, wrote a memo to the Department of Island Territories in
Wellington in which he described a recent meeting with ‘the Au Vaine presidents’ concerning an
upcoming tutaka. ‘I was informed by most of them that the respective villages were planting
heavily’, Tailby confirmed. He also noted that a new copy of the ‘Rarotongan Planting of Lands
Ordinance of 1916’ had been issued to Au Vaine presidents and ‘other influential members of the
community’ in ‘an endeavour to revive a greater and more active interest in the planting of native
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foods’. The memo confirms that at least some members of the Au Vaine remained engaged in
agricultural and community leadership and were relied upon by the Resident Commissioner to
encourage the cultivation of local food crops. Perhaps this was part of one last push after World
War Two to re-establish the tutaka in hopes of inspiring people to ‘plant larger quantities of their
own native foods’ and solve emerging dietary problems. 72 This is the only reference I found to an
active post-war Rarotongan Au Vaine.
Significant changes in the relationship between the New Zealand government and the
Cook Islands took place in the 1940s, and the Au Vaine was one of the casualties. War had
introduced Cook Islanders to American troops, for example, who exhibited a generous spending
program that led to increasing scepticism among Cook Islanders regarding New Zealand’s
economic policies, even though New Zealand was spending large sums of money on building
projects, education, and health reform in their island territories. One response to the atmosphere
of heightened criticism and distrust was the establishment in 1943 of the Cook Islands Progressive
Association, an organization that ‘laid the basis for Māori self-government’. 73 Judge Ayson, the
official who formally acknowledged the Au Vaine in 1926, ordered the Silver ‘Au Vaine Cup’ in
1928, and willingly judged dozens of tutaka with the women’s committees, finally retired and was
replaced by William Tailby in 1943, someone who left no formal correspondence or record of
working with the Au Vaine or other committees. Official annual reports describing the status of
the Cooks from the Resident Commissioner were stopped as a budgetary measure, which left
Cook Islanders feeling more isolated and ignored. Without leadership or support the Au Vaine
withered. Gilson writes that their work, though ‘reasonably successful’ had led to ‘little
improvement in agricultural methods’ by the 1940s due to ‘conflicting standards of leadership’ and
‘poorly organised and ineffective’ methods but makes it clear this was not the only reason for their
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end. 74 He and others note that the Au Vaine were not just ignored but deliberately pushed aside at
this time: ‘the au vaine, which before the war had assisted the Medical Department in public health
work’ were ‘shorn of their semi-official duties because of alleged political activity [and] were also
suspected by the Administration on the ground that they might become political organisations’. 75
Dick Scott concurs that the Au Vaine were ‘considered possible seedbeds of political agitation’ and
as a result could no longer be supported. 76
Their interest in promoting subsistence agriculture and the interests of local planters led to
the Au Vaine’s open approval of the Cook Islands Progressive Association (CIPA), established in
1943 by politician and activist Albert Henry in Rarotonga, who described it as ‘an economic and
cultural organisation [that] does not as such hold any political doctrine or beliefs’. 77 Nevertheless
CIPA was embroiled in many political controversies, including the fight against unionising wage
labourers in the Cook Islands after World War Two. CIPA represented indigenous land owners
and planters who wanted to control trade and procure fair prices for their produce and refused
unionisation. The group organised several strikes against the New Zealand government-backed
Federation of Labour in the 1940s.
Women’s involvement in the movement is evident in cartoons mocking CIPA’s female
contingent by asking ‘Where are the CIPA men?’ and showing men hiding behind women’s
billowing skirts. 78 Leaders of the Rarotongan Au Vaine were supportive and participated in at least
one large demonstration in 1946 at the Avarua wharf. The Chief of Police reported after the strike
that ‘a large number of women were present and they appeared to be banding themselves into
squads’ and ‘formed a complete line, arms linked, round the whole’. When the officer asked the
two women in charge of the picket line, Mrs Raitia Tepuretu and Pirake Vaine, if they realised they
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could be arrested for their involvement, they responded clearly, ‘Yes’. 79 Another report stated with
apparent disgust that ‘CIPA have dragged the women into the dispute and their feelings and
actions are more bitter and less predictable than those of the men’. 80 Their involvement with
CIPA seems to have cost the Au Vaine the official support of the Resident Commissioner’s office.
It may seem strange that women of the Au Vaine chose to participate in labour disputes
concerning men’s jobs, but the struggle for fair wages and representation personally affected
women, too. As primary caretakers, women were particularly involved with the costs of feeding
their children and keeping kin connected. Women’s historical involvement in protest movements
often had roots in protective communal bonds that created female consciousness and led to
collective action. 81

Post-World War Two: Calls to Revive the Au Vaine
In the late 1940s and 1950s several organisations and individually commissioned reports
either bemoaned the absence of the Au Vaine or put forth recommendations for a return to
growing subsistence crops, a lessening of dependence on imported foods, and increased leadership
efforts by local women—all former goals of the then-defunct Rarotongan Au Vaine. The South
Pacific Commission was established in 1947, for example, to improve standards of living in Pacific
island territories and ‘work for the advancement of women’. 82 Ada Norris, a women’s rights
activist, pointed out that involvement in civic organisations of this kind ‘laid the foundations for
civic and political activity on the part of women in many of the [Pacific] islands’ because this was
where women learned ‘about health, nutrition, and home management [and] gain experience in
handling affairs and acquire confidence in their own ability’. The Au Vaine had already been
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leading their communities in these arenas, with confidence, for decades. Another example of this
was the nutritional survey conducted on Rarotonga in 1947.
The nutritionist tasked with surveying the health of Cook Islanders after World War Two,
Miss Abraham, referenced the potential work of the Education Department and ‘native nurses’
with no mention of the Au Vaine. The most telling part—and painful omission of the women’s
committees—in her report ends with a strong call for growing more subsistence crops for home
consumption via the revival of the tutaka.
…with a view to increasing plantings of coconuts, breadfruit, bananas, taro,
kumera etc. and the greater use of the land generally, the Resident
Commissioner has revived the annual ‘Tutaka’ (inspection) which is carried
out by the Chief Medical Officer, Director of Agriculture and himself of all
villages. The ‘Tutaka’ is spread over several days and maintains a competitive
spirit amongst the villages as to cleanliness of roads and dwellings, and with
particular attention given to the planting done by each village. 83
Because Rarotongans are ‘depending more and more on perishable crops to provide an income
with which he can buy European store goods rather than grow his own natural foods’ they really
need ‘direction from the people themselves, as in the olden days of tribal chiefs, regarding the
planting of coconuts, breadfruit, bananas, taro and kumara’. 84 How could Miss Abraham have
completely ignored the role of the Au Vaine just a few years after their active involvement in
domestic food production? It seems either she was unaware of their existence or had been
officially instructed to work directly with the welfare committees, the Department of Education,
and government officials. There was a strange, seemingly contradictory message trickling down
from colonial administrators to their island territories during the post-war years: ‘We want you to
return to some of the traditional ways that have sustained your culture, but under our direction
and leadership.’ Not everyone agreed that a simpler, more natural way of life could co-exist with
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the modern. Dr J Davis, the Chief Medical Officer stationed in Rarotonga in 1951, wrote that
Cook Islanders found themselves in an ‘interesting transitory stage between traditional culture and
European culture’, and ‘the European culture, for better or for worse, must win’. 85
In 1954 two men sent from New Zealand arrived in Rarotonga to assess the situation and
develop a thorough 200-page report on how to implement a programme of economic
development. Much of their recommendations were concerning agriculture and implementing
more citrus replanting schemes, but they also drew attention to social problems and noted a lack
of community leadership and a directionless youth. They also called for the reinstatement of the
Au Vaine as a partial fix. ‘In the social sphere, a solution must be sought in functional groupings,
such as a revived Au Vaine and young people’s organizations’. 86 Significantly, the absence of the
Au Vaine was explained as a result of changing social mores and negative attitudes, not political
repression. ‘In many communities the Au Vaine, comparable with the Women’s Committees in
Samoan villages, have disappeared, partly it would seem because of the decline in status of local
ranking women.’ There is no further explanation or definition of what is meant by this loss of
status for women. Toward the end of their time on the island the researchers gathered together
former members of the Au Vaine, a group described in the final report as ‘moribund’ and a part of
the larger story of ‘social disintegration described in earlier pages’, to discuss societal issues. The
women’s ‘attitude was sometimes most discouraging’, especially considering the authors’ strong
recommendation for ‘a revived Au Vaine in the villages’ which, like other women’s institutes might
‘prove useful under proper direction’ of a foreign home economist who would teach women how
to prepare and preserve food, ‘resuscitating women’s interests’ in an area ‘specifically within their
province’ and because women need ‘a sense of participation in a movement, and of belonging to a
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wider community’. 87 Belshaw and Stace were confused by the women’s lack of excitement about
recommendations to revive their once-thriving organisation under a European woman’s guidance.
The Au Vaine did have a movement, and a community, which were allowed to wither. The
recommendations, however, suggest the blame lays with the women themselves. Ideals of the
domestic science movement were sweeping Western Europe, New Zealand, and America at this
time, so it is not surprising that Rarotongan women were encouraged to work in the home and
were instructed in ‘nutritious’ food preparation, though it must have rankled some to be told that
women’s committees and domestic food crops should be priorities. It also seems likely that by the
1950s remnants of the Rarotongan Au Vaine were discouraged and probably unwilling to be swept
up in strangers’ plans to revive their once independently-run organisations. Tellingly, government
reports throughout the 1950s periodically refocused on the importance of a return to subsistence
food crops for domestic consumption. ‘As you know’, Secretary of the Department of Island
Territories J.M. McEwen wrote to the Resident Commissioner in Rarotonga in 1958, ‘one of the
most pressing problems [in Rarotonga] is the improvement of diet and the return to taro
cultivation…’ 88
Rarotonga, the island most urbanised and affected by Westernisation, migration, political
strife and the development of a market economy—and the place of the Au Vaine’s strong
beginnings—lost its committees much sooner than the rest of the Cook Group. Although the Au
Vaine was no longer viable in Rarotonga, the committees had taken root throughout the Cooks
decades earlier and remained actively engaged with agricultural and community betterment work in
the 1950s. For example, Ernest Beaglehole confirmed that the Au Vaine in Aitutaki made sure
‘families have reasonably sufficient areas of food crops under cultivation’ in 1952, 89 and in Atiu
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‘the Au Vaine are active in cleaning the villages’. 90 Intermittent tutaka organised by the Aitutaki Au
Vaine were encouraged by medical personnel in 1958 and their tasks remained quite distinct from
the welfare committees. All of the committees were locally run and portrayed in a positive light by
officials. The Resident Commissioner of Aitutaki praised the local leaders of the Au Vaine in 1958,
writing, ‘Good work is now being done by these women’. 91
Even with the Au Vaine working sporadically on various islands with little official support
by the 1950s, women still led efforts to improve agricultural work and expand food choice
throughout the Cook Islands. One example is the family of Taiora Matenga-Smith, a nutritionist
and cookbook author who lives in Rarotonga. Her grandmother, nicknamed ‘Giant’ for her
diminutive size but abundant energy, was one of the early members of the Au Vaine; Taiora
remembers her getting up at dawn to check on taro plantations. Taiora’s father was a doctor, her
mother a nurse. In the 1950s and 1960s her parents were stationed on different islands in the Cook
group for three years at a time, and their children, born on various islands, developed special
bonds with the places and foods of their birth: Pukapuka, Aitutaki, Mangaia, and Rarotonga. As
they migrated, Taiora’s mother shared knowledge of how to grow food crops with the locals, even
introducing pumpkin in several locations, and learned about local agricultural methods from Cook
Islanders as well. Pukapuka, for example, is the only island in the Cooks where women
traditionally plant taro, and Pukapukan women taught Taiora’s mother this skill. On Penrhyn,
where the people subsisted solely on fish and coconuts, her mother introduced several varieties of
spinach, tomatoes, and pumpkins and demonstrated how to cook these new vegetables. ‘Most of
our food would come off the land’, Taiora said of living on the outer islands in the 1960s, but
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inhabitants also enjoyed modern imports like flour, butter, and tea. When she first arrived in
Rarotonga, Taiora’s mother thought a hostess was putting salt in her tea—she had never seen
white sugar. On the outer islands staple traditional crops and a few imports were sufficient. ‘You
didn’t need much more than that. People worked very hard on their land, and ate good food. [It
was] a hard life, but a simple life’. 92 When Taiora was a small girl, also in the 1960s, her family had
an orange plantation. When it was time to harvest the fruit for export Taiora worked alongside her
siblings and was paid with cans of corned beef, a microcosm of the larger cycle throughout the
Cooks of growing cash crops in order to afford imported foodstuffs.

Conclusion
The Au Vaine were a distinctive institution, an organisation started and operated by local
women who believed they could influence the productivity of their land and press others to take
renewed pride in their gardens, plantations, fruit trees, and homes—and for many years they did
just that. On an economic scale the Au Vaine tried to influence the expansion of domestic and
cash crops through intense planting schemes to lessen the impact of and reliance on imported
foodstuffs. That they were able to succeed at all during a time of imperialism and free market
growth is a testament to their determination. With the possibility of export agriculture, food
production became the centrepiece of Cook Islands life and the way the Islands truly entered the
modern world. That transition gave women the chance to be influential because they had their
hands on the pulse of food production and use. Government officials thought of agriculture as
primarily a male occupation, and the very changes that ushered in the Au Vaine—urbanisation,
Westernisation, migration—also apparently snuffed them out. The Au Vaine navigated the
challenges of a new age while preserving important features of their culture, and only ceased their
work when officials saw them as a threat to social and political stability. Women did not stop their
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involvement in actual food production or preparation, of course, and they found themselves at the
centre of a growing debate on nutrition, both as those dispensing advice and as the main receivers
of new information.
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CHAPTER 3
Back to Your Roots: Nutritional Surveys of the Twentieth Century (1906–1955)
‘Tell me what you eat, and I will tell you what you are.’—Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin
The health—or ill-health—of Pacific Islanders has held the attention of Westernised
nations for well over a hundred years. At the turn of the twentieth century, with Pacific
populations in decline, governing countries like New Zealand began to take an active interest in
the well-being of their territories’ populations. Cook Islanders were told by missionaries, officials,
and visitors that they were a dying people, so diminished by disease and rapid social
transformation that they would not recover. By the 1920s this pessimistic view was slowly revising
as birth rates climbed and death rates dropped. It became clear that Cook Islanders were indeed
going to survive, but significant changes needed to be implemented to ensure a thriving future.
The initial focus of government officials was to halt the spread of communicable diseases such as
tuberculosis, measles, and dysentery, but as those sicknesses were brought under control, a new
group of non-communicable—and it seemed, diet-related—ailments took their place. For the first
time, and drawing upon the new science of nutrition, defining the parameters of an optimal diet
became a priority. A debate that would in many ways come to define twentieth-century foodways
in the Pacific Islands intensified, with those who championed the superiority of locally-grown
foods on one side, and those who fought for the consumption of more imported foodstuffs on
the other.
European missionaries were the first to introduce imported foods to the Cook Islands and
presented these foods as better options for Islanders, which Europeans most likely believed
themselves as people had no notion of the effects of refined sugars or highly processed foods until
several decades into the 20th century. Following the First World War and armed with the latest
research in the emerging field of nutrition, western-trained physicians and nurses began visiting the
Cooks to conduct health surveys on behalf of New Zealand or sponsoring academic or
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philanthropic institutions. The greatest number of surveys took place in the late 1940s and early
1950s, and medical workers increasingly made connections between poor nutrition (primarily via a
dependence on imported foods) and poor health in their published reports. Their seeds of advice,
however, would largely fall on barren ground. The trajectory of consuming imported foodstuffs
seemed unstoppable. Diets in the Cook Islands, like much of the Pacific, had changed drastically
and rapidly from a traditional ‘native’ diet to one dependent upon imported, and often nutritionally
inferior, foods. Diseases associated with the West including diabetes, hypertension, and cancer
grew exponentially in the Pacific in the years following the Second World War, rather than
subsiding as might have been expected after the dissemination of ‘expert’ recommendations to
return to more natural diets.
Cook Islanders had long connected food with health, but not in the ways Westerners
expected or understood. The types of medicinal plants grown in the Cook Islands before
European contact were carefully controlled by spiritual and political leaders and used to combat
physical symptoms of illness. But whereas by the twentieth century physicians approached health
as a scientific arena in which bodily sickness was treated with medicines and often in isolation
from psychological, environmental, or religious concerns, in Polynesian societies there remained
little separation between the mind and the body, the human and the divine. As a result, the act of
cultivating, preparing, and consuming food was infused with sacred significance. Rules
surrounding food had to be observed to avoid sickness and death. Certain cooked foods and rain
water, ‘straight from heaven’, for example, were tapu, as were many other items. Illness was usually
understood as the result of breaching societal boundaries 1 and was diagnosed by highly-respected
spiritual experts, or ta‘unga, who discerned the cause of the problem and administered treatment.
Medicinal plants included uto (the fruit of the germinating coconut), which helped stanch bleeding,
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or roro (coconut cream), used as a purgative. 2 Missionaries viewed these traditional practices as
superstitious and possibly dangerous, and even passed laws to prohibit consultations with ta‘unga. 3
But as medical historian Raeburn Lange pointed out, missionaries, though critical of pre-Christian
Rarotongan health practices, had little new to offer in terms of treating disease. They too saw good
health as bequeathed by divine favour and called upon a supernatural power to heal, so for Cook
Islanders there was not initially much difference in incorporating new forms of treatment or at
least trying them as a last resort. Perhaps more importantly, until at least the 1920s health was seen
only by a slim majority as something that could be actively sought through a particular diet.
Nutritional surveys conducted between 1906–1954 illuminate larger issues surrounding
food as well as the ongoing cultural exchanges between Westerners and Cook Islanders. Early
health advice (1890–1926) portrayed processed, imported foods—particularly tinned milk and
meats–as legitimate, convenient, and preferable options for Pacific Islanders. However, over the
course of the next 50 years—and against a backdrop of cash crop production and rising imports—
the nutritional advice of ‘experts’ transitioned back to a diet based primarily on long-standing
island foods such as taro, coconut, bananas, breadfruit, and fish. Yet, even as official
recommendations for going back to a ‘native diet’ increased, so did the consumption of imported
foodstuffs.
Food historians should be able to provide a way ‘of understanding nutrition and dietary
health as cultural practices’, and that is my objective in this chapter. 4 As cultural practice, the
pursuit of dietary health connects to the broader themes of Christianity, colonialism,
modernisation, and gender running through this thesis. I argue that nutrition as a field became
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integral to colonial efforts to keep their island territories in good health and, therefore, an asset to
the empire. By the first years of the twentieth century, new ideas within the disciplines of medicine
were being applied to colonial areas across the Pacific with varying degrees of success. The
resulting reports provide an interesting context for examining the interactive, liminal spaces
between coloniser and colonised in which Pacific peoples accepted new information, foods, and
treatment, but only within a larger paradigm of traditional concepts of health.

Missionaries & ‘Good’ Food
Europeans initially saw Cook Islanders as the healthiest of indigenous Pacific peoples with
‘graceful shape[s,] well formed, robust with good teeth, skin, eyes and general good health and
physiques’. 5 Makea Pori Ariki, one of the ariki of Rarotonga when the Buzacotts arrived in 1828,
greatly impressed the new missionaries with his authoritative presence and stature. Mrs Buzacott
noted with wonder in her journal that Makea Pori’s ‘thigh was exactly the size of Mr B’s
[Buzacott’s] body’. 6 Islanders seemed to enjoy a sufficient and varied diet. Taro was the main
cultivated staple along with breadfruit, coconuts, bananas, and seafood. The most high-status food,
pigs, were reserved for special occasions while crops like arrowroot and yams were eaten only in
times of famine. 7 Food scholars maintain that pre-contact Polynesian diets were usually adequately
nutritious, even when adjusting for taboos. In Hawaii, for example, women subsisted primarily on
poi, a starchy taro-based staple, and non-restricted fruits and fish, and yet did not appear to have
‘suffered nutritional deficiencies because of the [dietary] kapu’. 8
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Diseases repeatedly devastated Pacific Island populations in the nineteenth century, and
the Cooks were no exception. 9 Tuberculosis, measles, mumps, and other infections plagued them
for decades. According to Buzacott, the disease-ravaged population of Rarotonga alone had
dropped from an estimated 7,000 people in 1828 to approximately 3,000 by 1847. 10 The
abandonment of old ways or embrace of the new were often blamed for these scourges; most of
the time food was not considered a cause of sickness. Reverend Aaron Buzacott, however, first
attributed symptoms of disease to the local diet in the 1830s when he blamed Islanders’ severe
diarrhoea on ‘a free indulgence in a diet consisting mainly of fruit’. 11 His and other accounts began
to reveal an understanding that certain foods could affect one’s health or increase susceptibility to
infection, though clearly island fruits –a mainstay of local diets for hundreds of years -- were not to
blame for dysentery-related deaths. As part of their efforts to fight illness, missionaries promoted a
pragmatic goal of maintaining sufficient, year-round, and unspoilt food supplies, imported or not,
although meat, bread, and potatoes were wholeheartedly preferred by Europeans living in the
Cook Islands who believed these were strength-inducing foods to be eaten whenever possible. For
the most part Islanders agreed and increased their intake of imported items as they were available.
In the 1880s, as the LMS’s influence was declining, Church-sanctioned dietary changes
began to affect people’s health. Raeburn Lange called the process of becoming more dependent on
imported foods on the more developed islands of the Cook group a ‘dietary revolution’ whose farreaching effects would start to be visible by the early 1900s. 12 Poor quality canned meats started to
replace local protein sources, bread and noodles were substituted for taro, and infants were fed
more bottles and less breastmilk. 13 Cultural practices surrounding the feeding of infants were also
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targeted. Missionaries and health workers instructed mothers to stop pre-chewing food for their
babies as they considered it unhygienic, for example, and as a result infant nutrition suffered.
Fattening ceremonies—carried out for centuries as a celebration of fertility—were curtailed or
stopped altogether as western ideals of food portions and body size began to influence Pacific
communities. 14
As the 1800s drew to a close, leaders in both New Zealand and the Cooks became
increasingly vocal about the dire health situation in the Islands. Populations were dwindling, and if
the trend could not be arrested it was feared the entire race would disappear. In addition to the
obvious issue of disease, missionaries and others believed the growing dependence on imported
products might be negatively affecting Cook Islanders’ health and longevity, though they were
concerned primarily about the deleterious effects of alcohol and tobacco, not food. 15 In January
1891 Reverend Harris of the London Missionary Society wrote that he and other church leaders
needed to protect ‘their flock’ from ‘further damage of the ‘the force of the outside world’,
including access to alcohol. 16 Changing political status created more complexity. The Cooks, who
became a Protectorate of Britain in 1888 and were then annexed by New Zealand in 1901, found
themselves governed by foreign officials who added their opinions to a growing discourse on
indigenous health. Colonel Walter Gudgeon, colonial administrator and land court judge, conveyed
concern that the Cook Islands would finally commit ‘national suicide’ through ‘carelessness of
living’. 17
Then another significant shift took place. After decades of active involvement and
influence, the LMS seemed ready to hand over the responsibility for indigenous well-being to
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Cook Islanders themselves. A beleaguered Reverend Hutchin wrote in 1899, ‘We believe there is a
future for the Polynesian, but let them develop along their own lines. Do not force European
civilization upon them’. 18 The LMS missionaries seemed increasingly unsure of their role. Were
they to try and lead the people, or step back and hope to witness the transition to self-sufficiency?
Meanwhile, European missionaries on many islands continued to rely heavily – at times, almost
completely – on supplies delivered by missionary ships, and complained that islands ‘provide next
to no food that the missionary can eat, and all stores must be imported in the form of tinned meat,
tinned milk, tinned potatoes, tinned oatmeal, tinned everything. Even in tins food deteriorates, and
it is important to get it to the foreigners… [as] our missionaries would [otherwise] come to
starvation, or very near it’. 19 Missionaries did not yet see clear links between diets and disease,
though new evidence was emerging which seemed to link processed and sugary foodstuffs to
health problems.

The New Science: Nutrition
Food historian Charlotte Biltekoff has written that historians must investigate connections
between food and nutrition to create a ‘public literacy around the cultural politics of dietary
health’. Indeed, nutritional advice—a key part of the ‘politics of dietary health’—has never just
been about food. It is instead a reflection of contemporary values about what it means to live a
good life, including eating the ‘right’ foods and embracing a particular set of principles. For
example, in nineteenth-century America language used to describe ‘superior’ diets helped establish
and affirm the identity of a newly-educated middle-class. In a similar way missionaries, and later
medical workers and dieticians, defined and distinguished themselves from indigenous peoples
through their science-based food knowledge. Dietary advice was—and continues to be—both an
extension of the priorities of those giving the advice and a way to separate and reward those who
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follow new teachings from people unwilling to make the proposed changes and thus perceived as
reckless, their ‘dangerous diets requir[ing] both scrutiny and intervention’. 20 In the Pacific Islands,
as in other cultures, however, foods held meanings that far surpassed their nutritional content on a
foreign chart.
The science of nutrition was born in the mid-1800s when German chemist Justus van
Liebig identified the main components of food as either carbohydrate, fat, or protein. 21 Until the
1890s it was believed people simply needed to balance these elements. This all changed with the
discovery of a unit of energy called the calorie identified by Wilber Atwater, an American who
trained in Germany and was later known as ‘the father of American nutrition’. 22 In a fascinating
twist this new field of inquiry supported some of the ideas about food and consumption
missionaries had promoted for decades. The concept that a specific (and ideal) caloric intake could
be calculated, for instance, provided ‘rational justification for the imperatives to be frugal, thrifty,
and economical with nature that were all part of the earlier concerns of an ascetic Christianity’. 23
During the 1910s further research led to identifying vitamins, and by the 1920s the scientific
community agreed that all calories were not equal and that even with sufficient caloric intake a lack
of certain nutrients could exacerbate or even cause disease.
Global war and developing colonial efforts further influenced the advancement of
nutritional paradigms developed in the first decades of the 1900s. The challenge of manufacturing
sufficient rations for troops and civilians during World War One led to rapid discoveries about the
role of various food components and the effects of vitamin and mineral deficiencies. Other
scientists focused on isolating nutrients like Vitamins A, C, or D and food manufacturers happily
incorporated these vitamins into ration packets and processed foods. Faddish products such as
Kellogg’s Corn Flakes cereal and Welch’s Grape Juice swept American markets as people tried to
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bolster their diets and fend off disease with what they were learning were critically-important
nutrients. 24

Seventh-day Adventists: The First Medical Missionaries
London Missionary Society representatives worked for over half a century to remove Cook
Islands’ food taboos and instil their own definitions of what constituted ‘good’ food. When
Seventh-day Adventist missionaries began arriving in the Pacific in the last decade of the 1800s
they attempted to again recast the relationship between spiritual conversion and physical health.
Seventh-day Adventists were one of the first Protestant churches to overtly connect doctrine with
adherence to a scripture-based dietary practice, and they were the first to bring their blended
message of nutrition and salvation to the Cook Islands.
Seventh-day Adventism is a Protestant denomination born of the Great Disappointment
of 22 October 1844, a day Millerites—followers of George Miller—believed they would witness
the second coming of Jesus. Most of the fifty thousand believers—some who had sold their
belongings and waited for the Lord on hilltops clad in white robes–disbanded when Jesus failed to
appear. Those who continued to believe in Jesus’s imminent return would go on to form the
Seventh-day Adventist Church. Adventists were caught up in two relevant contemporary social
phenomena that influenced their dual foci on missionary work and dietary health: The Second
Great Awakening, a period of great evangelical revival, and a strong wave of American interest in
health and nutrition. Sylvester Graham (whom the graham cracker was later named for) was one of
the first to speak widely on behalf of an abstemious vegetarian diet in the 1840s. Grahamites
believed meat and alcohol, among other foods, inflamed sexual appetites and diminish intellectual
and physical vigour. 25 The first vegetarian societies formed in America and England around the
same time focused, like Graham, mainly on connections between meat-eating and ‘carnal passions
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and a violent disposition’. These early herbivores shared a belief that meat consumption dulled
one’s mental faculties and ‘impeded the path to spiritual fulfilment’. 26
Amidst this cultural milieu the Seventh-day Adventist church was formally established in
1863, the same year its primary founder, the prophetess Ellen G. White, received what many
believed to be a divinely inspired vision concerning health, a revelation that forbade members of
the neophyte denomination from consuming ‘unclean meats’ as outlined in the Old Testament
such as pork and shellfish, as well as all stimulants including alcohol, caffeine, tobacco, and kava. 27
Adventists felt so strongly about the dangers of kava, which they believed might cause ‘hypnotic
effects’, ‘scaling of the skin’, and ‘serious liver damage’ that they pressed for an official ‘kava alert’
to be issued by the United States Food and Drug Administration in the early 1900s. 28 In addition
to honouring certain Judaic dietary laws, Adventists also observed the Sabbath from sundown
Friday to sundown Saturday (hence the ‘seventh day’) and believed in the soon return of Jesus, the
second coming, or ‘advent’.
The Adventist health message evolved over the next thirty years. By the time the church
was sending missionaries to the Pacific in the 1890s as part of their ‘healing ministry’, 29 Mrs White
was promoting a diet of two wholesome, vegetable-based meals per day and the Adventistoperated sanitariums of Battle Creek, Michigan (under the direction of the famous Kellogg
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brothers) and Avondale, Australia were cranking out substitute meat products, granola, corn
flakes, and caffeine-free beverages like the short-lived Caramel Cereal. 30
The most significant aspect of the Adventist health doctrine taught that human bodies are
like sacred temples; as such, by defiling them with forbidden foods and mind-altering substances,
humans not only risk eternal salvation but lessen their ability to understand spiritual truths. 31 These
beliefs, coupled with the injunction in the New Testament to go forth and share the gospel with
the world, led to the establishment of several Adventist medical missionary colleges and the
formation of a trans-Pacific health food network by 1900, whose goal in part was to provide
people with foods to replace ‘flesh-meat’—animal foods Mrs White believed God originally
allowed only to ‘shorten their [humans] sinful lives’. 32 Ellen White confirmed the connections
between physical and spiritual nourishment when she wrote from Australia in 1901 that ‘Nothing
will open doors for the truth like evangelistic medical missionary work. This will find access to
hearts and minds, and will be a means of converting many to the truth’. 33 Adventist missionaries
were often trained as health workers and considered themselves to be on the front lines of Christ’s
army.
Adventists also cautioned specifically against overeating, snacking between meals, and
consuming spicy or fatty foods, teachings that clashed with cultural practices of many Pacific
Islanders such as refilling one’s plate as a sign of respect at a feast and eating when food was
available and not according to prescribed meal times. Like other missionary groups, then,
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Adventists wanted to change definitions of what foods were appropriate, preferable, and healthy,
but what set them apart was their much stricter interpretation of nutritious foods and their efforts
to import their own products to take the place of island foods.
The tiny island of Pitcairn, infamous home to the Bounty mutineers, 34 was the first place in
the Pacific to learn of the Seventh-day Adventist message when a box of Church booklets was
deposited on the island in 1876 by a passing ship. Adventist layperson and Californian John I. Tay
closely followed all things Pitcairn-related, and, paying his own passage, arrived unannounced on
the island ten years later, stopping along the way to introduce his faith to the people of Rarotonga
and Aitutaki. On Pitcairn Tay rejoiced that the decades-old pamphlets had ‘stirred the island’, and
spent the next five weeks preaching, leaving with the promise of sending a real pastor to baptize
converted Pitcairners as soon as possible. 35 The apparent ease of proselytizing the isolated island
seemed unmistakable and godly confirmation that the Adventist message ‘in the Pacific should be
pushed forward without delay’. 36 The church quickly raised funds to build a missionary ship, aptly
named the Pitcairn, which over the next ten years made six voyages transporting missionaries from
California to the Pacific Islands, including the Cook Islands. 37 In 1890, true to his word, Tay, his
wife, and three other missionary couples returned to Pitcairn, baptized the Islanders and made sure
‘the pigs were killed to remove the temptation of eating pork’, apparently by pushing the
unfortunate animals off a cliff. 38
Converting Cook Islanders proved more difficult. From the beginning, the strong focus on
health and nutrition so central to Adventist missionary efforts in the Pacific drew few converts.
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Attitudes like that of Pastor Edward Gates, the first missionary dispatched to the South Pacific on
the Pitcairn in 1890, may provide clues: ‘When I saw the wretched trash eaten by the people [and]
tea, coffee, tobacco, and alcohol’, Gates wrote, ‘I no longer wondered at their moral depravity’. He
also credited kava with inflaming locals with homicidal tendencies toward missionaries. 39 Dr
Merritt Kellogg, brother of Will and John Harvey Kellogg of American cereal fame, visited
Rarotonga in the summer of 1893 and immediately requested that the British Parliament approve a
resolution to send a qualified physician to the Cooks. In response, American Seventh-day
Adventists Dr Joseph Caldwell and his wife Julia, along with Dudley and Sarah Owen and Maude
Young, a nurse from Pitcairn, arrived in Rarotonga the following year. The new missionaries
quickly made their views on health known by rejecting gifts of pork and returning the kava cup. 40
During the six-year tenure of the Caldwells and beyond, Adventist teachings proved a doubleedged sword, attracting patients to see Dr Caldwell (aka the ‘Hot Water Doctor’ and his nurse,
‘Hot Water Bag’) while scaring away would-be converts who refused to abandon pork, shellfish,
shark, and turtle meat—all important ceremonial food items. ‘Our medical work has given us very
wide acquaintance’, Caldwell wrote in 1899, ‘[but] I do not mean to say we are popular. We are
not’. 41
Adventists were more tolerated than warmly welcomed in the Cook Islands. The LMS was
unhappy for any competition and complained about the arrival of Seventh-day Adventist teachers
in 1894, which coincided with the establishment of Catholic and Mormon missions in the Cook
group as a result of the new British Protectorate and a more open settlement policy. The new
teachers also widened the gulf between the LMS and Mr Frederick Moss, the inaugural British
Resident (1890–1898), as Moss did not hide his support for Adventist teachers and medical
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workers. In an 1896 document sent back to LMS headquarters in London, LMS representatives in
Rarotonga reported that Moss had welcomed and encouraged the hiring of Adventist teachers
‘without satisfying himself as to their teaching qualifications’. 42 As with Dr Caldwell’s medical
work, the LMS believed Adventist teachers would push the boundaries of their positions and try to
indoctrinate young Cook Islands students while conducting classes. Moss believed more teachers
and medical workers to be a positive development, regardless of their faith, and wrote back to
Reverend Hutchin, ‘By whom do you consider the LMS has been unfairly treated?’ Although Dr
Caldwell also gained Moss’s friendship, within a few years the British Resident would be one of the
Adventists’ only supporters.
In 1896 a pair of Scots brothers arrived on Rarotonga, George and William Craig. William
planned to spend only one year recuperating in the mild tropical climate of the South Pacific, but
George, a physician, was soon embroiled in local politics—including controversy over the
administration of the recently-built hospital and the unorthodox medical practices of Dr Caldwell.
Inadvertently, Caldwell quickly engendered the Craigs’ and others’ disapprobation, most likely
because of his strict promotion of Adventist dietary guidelines and his habit of proselytising while
at the hospital. The Craigs neither understood nor appreciated Moss’s financial backing and public
support of the unconventional doctor. After two years of foment, the Craigs succeeded in having
Mr Moss recalled from his duties, though Caldwell would linger until 1901. Walter Gudgeon, who
replaced Moss as Resident Commissioner in 1898, maintained that the ‘fatal mistake’ of Moss’s
tenure was ‘when he adopted the cause of one Caldwell, who was a fanatical Adventist and claimed
to belong to some obscure school of American medicine or fanatical quackery…’ 43 In a glowing
biography, Gudgeon’s grandson—Eldson Craig, son of George—later described Caldwell as
knowing ‘nothing about professional medicine, treating his patients with an exclusive diet of taro,
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kumara, and hot water injections’. 44 In spite of the vitriol directed at him, Dr Caldwell persisted in
pressing his patients to adopt a simple vegetarian diet as part of his prescription for good health,
but found—as had other missionaries—that, along with a taste for imports, the people’s faith in
indigenous medicine and the ta‘unga persisted. They often preferred to see their own experts first,
only visiting the American doctor as a last resort. A disheartened Caldwell wrote that ‘the native
doctors all have great influence with their people’. 45
Paradoxically, ill-health was one of the main reasons the first medical doctor to the Cook
Islands had to leave. By the fall of 1900 Julia Caldwell had been unwell for months. She and her
careworn husband were preparing to leave Rarotonga. An earnest Adventist biographer imagined
the Caldwells welcoming a young Australian couple, Hettie and Albert Piper, who arrived on the
island to take over the Adventist mission on 31 October 1900. Here is Marye Trim’s fictionalised
account of the two missionary wives in Julia Caldwell’s kitchen, Hettie anxious to learn how to
prepare familiar foods and nutritious dishes on an isolated island:
“Please teach me all you can”, Hettie pleaded with Julia Caldwell. So the
experienced missionary initiated Hettie into ways of housekeeping in Rarotonga.
“Yeast for making bread from fermented orange juice—I make it like this. And
here are recipes that use bananas or sweet potatoes and coconut like this”. “Mmm.
They sound good. Do tell me how you made the pie for lunch”. “Of course, my
dear”. Mrs Caldwell looked at Hettie with tired eyes though the younger woman’s
enthusiasm cheered her considerably. She chose not to disillusion Hettie by telling
her that the diet grew monotonous. . . 46
After almost seven bittersweet years on Rarotonga the Caldwells left the Cooks in 1901. Julia died
of Dengue Fever the following year.
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Adventist missionaries who followed the Caldwells continued to focus on the importance
of dietary observance, although leaders in the Church began to bend a little on requiring a strict
diet either of converts or missionaries in the field. In a slim book instructing Adventists how to
select personnel for international service, one writer suggested missionaries ‘switch to local foods’
whenever possible to build trust with indigenous communities. 47 Harold Wicks, a nurse who
served for decades as a missionary in Aitutaki and Rarotonga, seems to have embraced this idea.
According to his biographer Dennis Steley, Wick’s motto was, even while eating a ‘monotonous
fare of swamp taro, coconut and fish’— ‘if you want to, you can’. 48
The spartan diet Adventists strived to model in the Pacific was unrealistic for both
missionaries and neophytes. The church gradually transitioned to preaching a modified Judaic diet:
no pork, shellfish, kava, or caffeine, but the eating of ‘clean meats’—chicken, fish, and beef—was
permitted. At a church dedication in 1915, for example, the Adventist minister was careful to
stress that the celebratory feast featured ‘fish and fowl’, not pork. 49 Even with these relaxed dietary
regulations, few chose to join the new faith, as evidenced by a short example in a pamphlet entitled
‘Victories Won’, by H. A. Hill, who warned that favourite forbidden foods could be ‘a crafty trick
of Satan’. He lauded a lone convert who refused ‘a whole leg of roasted pork’ served by a village
leader, and stated that ‘he was not eating pork any more, as he was now a Sabbath-keeper. The
onlookers marvelled, yet they became silent and interested listeners as this new brother led them
through the Bible study of the previous evening. He is bold to speak the truth, and turns a deaf ear
to mockery’. 50 Other denominations operating in Oceania exaggerated the dietary restrictions of
Adventists to scare away possible converts. As reported in the main church publication, Adventist
Review, in 1924, some rival pastors told Islanders ‘that if they joined the Seventh-day Adventist
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Mission they would not be able to eat cocoanut, talo (sic), yam, fish, etc.’, which would have
indeed left them an impoverished diet. 51
Ultimately, the Adventists’ message of health and nutrition was both one of their strengths,
yet also impeded their growth in the Pacific. In what must have been a common complaint, an
older Tongan woman admitted that giving up pork was a major stumbling block to becoming an
Adventist. 52 Dr Sylvester Lambert told the story of a strict Adventist minister in the New Hebrides
who chided Lambert for smoking a cigarette, then served him a meal of only ‘vegetable fat’ after a
church service held for the pastor’s congregation made up of just ‘two sad natives’. 53 Lambert was
unimpressed by the minister’s ascetic lifestyle. It seems likely that Adventism’s prohibition on
culturally significant foods helps explain their inability to make greater spiritual inroads. Further,
because important meals in the Pacific Islands were communal events at which food distributions
were carefully noted and displayed, a shift in culinary allegiances had potentially difficult social
ramifications. In 1916, and after twenty years of Adventist missionary work, the Cook Islands
division counted only 14 members. 54 Nevertheless, Adventism can be credited with substantial
dietary influence. They were some of the first to instruct Cook Islanders about the importance of
medical care and the significance of plant-based nutrition to physical health, and the church
developed culinary options for vegetarians in the South Pacific. The Adventist run and owned
Sanitarium Health and Wellbeing Company, established in Australia and New Zealand in the
1890s, provided Weet-bix, Marmite, and plant-based ‘meat’ products to people across the Pacific. 55
‘From the beginning’, wrote I. D. Myers of the Sanitarium, ‘it was not primarily seen as a
commercial venture, but rather as a means of disseminating the Seventh-day Adventist Church’s
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‘health message’’. Adventists were proud that although seen as ‘peculiar to the church at that time’
their health message was later validated by modern nutritional and dietary advice. 56 Many
Adventist missionaries who served in the Cooks were not trained as physicians but believed
strongly in the power of the Adventist health message. Harold Wicks wrote from Rarotonga in
1926, ‘We are only able to help some of their physical ailments. We shall be glad when we can
speak to them in their own tongue and thus combine the gospel work with the medical work, for
that is what the great Master Missionary taught us to do’. 57 The Adventists also formed
connections in New Zealand at the turn of the century that would circle back around to the Cook
Islands.

Sir Maui Pomare, the first Māori physician
On his death bed, Maui Pomare’s father took his 11-year-old son’s hand and made him
promise to learn the ‘white man’s ways’ so that he could help his own people, the Māori of New
Zealand. 58 As a teenager Maui became acquainted with the Seventh-day Adventist owner of a
restaurant at which Maui worked. He was baptised into the Adventist church the following year
and, with church members’ support, travelled to the United States to attend Battle Creek College
and Sanitarium (1892–1896) and then transferred to the American Medical Missionary College in
Chicago (1896–1899). Upon his return to New Zealand in 1900, he was officially registered as a
physician and, the following year, a Native Health Officer. 59 Raeburn Lange, who has written
extensively on the health history of Māori and Cook Islanders, noted that the young Dr Pomare
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returned ‘as a Christian doctor to spread the message of physical and spiritual health among his
people (a kind of ‘hygienic missionary’ as a New Zealand newspaper put it after he came back)’. 60
Though he did not remain an Adventist Pomare continued to observe the dietary practices
of the church for most of his life, and Adventist interpretations of biblical dietary laws greatly
influenced his work as a health reformer in New Zealand and other parts of the Pacific, including
the Cook Islands in which Pomare took a particular interest. 61 As in the United States and Western
Europe, health committees and a growing interest in nutrition and disease-fighting diets had
developed in New Zealand by the late 1800s. 62 Because Māori were considered particularly
susceptible to disease they were the focus of physicians, including Pomare, who warned that
‘Māori health status was compromised to the extent that survival itself was threatened’. 63 The
theme of deteriorating Māori health motivated Maui Pomare to work tirelessly to help native
communities improve their circumstances.
Pomare believed—in disagreement with some of his prominent Māori contemporaries–
that indigenous people should emulate a European lifestyle because it was sanitary and based on
science over superstition. Dr Pomare was a pragmatist. Still, he respected many aspects of Māori
culture and tradition and understood that ‘the changing of a nation’s habits is a grave
responsibility’. 64 As part of his efforts to Europeanize Māori communities, Pomare worked to
suppress traditional healers, tohunga, 65 and encouraged Māori to build modern homes, wear
European clothes and accept advice and medical treatment from western-trained physicians.
Official concerns expanded in 1901 with New Zealand’s annexation of the Cook Islands,
where people struggled with similar health problems to those plaguing their Māori relations in
New Zealand. As Native Health Officer, Pomare carried out the first official health survey of the
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Cook Islands in 1905–1906. 66 Dr Pomare’s focus was on connections between disease, poverty,
and lack of sanitary conditions, not nutrition per se, but he did draw connections between diet and
sickness: ‘Dysentery is more or less common in certain seasons of the year’, he noted, ‘due
probably to the food’. He also pointed out that ‘wherever there are large taro plantations we have
it [elephantiasis] most plentifully’. 67 Dr Pomare clearly suggested that indigenous foods–or at least
the conditions in which they were stored—might increase susceptibility to infection, a position
which supported his promotion of European practices and foodways as healthier options.
Dr Pomare’s saved his most pointed dietary advice for mothers. In 1916 Pomare published
a report on the health of Māori children, ‘On Infants and their Foods’, in which he admonished
women to eat well when pregnant and avoid ‘injurious foods’ such as ‘potatoes, maize which has
been steeped in water, and putrid fish’—each traditional Māori dishes. 68 Dr Pomare visited many
native communities and stated with confidence, ‘I happen to know that more deaths of children
annually occur through wrong feeding than from any other causes whatever’. As was accepted
medical advice in New Zealand, and would in the 1920s be applied to the Pacific Islands, Pomare
recommended breastfeeding by the baby’s mother as the healthiest option, but the next-best
alternative was to feed the infant strained and heated cow’s milk mixed (as explained in a
complicated chart) with various parts boiled water and sugar. 69 Milk was progressively perceived as
nature’s most perfect food, particularly in dairy-rich New Zealand and principally for the
nourishment of children. Dr Pomare advised further that babies were not to be fed flour, potatoes,
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tea, cheese, or other ‘strong or solid foods’ appropriate only for adults. He ends the pamphlet
simply, with ‘Save our children’. 70
The 1920s: Dr Sylvester Lambert Notes Significant Dietary Changes
By the end of the First World War the conviction had emerged within international
medical communities that control and eradication of disease–considered the primary source of
human suffering—was not only possible, but simply a matter of time. 71 This renewed interest in
health impacted public discourse and dietary advice on the home fronts, and refocused attention
on the well-being of colonial populations in the Pacific and elsewhere. Theories espousing the
‘inevitable demise of Pacific races’ had waned, though it became clear that communities would
require investments in infrastructure and education to fully recover. 72 Realising that disease and
malnutrition were incompatible with a productive, supportive citizenry, colonial governments
began to take responsibility for health concerns—which were increasingly linked to diet.
International organisations also began pressuring colonial powers to intervene. Raeburn Lange
pointed out that following World War One official proposals concerning Cook Islanders’ health
were offered as ‘the only means to physical salvation’. 73
Sponsored by a variety of organisations and for a variety of reasons, health surveys
proliferated. From the perspective of nutritionists, physicians, and social scientists, the Pacific
Islands offered a contained microcosm of cultural change and were therefore a perfect place to
test health-related hypotheses and conduct ‘objective’ trials optimistically ‘framed as devoid of
cultural and social content [and] free of personal values’. 74 The League of Nations, formed in 1919,
performed ‘ground breaking work’ in the new field of nutritional science in the interwar period 75
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and tried to hold colonial administrators accountable for unacceptable living conditions in their
mandated territories. 76 The International Health Board—a subsidiary of the Rockefeller
Foundation (1916–1939)—also provided funds for medical initiatives carried out in the Pacific in
the 1920s. The Rockefeller Foundation’s primary medical representative in Oceania from 1918–
1939 was the American physician Sylvester M Lambert, who conducted surveys and implemented
western hygiene and disease treatment programmes in many parts of the Pacific. 77 The main focus
in the field of nutrition at the time was the effects of particular foods on immunity and dental
health. Contemporary research apparently influenced Dr Lambert’s work because he made
connections in the early 1920s between diet and susceptibility, noting among other experiments
that an all-rice diet at an Australian mission seemed to negate the effects of hookworm
treatments. 78
During his brief time in Rarotonga (December 1925 to January 1926), Dr Lambert found
the people impressive. Appreciative of their ‘ancient manners and courtesy’, Lambert noticed
Cook Islanders had incorporated many aspects of European culture into their dining rituals. ‘Every
feast or meal that I attended in a Native house was on a modern table, with proper crockery and
knives and forks’, Lambert wrote. 79 Perhaps his hosts generously brought out Western accessories
for Western guests, and Lambert does not mention if imported foods were also part of the dishes
served at the ‘modern table’, but it seems likely.
Lambert’s main focus during his visit, however, was not crockery but health. Cook
Islanders proved cooperative patients though they refused to wholeheartedly embrace Lambert’s
medical treatments or advice. To his surprise, Lambert found Cook Islanders happy to comply
with his requests for examinations and samples, writing the ‘interest taken in matters of health by
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the Polynesian is most striking’. 80 Lambert also wondered that Cook Islanders, as ‘the most
attractive as well as the most intelligent and most modern of the South Pacific Islanders’, could at
the same time hold such ‘deep-rooted belief in magic and witchdoctors’. 81 Like Caldwell and other
physicians Lambert knew Cook Islanders turned to Western-trained doctors only as a last resort.
After conducting his surveys and examinations, Dr Lambert began his written report with
a general overview of the rapid changes undergone in the Cook group since 1900. Overall he
characterised the period as one of ‘progress and development’, though it had also ushered in
significant dietary transformations. Lambert’s survey was the first to reveal the effects of higher
consumption rates of imported foods on the health of Cook Islanders, and he stressed that ‘the
most notable feature of the Rarotongan diet is the change from native to European foods’. 82 Most
Cook Islanders were still eating locally-grown foods daily, but an ‘increasing dependence [was]
being placed on tinned food bought from stores…chiefly tinned meat, flour, sugar, and biscuits’.
More alarming, shellfish and other seafood, long the main source of protein, were ‘becoming
inadequate in supply’ due to overfishing. Those living on smaller, more isolated islands in the
Cook Group were also affected by these dietary changes, though not to the same extent as their
more populous, urbanised neighbour, Rarotonga. For example, Dr Lambert found Pukapukans,
with little access to imports, particularly dependent on locally grown foods. Yet by displacing their
subsistence crop plantings with large amounts of coconuts for copra export, Pukapukans were
increasingly reliant on scarce European foods and consumed correspondingly limited amounts of
taro, coconut, and fish. As a result Lambert found many of them to be deficient in Vitamins C and
A, with children being the most affected. Dr Lambert commented that ‘no green vegetables are
eaten’ on the island and ‘the general picture is strongly indicative of faulty, and probably marginal,
nutrition’. 83 Lambert suggested that Pacific Islander diets were inadequate, but he did not explicitly
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state that imported foods were injurious, just that they had changed the balance of local food
production and consumption. In line with leading nutritionists’ recommendations, in fact, Lambert
advised that diets higher in animal protein, whether tinned or fresh, would greatly improve Cook
Islanders’ health. 84
The youngest generation of Pacific Islanders remained a focal point in health debates.
Infant mortality rates were significantly higher in the Cook Islands than in New Zealand in the
interwar period, 85 and mothers received the brunt of accusatory rhetoric. Articles blamed Pacific
Island women for high rates of infant deaths, referring to them collectively as ‘the Native Mother’,
a nameless everywoman and ‘invention of the colonial imagination’ who, ‘lacking maternal instinct’
neglected her young children by withholding sufficiently nutritious foods. 86 This characterisation
rings false. Cook Islands mothers were attentive and cared deeply for their children’s well-being,
although some of their long-standing food customs naturally differed. Further, while population
rates for Islanders had increased by the 1920s—most likely due to greater immunity to disease—
the outside information women received often confused them. Why were certain imported foods
appropriate for adults but not for babies? At what age should children start to be fed dairy
products? When mothers in Fiji tried to follow the strange instructions of western dieticians to
feed their infants cow’s milk at the turn of the century, for example, some of their babies died. 87
Nurses and physicians consistently encouraged mothers to breastfeed whenever possible but
cautioned against ‘unclean’ practices like using wet nurses or pre-masticating babies’ food, both of
which turned out to be faulty commendations. 88 Dr Lambert did not specifically tackle the issue of
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breast-feeding, but he did note that, aside from mother’s or coconut milk, in the Pacific Islands
‘milk comes out of a tin’, and a ‘lack of [cow’s] milk may have a [negative] bearing on the infantmortality rate’, presumably for women who had trouble breastfeeding. In accordance with
contemporary schools of thought Dr Lambert believed the benefits of fresh cow’s milk were much
preferable to tinned or condensed milk, which doctors believed could be injurious to infants. 89
Breastmilk substitutes were not recommended for infants, but there was no hesitation or
debate over recommending dairy products for young people. In Britain, the Medical Research
Council solidly promoted milk for school-aged children, and all children in New Zealand were
given milk at school every day beginning in 1937. In the Cook Islands school children would be
given powdered milk regularly after World War Two. Public health officials in the United States,
Western Europe, and New Zealand all strongly encouraged the consumption of cow’s milk,
considered one of the most critical ‘protective’ foods for young and old alike. Doctors routinely
recommended an average intake of 32 ounces per day per child. A 1937 health pamphlet published
for distribution in Samoa read: ‘Milk is the most perfect food known. It contains all the things
needed to build and strengthen the body. Children should drink milk every day in order to grow
strong’. 90 Some Cook Islanders disagreed. Makea Nui Teremoana, an ariki of Rarotonga for over
40 years, tied imported foods directly to the malnutrition of children in the Cook Islands. ‘Our
people had become too dependent on imported food and some children got nothing but white
bread and tea. It was important to teach the mothers how to feed their children properly…’ 91
Though she did not mention dairy products specifically, Makea Nui Teremoana acknowledged that
mothers needed more information regarding local and varied diets. As part of her efforts to
educate her people on nutrition she helped form the Cook Islands Child Welfare Association in
1932 with Dr Ellison. 92
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Dr Lambert’s surveys in the Pacific provide insights into the main precepts of medical
practice and status of nutritional science at this time. To treat symptoms and control the spread of
disease were Lambert’s main objectives, not dissecting local diets. Still, it was evident that greater
consumption of imported foods had negatively affected peoples’ health. Lambert remained most
concerned overall about the lack of adequate food resources in the Islands and would have been
satisfied if more imports of dairy and meat products were available.

World War Two: ‘Uncle Sugar’ Stirs A Major Shift in Pacific Nutrition
For the nations exporting food to the Cook Islands, namely New Zealand, Australia, and
the United States, food shortages and increased urbanisation during the lean and politically
turbulent years of the 1930s led to a corresponding reliance of city-dwellers upon canned, frozen,
dehydrated, and packaged foods with long shelf lives and often dubious origins. Broad access to
white bread, tea, pies, biscuits, and other sugary foods resulted in widespread dental cavities, and
the failure of soldiers to pass physical examinations caused alarm over national fitness levels. As
countries prepared home-fronts to once again go to war, they focused anew on health problems
both in their nations and colonial territories.
Nutritionists and dieticians again offered advice, but they altered their previous message of
the importance of meat and dairy for all and were now—on the eve of war—recommending that
people mainly enjoy the ‘natural diets’ of their own homelands. Part of this turnaround was due to
channelling local production of energy-dense foods to the war effort. But opinions were also
affected by comparing the physical status of Islanders more impacted by western diets with those
who continued to subsist on simpler diets of tubers, seafood, and coconuts—a contrast difficult to
see amongst industrialised populations. The latter group was faring better. Dr Guy Chapman gave
a lecture on behalf of the New Zealand Women’s Food Value League in 1938 in which he extolled
the virtues and benefits of a ‘natural diet’. He stated confidently that ‘with natural foods the island
natives had a perfectly balanced diet, in every vitamin’ and their appearance and level of fitness
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supported this fact. 93 Westerners once again pressed revised definitions of ‘good food’ onto Cook
Islanders, this time lauding a diet supplied wholly from one’s own environment. As nutritionists
found in their post-war surveys, however, no simple recipe could fix the complex health problems
simmering in the Pacific.
The over one million Americans who served in the Pacific theatre between 1942 and 1945
were a large reason the war had such long-lasting dietary effects. To Pacific Islanders—most of
whom were relatively isolated until the war 94—the longest-lasting impression of American soldiers
was their abundant food and their willingness to share many new kinds of foods wherever they
landed. 95 Troops brought with them massive amounts of machinery and supplies along with heaps
of imported foodstuffs. They also requisitioned plantation lands to provide more fresh foods for
U.S. servicemen or for other military projects such as target practice or airstrip construction.
World War Two was also ‘a pivotal point in the development of nutrition research and
scientifically based food policy’ in the Pacific. 96 Chronic, non-communicable, and distinctly
Western ‘diseases of affluence’ such as diabetes, hypertension, and cancer—all linked to obesity—
had replaced infectious diseases as leading causes of death within twenty years of the war’s
ending. 97 Further, as historian Abby L Bloom, a former lecturer in the School of Public Health and
Tropical Medicine at the University of Sydney, has noted, other ‘diseases of violence and
addiction’ including accidents, alcoholism, and suicide also became prevalent in the Pacific in the
post-war years. 98
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While war meant a staggering loss of life, privation, and destruction on the lands where
battles took place, it was a different experience on Pacific Islands like Aitutaki and Penrhyn (part
of the northern Cooks) which saw no fighting but were host to hundreds of American troops who
quickly became renowned for the staggering amount of resources that accompanied them.
Nutritional science had revealed the importance of adequate caloric intake for soldiers on the
front, and Americans in the tropics received rations of almost 4,800 calories a day—the highest in
the war, over twice as much as German soldiers and several times what Japanese fighters subsisted
on. 99
Much of the imported foods Americans brought with them contained excess sugar.
Soldiers shared novel soft drinks, ice cream, candy bars, potato crisps, chewing gum, SPAM, and
beer with Islanders, many of whom never lost their craving for these treats, as evidenced by the
climbing rates of dental caries in the Cook Islands by the 1950s 100 and the United States’ nickname
in the Pacific, ‘Uncle Sugar’. 101 Food manufacturers in America also made use of new discoveries
in food science by fortifying juices, cereals, and other items with Vitamins B, C, or D whenever
possible, but these fortified foods often contained extra sugar and preservatives and would come
back to bite those who consumed them too freely.
The Allies infused the Pacific with new goods and significant monetary resources, but they
also put heavy demands on fresh produce grown in the Islands by reappropriating land usually
used for subsistence crop production. 102 As historians Judith Bennett and Lizzie Collingham have
described, the American war machine decimated Islanders’ ability to grow their own food and
created lasting environmental effects in the process of ensuring that their personnel had adequate
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resources. In the Ellice Islands, for example, troops took mere weeks to fill in and level ancient
garden pits ‘dug by hand over centuries, and painstakingly filled with rich compost’. The
Tuvaluans, Samoans and many others became ‘completely dependent on the stores of rice, biscuits
and flour brought in from the United States and sold in a special government store’. 103 Similarly, in
Samoa, coconuts, ‘our chief means of living and main export[,] were cut down merely for the
clearance of target ranges, etc.’ and in the Cook Islands the New Zealand administration
authorized American troops to destroy ‘thousands of coconuts and other crops’ to cater to
American military needs. 104 Analogous stories abound. Overall, thousands of Islanders abandoned
subsistence farming for wage labour during and after the war, resulting in severe environmental
impacts and, in some places, the ‘disappearance of traditional sources of food’. 105 As noted in
periodicals across New Zealand, the activities of such a large number of troops in the islands
further influenced ‘native social customs [and] upset the whole balance of economic life of native
communities’, a process certainly set in motion decades earlier via Christianisation and
colonisation. 106 Newly introduced food items, used as currency and gifts and incorporated into the
festivities at culturally significant occasions, exacerbated this trend.
New Zealand and Australia processed 95% of food supplies to Allied troops stationed in
the Pacific during the last two years of the war, which had long-term effects on Cook Islands
agriculture and trade. 107 Rapid technological innovations in cultivation and canning in Australia
and New Zealand led to much higher yields. 108 It also generated greater competition with Cook
Islands’ export produce in the decades following the war—particularly in citrus and tomatoes—as
Australia had introduced many new strains of these fruits and could provide them at low cost to
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New Zealand, the Cook Islands’ only customer. The War of the Pacific also led to increased travel
and migration between the Cooks and New Zealand as Islanders pursued overseas work or
educational opportunities. As able-bodied Islanders left home, they also left their plantations and
gardens behind.
Imported foods certainly affected eating patterns, but perhaps just as importantly
Americans initiated large building projects including a runway on Aitutaki that temporarily
employed Cook Islanders and offered a new source of cash income, all while modelling new forms
of consumption. Opportunities for cash employment meant less time working on plantations and
producing subsistence crops, and more money to spend on imported foods, a phenomenon that
not only affected how much food was produced for local consumption but gradually translated
into more sedentary lifestyles for those trading farm work for desk work, or walking for motorised
transportation. In the end, the American troops left a legacy of ‘high expectations and expensive
tastes’, with many Islanders ‘unwilling to slip back into a quiet and extremely basic life of
subsistence farming’. 109 Geographic isolation had kept many Islanders’ lives quite traditional until
the 1940s. War altered this. Transitions western populations had entire generations to acclimate to
were compressed into just a few decades. 110 The typical diet changed considerably in the 1940s,
particularly in urban areas, from one that consisted mainly of local fruits, vegetables, and fish to a
more calorie-dense one heavier in processed foods. 111
The adverse health effects of replacing taro, plantains (Musa troglodytarum), fish, and
coconuts, with sweetened coffee, bread, and canned foods were soon all too apparent. Although
most Pacific Islanders were already consuming tinned meats and other imports regularly, the
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transition to dependency on these goods was hastened by the global conflict. Abby L Bloom
summarised the nutritional fallout from World War Two:
Perhaps the most pervasive and damaging legacy of the war in the Pacific was to
inflame the islanders’ passion for western imported foods such as pasta, wheat
bread, ice cream and Coca-Cola…. [the adoption of which] had a powerful and
mainly negative nutritional impact. The rice and fried flour balls which were used
to replace the starchy element in Pacific meals, usually made up of taro or plantain,
were far less nutritious. Instead of fresh fish islanders would often eat canned
meat, and most meals were now accompanied by Coca-Cola or some other sugary
soda. While western Europe emerged from the Second World War having shaken
off the problem of malnutrition and vitamin deficiencies among its population, the
war brought these problems to the Pacific. 112
The post-war diet left in America’s wake was high in cheap, easy calories and low in nutritional
value. 113 As tuberculosis, dysentery and other diseases were brought under control and lifespans
increased, previously unknown afflictions—hypertension, diabetes (soon known as ‘turkey-tail
disease’ on some islands), heart disease, and cancer—took their place. Modern medicine seemed
outplayed by modern diets. To be fair, many of these tendencies were already in motion before the
War in the Pacific, but ‘food systems, nutritional status, and nutrition-linked health’ were strongly
impacted by World War Two. 114

Post-World War Two Surveys
Following the war, nutritionists were again gravely concerned about health trends in the
developing world. The discoveries of anti-malarial medication and antibiotics such as penicillin 115
had further entrenched western medical science as a respected leader of health throughout the
world, and the Pacific correspondingly and once more ‘became an arena for the development of
new public health responses’. 116 The World Health Organization (WHO), established in 1948 as a
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subsidiary of the United Nations (1945), mirrored efforts of the League of Nations following
World War One. In another example of déjà vu, there was increasing international pressure on
colonial administrations to deal with the health problems of their territories. Doctors wanted to
understand why new diseases seemed to be growing at faster rates in the Pacific Islands, and how
these illnesses were connected to diets. The Harvard School of Public Health, which officially
separated from Harvard Medical School in 1946, funded several international health surveys and
was on the front lines of a post-war inclination to see good health as a basic human right. The
South Pacific Commission joined the WHO in 1947, and its five member nations—Australia,
France, the Netherlands, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom 117—agreed to tackle various
problems in the Pacific Islands, including nutritional concerns. Local agencies and committees
(Ministry of Health, Department of Health, etc.) were also established on many islands in the
1940s, and these groups worked to gather data and implement changes in agricultural policy and
improve nutrition education. 118
Several health surveys were conducted in the Cook Islands between 1947 and 1954. Their
data and methods varied, but several clear themes emerged. Most critically, for the first time there
was definite acknowledgment and identification of the negative effects of imported food
consumption in the Cook Islands. A distinct shift had taken place. For over one hundred years of
European influence Cook Islanders were advised to eat more western foods. Protein-rich items
like meats and milk were viewed as not only more convenient but healthier and a reflection of
social status and sophistication. By the late 1940s the nutritional advice was quite different, with
every surveyor recommending a return to a diet comprised of ‘traditional’ island foods.
Miss Abraham, a dietitian working on behalf of the South Pacific Medical Service, visited
the Cook Islands in 1947 and carried out the first major post-war health survey. As expected, she
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found communities increasingly dependent on imported foodstuffs, which comprised 33% of total
imports into the Cook Islands in 1947—making food the largest import category at this time. 119
The majority of her report focused on the consequences of this major dietary shift and what might
be done to slow or reverse adverse effects. Miss Abraham described the daily diets of
Rarotongans, noting that most depended ‘largely on the European white bread and refined sugar’
and ‘the continuous intake of preserved meat’ and tea ‘instead of local green foods, root vegetables
and fish livers’ that in her estimation were much healthier. She blamed the ‘consumption of these
unnatural European foods’ for the iron deficiencies, rising obesity rates, and dental problems she
observed.
But analyses of dietary change in isolation from a larger and more complex economic
context oversimplified the issues. Another 1949 survey, for instance, revealed high levels of
poverty in Rarotonga as increasing numbers of people joined the wage-based workforce in hopes
of attaining a more modern lifestyle. Most were not paid well but spent ‘an undue proportion of
these low incomes [on] the purchase of imported food from the stores [which] made the cost of
living excessively high, particularly for large or extended family groups’. 120
Several additional dietary surveys were carried out in the Cooks in the 1950s. Nutritionists
continued to report on the mounting evidence that processed foods were adversely affecting the
health of Pacific Islanders. The fact that this seemed to be an urban phenomenon only bolstered
the hypothesis. In the Cooks Rarotongans were in overall poorer health than their less developed,
more rural island neighbours. 121 By 1950 most ate as much bread and rice as taro and fish, a
significant shift from just two decades earlier. But rural populations, too, were eating more
imported foods, a favourite being ‘significant amounts of bread and tea or coffee with sugar’, 122
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although taro, banana, breadfruit, coconut, and fish still comprised the bulk of their diets. Nauru,
already completely dependent on imported foodstuffs by this time, was seen as a worst-case
scenario if the process could not be stopped. 123 Pacific Islanders still prepared traditional foods on
weekends and for special occasions, but—and even on islands that continued to grow subsistence
crops—as more people migrated or worked for wages, they had to purchase island foods. Thus
prices of more nutritious local produce gradually increased, while imported foodstuffs became
more ubiquitous, and gradually more affordable. 124 Nancy Pollock wrote of this inverted trend that
‘the poorly paid must eat bread and canned fish—if they are lucky. Taro and yams have become
luxury foods’. 125
Peggy Crooke Fry, a nurse, conducted quite extensive dietary surveys in two villages on
Rarotonga in 1953–1954, a project funded by the Harvard School of Public Health. Her results
and recommendations were written up in a series of three reports published in the American Journal
of Clinical Nutrition. She lived on the island for eight months and examined the diets of 308
villagers, including forty students attending the Seventh-day Adventist boarding school. Fry
purposely chose not to study people living in Avarua, Rarotonga’s largest village, because there
was a high proportion of wage earners there who did not grow their own food and so were not
considered representative of the majority of Cook Islanders. All of the families who agreed to be
part of her study still used earthen ovens (umu) but also owned frying pans and other modern
cookery. To her astonishment she found that bread made with white flour was ‘the second largest
protein source’ next to fish and followed by canned beef. Bread was consumed daily along with
polished rice and sugar, ‘used generously in all beverages’. Powdered milk and tinned butter from
New Zealand were ‘decidedly prestige foods’ and purchased whenever possible. No raw vegetables
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and few raw fruits were consumed. 126 Fry was surprised at how thoroughly imported foods had
infiltrated even less-developed communities in the Cook Islands.
Another series of nutritional surveys were carried out by Susan Holmes on behalf of the
South Pacific Health Service in 1954. She examined and compared three dissimilar groups, two
villages on Rarotonga, and one community on the small island of Manihiki, 650 miles north of
Rarotonga. Before European contact Manihikans had travelled regularly between Rakahanga and
Manihiki, following the food supply, until missionaries persuaded them to settle in permanent
villages on one island or the other. In 1954 people there had plenty to eat. Coconuts were the most
important local food along with 600 well-cared-for pigs. Manihikans were, however, quite
dependent on European foodstuffs and made their desire to ‘learn how to cook imported foods’
clear to Holmes. 127
All of the communities visited by these nutritionists revealed either reliance on or daily
consumption of imported foodstuffs, and a consistent desire to have greater access to imports.
And the majority of those regularly eating white bread, tea, sugary foods, and tinned meats—the
most popular imports—already displayed significant and negative health effects. Abraham, Fry,
and Holmes each recommended an increase in the consumption of local foods and a
corresponding decrease in the eating of imported foods. Taking cues from international trends in
nutritional science, Peggy Cooke Fry and Susan Holmes paid particular attention to the feeding of
children and infants and the effects of new dietary patterns on their health. 128 Children continued
to be hardest hit by the influx of imported foods that ‘brought about a reduction in the nutritional
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value of the diet…reflected in the health of young children’ who were ‘perpetually eating
sweets’. 129 Dental problems were becoming a serious issue.
Infant mortality rates remained higher in the Pacific Islands than in Western nations by the
1950s 130 and were shockingly steep in the Cook Islands. This sad fact was blamed at least in part—
and once again—on poor nutrition. Fry and Holmes noted with concern that ‘the vast majority’ of
one-year-old babies were fed ‘adult foods and [were] drinking tea’. 131 Echoing nutritionists of the
1920s, Holmes mentioned that pre-mastication was unhygienic and should be avoided. 132 Of just
as much concern was the growing tendency for mothers to choose bottles of coconut or tinned
milk over breastfeeding. On Manihiki, despite an ample food supply, Holmes found many infants
malnourished, fed on diluted ‘mixtures of condensed milk’. The Catholic priest there said he
believed the deaths were due to ‘poor feedings’, and Susan Holmes believed him. 133 According to
Mrs Mina, a Mangaian woman interviewed by the American anthropologist Dr Marshall in the
1950s, however, the welfare committees on her island advised mothers to breastfeed their infants
every four hours. Dabs of lemon juice or salt were suggested as ways to help wean stubborn
babies. 134
Children were also being fed diets higher in imported foods. Mrs Mina recalled that by the
early 1900s at her school in Rarotonga ‘each child [got] three biscuits each and a cup of tea’ for
breakfast, though most adults still breakfasted on taro. 135 In her report Nurse Fry suggested Cook
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Islands mothers be educated in ‘the preparation of suitable dishes from indigenous foods for
young children’. 136 Her choice of words implied a somewhat patronizing attitude; ‘suitable’
according to whom? And why would Islanders need to be taught how to prepare indigenous
foods? Nevertheless, nutritionists seem to have recognised that dietary change had not occurred in
a vacuum but was part of a larger set of cultural forces affecting women in unique ways. Fry for
instance directly linked the daily diets of her subjects to the transition of Rarotonga ‘from a
subsistence economy to a money economy’ and inhabitants’ subsequent efforts to emulate
European lifestyles. 137

Eating as a Moral Issue
In an ironic twist, Cook Islanders’ choice to purchase and eat more imported foods was
criticised and tied to ‘native’ cultural values as defined by Westerners. In moral overtones that
echoed earlier admonitions, for example, Miss Abraham wrote that the average Rarotongan was
losing ‘pride in his race’. Though a loss of
traditional recipes for native foodstuffs, [he] is forgetting how, or omitting, to grow
many of the varieties of foods, such as taro, that his ancestors grew. He lacks the
traditional native directive authority for the proper growing and conservation of his
natural-food crops, e.g. the coconut, which is fast dying out from lack of
replanting. 138
Miss Abraham intimated that Cook Islanders had deliberately chosen to abandon their culinary
heritage. Cook Islanders still planted many traditional food crops in 1947, but according to Miss
Abraham a large amount of these were ‘perishable crops’ grown simply to ‘provide an income with
which he can buy European store goods rather than grow his own natural foods’. 139 She
acknowledged, however, that this would be a difficult pattern to break ‘while unlimited
importation of white flour’ and other foodstuffs were widely available. Abraham found islands that
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had seen less modernisation and European influence, and therefore ate more local foods, to be
nutritionally better off. 140
Much of the dietary advice disseminated during the 1950s reflected prevailing attitudes of
the day. As long as food supplies were steady and people had received the latest information about
which foods were healthiest, those carrying out the surveys assumed individuals would carefully
select the best foods for themselves and their families. But the gastronomic transformations of
globalisation were complex, and as much sociocultural as economic. Westerners visited the Cook
Islands for relatively short periods of time; they came into people’s homes, asked personal
questions, and took notes to transcribe reports for far-away administrations. Several surveyors
noted evidence of people’s discomfort. Villagers were at times ashamed of having their food
weighed or did not report a full list of foods consumed. Many of those who carried out surveys or
worked to implement health reforms made judgmental leaps in their analyses. To Holmes, for
example, a moral distinction existed between villagers who cultivated small gardens and those who
did not, who, she wrote, ‘were lacking in enterprise and social pride’. 141 A memo from Mr Baker,
head of the Department of Agriculture, to the Official Secretary in Rarotonga on 21 August 1958
read: ‘There is no real excuse for the poor diet of the people of Aitutaki [which] arises from sheer
disinterest and laziness’. 142
Starting in the 1950s women, in particular, were targeted by another message from the
nutrition world: body size was important, and eating too much revealed a lack of willpower. Eating
the right foods—and not too much—became ‘more meaningful than ever in terms of morality,
identity, and status’. 143 Before this time obesity was not an issue of concern among Pacific Islander
populations, but modernisation and its accompanying dietary and lifestyle changes became ‘central
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to the emergence of obesity in this region’. 144 Ms Fry stressed that if obesity was problematic in the
United States it was an even greater threat in the Cook Islands, though she wondered if Islanders
might just be naturally bigger-boned, muscular people. 145 Nutritional reformers saw fatness as a
sign of poor self-control and gluttony, attributes disparaged by missionaries and now critiqued by
health experts. Women in the Cook Islands gained weight more rapidly than did their male
counterparts. Nutritionists were a bit baffled as to why, but surmised it might be because with
increased urbanisation women spent less time and energy gathering food and assembling meals
around the umu. Holmes observed on Manihiki that women’s primary culinary goal was to master
the European ‘art of cake and doughnut making’. 146 By 1960, ‘both eating fat and being fat were
the major concerns shaping the science of nutrition and were beginning to influence the dietary
advice the public received’. 147

The Economic Angle
Globalisation, marketing, and improved transportation increasingly linked Cook Islands
foodways to the western world. Most of the people living in the village of Pue on Rarotonga, who
Susan Holmes surveyed, were from Pukapuka, and these ‘out-islanders’ owned no land and
therefore rented their homes. Rent could be paid in food, services, or cash, so villagers in Pue were
allowed to cultivate some food crops. The second village, Tutakimoa, was quite poor as evidenced
in part by their lack of kitchens. Further, few people in Tutakimoa had fruit trees, so ‘any food
plants growing in the village were jealously guarded’. Cultural expectations of generous hospitality
were difficult to uphold under new economic circumstances. More opportunities on Rarotonga
brought more guests from outer islands with hungry mouths and plenty of time to visit. Hosts
with barely enough food for their immediate circle were ‘constantly having to house and feed
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friends and relations who arrive[d] without warning’. 148 Visitors often brought tinned food with
them, but ‘when money was scarce, families lived on borrowed food, bread, flour and water dough
baked in the umu (earth oven)’. 149
The imported foods integrated into daily diets and traditional dishes increasingly reflected a
family’s economic status. Cheap flour was added as a thickener to traditional puddings of
pumpkin, coconut, or pawpaw (Asimina triloba); rice or noodles replaced plates of taro, and tinned
meats were eaten as a quick lunch. By the 1950s midday meals for wealthier families included taro,
meat, and fish, while the poor of Tutakimoa village, for example, could only eat those foods on the
weekends, subsisting on ‘flour, water, sugar, and bread’ when meagre supplies of tinned meats,
taro greens, and bananas ran out. Susan Holmes classified their standard of diet as ‘dangerously
low from a health point of view’. 150
In what must have just years before seemed an impossible shift, in many villages flour had
become more affordable than local root vegetables and traditional staples. Other imported
foodstuffs soon followed suit. According to the World Health Organization, affordability played a
major role in what foods Pacific Islanders chose to consume in the decades following World War
Two. Taro remained the most favoured and culturally important food, with seventeen varieties
grown on Rarotonga alone—but for the first time, many Cook Islanders had to purchase taro. It
seems counterintuitive that imported foodstuffs traveling hundreds of sea miles could be less
expensive, but if people were not living on land they could cultivate, many imports were indeed
cheaper than buying native foods at the market. For many Pacific Islanders, ‘foods that were once
staples [became] luxuries’. 151 People increasingly had neither the time nor the resources to regularly
consume high-status foods.
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Officials and academics agreed that changing dietary conditions in the Cooks warranted
heightened attention, both for social and economic reasons. 152 In late 1947 the Secretary of the
Department of Island Territories, Mr Patrick, sent a memo to Wellington asserting that the Cook
Islands showed an ‘increasing tendency to eat imported canned foods and neglect [the] cultivation
of natural foods which were previously grown and could still be easily grown in the islands’. As a
result, the people suffered from ‘poor health’. 153 In a less judgmental public lecture, ‘Effect on
Native Diet’, delivered in June 1949, Kenneth Cumberland, an Auckland College professor of
Geography, described the impact of European agricultural practices and imported foods on the
Cooks’ balance of trade. In Rarotonga a taste for traditional diets ‘had been replaced with a
preference for ship’s biscuits [and] bully beef’, Cumberland said, and noted that ‘cases of tinned
meat’ had become one of the top imports to the island. 154
At the same time, nutritionists continued to believe animal-derived protein was critical for
health. Contradictory information given by Holmes and other nutritionists about sources of
protein must have been puzzling. They recommended an increase in consumption of ‘island
foods’, yet also suggested that because ‘the food value of cheap meat is equal to that of more
expensive grades’, the solution to diminished fish resources was to focus on providing more
inexpensive sources of meat, namely cheaper (and imported) ‘mutton and beef’. 155 Convenience,
availability, and affordability had become the most salient considerations when choosing what to
eat.
Those providing nutritional advice were themselves products of a system that both
prompted and then critiqued the results of implementing a market economy in the Pacific. The late
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cultural anthropologist Sidney Mintz explored connections between power and food, and he made
the point in his book Sweetness and Power that the British government did not set out to ruin their
own people’s teeth by hooking them on sugar; it was simply a by-product of the pursuit of wealth
and power via a capitalist market. I believe a similar process occurred in the Cook Islands.

Back to Your Roots
The main conclusion of the post-war surveys was that people’s health was suffering due to
imported foods and other lifestyle changes. The ‘nutritional value of the average diet’, Susan
Holmes summarised, ‘is below desirable standards recommended by Platt for Colonial territories.
This appears to be reflected in the health of the people’. This hypothesis was supported by the
apparent superior physical condition of less urbanised populations who consumed more traditional
foods than those who ate refined foods and cheap, processed carbohydrates. 156 As people moved
to more densely populated areas they were much more susceptible to the ‘nutritional diseases of
urbanization’ associated with globalisation. 157
The overarching recommendation for how to reclaim health for Cook Islanders and halt
the process of dietary degradation—and one in stark contrast with earlier health reports—was
clear: people must return to a traditional diet through educational programmes and government
assistance, and the growing of more local crops and regulated, frequent markets needed to be
encouraged to provide fresh foods at competitive prices. 158 Church-led initiatives 159 and renewed
tutaka, or competitive home and garden inspections, were also suggested as possible avenues to
inspire people to embrace a revised health message. Yet another proposal was for Home Science
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and agricultural students to cultivate, demonstrate, and introduce new vegetables to their
communities. 160 ‘Education’ became the catch-all term in these reports. The assumption was, if
Cook Islanders truly understood the science of nutrition and what foods were healthiest, they
would willingly eschew nutritionally-deficient imported foods and re-embrace the diet of their
ancestors. Health reformers must have known revamping food consumption in the Cooks would
not be a simple process, but they probably did not expect consumption trends to go in the
opposite direction, with food-related health problems increasing dramatically for the next half
century and beyond.
The recommendations of the post-war nutritional surveys were ultimately unsuccessful.
But why? Based on recent studies in the Pacific, educational efforts worked; most Islanders came
to understand that taro and fish were nutritionally preferable to white bread and corned beef and
that highly processed foods were connected to a range of emergent health problems. My research
suggests, however, that several interrelated factors led to ever-greater consumption of imported
foodstuffs, despite new information. Perhaps the most significant reason was that the complex
process of dietary transformation was already in motion. The nutritional advice was, literally, too
little and too late.
Even when Islanders understood the health effects of fatty meats, sugar, or bread, for
example, most were in no economic position to challenge the system. In Tonga during the 1960s
the price of high-fat imported chicken parts and mutton flaps was 15–50% cheaper than
indigenous chicken or fish, so although people knew these foods were unhealthy they continued to
purchase them and suffer the health-related results. 161 The same phenomenon occurred in the
Cook Islands, where by 1961 the Cook Islands’ diet ‘contained more fat and less meat than that of
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New Zealand, the United States, and Japan’. 162 Joining a global marketplace came at a high price
for Pacific Island nations. Once integrated into world markets and dependent on imported foods,
places like Fiji, Samoa, Tonga, and the Cook Islands found ‘the freedom to return to traditional
ways’ impossible. 163

Conclusion
Mrs Mina described women gathering taro on Fridays, the preparation of the umu, and the
easiest way she knew of to determine if a pig was fully cooked (if done, the eyelashes could easily
be pulled out). 164 Like many Cook Islanders Mrs Mina continued to practice traditional foodways
amidst an onslaught of imported foods and nutritional advice. Examining changing definitions of
‘healthy food’ illustrates the complexities of dietary transformations in the Cook Islands during
this period. The changes were undoubtedly significant, but so were Islanders’ enduring bonds with
their own foods and customs. Explanations for retaining or abandoning traditional foods were
numerous, but ‘rarely [was] the nutritional value of the food a consideration in making these
decisions’. 165 Cultural values remained paramount respects, far more important than calorie counts
or vitamin content. Sidney Mintz wrote that every culture has their own ‘deeply cherished [food]
tastes’ rooted in underlying social and economic conditions that are ‘surely far more than simply
nutritive’. 166 Consuming more imported foods may have meant, for example, that embracing
modernisation or gaining status was a higher priority than following nutritional advice
administered by outsiders. Further, and as discussed in Chapter 5, in the Cook Islands taro, pork,
fish, coconuts, breadfruit, and bananas were not rejected so much as pushed aside to make room
for new foods as the social and cultural environment changed.
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In the modern world food has not been consumed in cultural, social, or economic
isolation. Parameters of what comprises ‘good food’ transform over time, and objectives are
muddled by who has the power and who is giving the advice. In the Cook Islands, contested
notions of healthy food changed rapidly after European contact. Missionaries had definite ideas of
what foods best fed body and spirit. Trade increased, as did global conflict. Breakthroughs in
nutritional science in the early twentieth century added more layers to the mix by again altering
definitions of what constituted the best possible diet. Cook Islanders absorbed much of the
shifting advice of missionaries, officials, and health workers. They developed an enduring taste for
imported foods and fed their children tinned milk and meat. But taro, breadfruit, pigs, and other
local high-status—and nutritious—foods remained central to diets whenever possible. All of these
plants, whether grown for subsistence or for export, came from the same soil. And, just as
involved parties disagreed about what comprised a healthy meal, they would also clash about how
best to utilise the land.
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CHAPTER 4
‘One Extensive Garden’?: Commercial Agriculture Alters the Landscape (1900–1970)

‘Kai Kainga, or land eating [is] getting unjust possession of each other’s lands [and is] a species of
oppression…’—John Williams, missionary to the Cook Islands, 1838
‘Our land belongs to the people. It is their heritage, the thing in life they treasure most.’—Albert
Henry, First Premier of the Cook Islands

In Cook Islands’ mythology, Rongo, the god of cultivated crops, and his brother Tangaroa,
god of the sea, were born of the earth mother Papa into a universe shaped like the hollow halfshell of a coconut. Rongo went on to create taro irrigation and obtain the first kumara from the
heavens. Small wooden carvings of Rongo’s image were thereafter placed beside kumara
plantations to bless the harvest, and parcels of cooked taro presented to him as peacetime
offerings. Similar to other island societies in Oceania, Cook Islanders held a sacred and ancient
connection to their environment out of which grew not only creation myths and genealogical
lineages, but life itself. Kumara, taro, breadfruit, coconut, bananas—these foods provided more
than subsistence, for ‘no material good could be acquired other than from the land or the sea’. 1
The fifteen islands that form the Cook Islands occupy over 850,000 square miles of Pacific
Ocean and a total land mass of 88 square miles, of which only 16 percent is considered suitable for
agriculture. 2 This small amount of soil was also the location of a century-long struggle over how to
best utilise the land, and who would reap its potential profits. Missionaries modified land use
patterns, but the most significant changes took place after New Zealand annexed the Cook Group
in 1901. Waves of settlement and outside economic influence inevitably affected what foods Cook
Islanders planted, consumed, and marketed for export. And as land and labour for oranges and
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other cash crops displaced subsistence production, a greater reliance on imported foodstuffs
developed, with migration both feeding and responding to this cycle.
Despite strong and persistent international interest, Cook Islanders retained ownership of
their land. Sale of land was never permitted 3 and ‘no alien plantation economy’ was successfully
established in the Cook Islands, 4 though hopeful settlers wrote repeatedly asking for permission to
purchase land in the islands. Historically, the loss of indigenous land often corresponded with
forfeiture of culture and economic autonomy. According to anthropologist Douglas L. Oliver, one
of the most effective ways colonial powers altered Pacific societies was to appropriate their
territory. Oliver linked land ownership directly to cultural survival: ‘If a single criterion were to be
used to test the survival potential of any Island culture it would be: To what extent have its people
retained ownership of their land?’ While no Pacific Island completely escaped foreign interest and
influence, in some places—Guam and Hawaii, 5 for example—land removal proved to be the ‘most
devastating aspect of culture contact’. 6 Cook Islanders kept their land; this helps explain, at least in
part, why foreign cultivation methods ultimately failed to thrive there. A commercialised plantation
system—the only kind that could have allowed the Cook Islands to economically compete in the
new marketplace of the mid-twentieth century Pacific–was incompatible with Cook Islands’
culture and traditional land use patterns.
Ultimately, a cash crop export market of citrus in the Cooks was unsustainable for varied
and complex reasons that I examine in this chapter. External factors played a role, as did local land
customs. Geographical isolation and a relatively small amount of exports exacerbated erratic
shipping with New Zealand, for example, while communal obligations and resource
redistribution–practices most Cook Islanders observed—clashed with the individual-based
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competition at the heart of successful capitalist exchanges. In any event, by the 1970s the
commercial citrus plantations had largely been abandoned, and long-neglected orange trees, once a
promising symbol of economic success, were gradually re-claimed by dense jungle.

Pre-European Contact Land Use
Polynesian settlement in Rarotonga goes back a thousand years, with two independent
parties arriving at the end of the twelfth century. Tangiia of Tahiti and Karika of Samoa proceeded
upon arrival to form an alliance with a group of settlers already inhabiting Rarotonga. The leaders
then allocated a sliced block of land reaching ‘from the sea to the mountain’, or tapere, to the head
of each family group, the mataiapo (chief of major lineage) or the rangatira (head of minor lineage). 7
These plots of land would have fallen across three zones, the coastal, lowland, and upland, with
most plantings located in the lowland areas. 8 While disputes over land were constant and ‘every
inch of land on the island was claimed by one party or another’, these quarrels did not supersede
the most important activity: the planting of food crops. 9 Chiefs, or ariki, were considered living
descendants of the gods, and as such could institute ra‘ui (prohibitions) over their lands or lagoons
to secure resources for feasts or important occasions. Ariki could also declare a piece of land or
particular food tapu and therefore beyond the reach of lower status individuals. Though settlement
and occupation shifted over the centuries, titles and land use rights continued to be traced through
these early lineages and ariki ties in particular remained of paramount importance: ‘The ultimate
sanction of chiefly power lay in the degree of chiefly control over the major source of subsistence
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and income: the land’. 10 The land was connected so closely to chiefly authority that during times of
war an ariki ‘would not contaminate his feet with the soil of his enemies’. 11
In pre-European contact Rarotonga there was no concept of selling land or food for
profit. As a result, there was also no incentive to produce food beyond what was necessary for
subsistence, tribute, feasts, or gifts. Islanders usually lived and planted on their kin group’s tapere,
contributing to the productivity of the group, and boundaries were simply marked with rocks, a
row of coconut palms or chestnut trees. Breadfruit, bananas, taro, plantains, and coconuts were
grown in the rich soil between Rarotonga’s rugged mountainous interior and the coast, as gardens
established in coastal swamp areas were at greater risk during floods and hurricanes. Large orange
trees, introduced in the late 1700s by the crew of the infamous Bounty, grew quiet and wild in the
valleys, unaware that they would help shape land use and economic policy for the next century and
beyond.

Impact of Missionaries, Traders, and Whalers
Upon his second visit to Rarotonga in 1827, John Williams, the indefatigable LMS
representative, described a scene of beauty, abundance, and successful agriculture:
The whole island was in a high state of cultivation, and I do not recollect having
witnessed anything more beautiful than the scene presented to me, when standing
on the side of one of the hills, and looking towards the sea-shore.
In the first place, there are rows of superb chestnut-trees planted at equal distances,
and stretching from the mountain’s base to the sea, with a space between each row
of about half a mile wide. This space is divided into small taro beds, which are dug
four feet deep, and can be irrigated at pleasure. These average about half an acre
each. The embankments round each bed are thrown up with a slope, leaving a flat
surface on the top of six or eight feet in width. The lowest parts are planted with
Taro… and the sides of the embankments with Kape or gigantic [taro] while on
the top are planted at regular intervals small beautifully shaped bread-fruit trees.
The pea-green leaves of the Taro, the extraordinary size of the Kape lining the
sloping embankment, together with the stately bread-fruit trees on the top, present
a contrast which produces the most pleasing effect. 12
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Chestnut trees marked property boundaries, and the thoughtful mixing of taro and breadfruit
implied not only systematic planting but ample food supplies for the inhabitants. In 1830 John
Williams again sailed to the Cooks, this time with Reverend Charles Barff and his family, where
they were to join the Pitmans and Buzacotts, who had arrived in Rarotonga in 1827 and 1828,
respectively. Stunned anew by the island’s grandeur and vegetation, Williams noted in his journal:
June 3. Saw the fine island of Rarotonga early in the morning. It had a fine
romantick appearance from the vessel, the lofty mountains separated by deep
ravines and all covered with a beautiful foliage, formed a majestick
landscape….The extent of Cultivation was to us a novel sight, almost every
Individual having his kaina/kainga or small farm cultivated with plantains, ti, taro,
yams, etc., so that the whole settlement appeared one extensive garden. 13
Aaron Buzacott heartily concurred. Not to be outdone in the use of flowery language he described
‘vegetation of wondrous luxuriance’ growing down to the seashore. 14 These glowing descriptions
suggest Rarotongans were cultivating the land to its utmost and mixing crops to utilise shade and
soil. These missionary men would no doubt have been shocked to know that in one hundred years
those regal rows of chestnut trees would be destroyed to make room for commercial citrus
plantations.
Land use was nevertheless almost immediately influenced by Christianity, primarily
through appropriating produce and labour for the church. Within a few years of their arrival
missionaries attempted to impose a biblical order upon the jungle, which included concepts of
industrious extraction of the land’s bounty and criticism of inadequate food systems, unused and
therefore ‘wasted’ land, and the deliberate destruction of crops during times of war. The first
Tahitian missionaries, Papeiha and Tiberio, confiscated lands from unconverted Rarotongans in
the 1820s and redistributed these to their supporters; they were also personally granted many plots
of land, only some of which were later returned to former owners. Converts’ allegiances shifted as
they were required to move to mission grounds and away from their gardens. Walter Gudgeon, the
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first Resident Commissioner and Land Court Judge, wrote of this time, ‘if they could not get to
[their] plantation for a whole days (sic) work it was hardly worth going, and even when a man did
plant he could not look after his crops, and they were often destroyed by pigs’. 15 In addition to
living at a distance from their crops, Islanders also dealt with an onslaught of disease that affected
land holdings. Epidemics, often attributed to the new and jealous Christian God, pummelled the
islands from 1830–1850. In 1846 almost 20 percent of the children on Mangaia were orphans, and
by 1867 the population of Rarotonga had dropped precipitously, from approximately 7,000 to
1,856. Lands of the deceased usually reverted back to the heads of various descent groups or, in
the case of minor lineages that had died out, were absorbed by the titled chief. 16 These changes in
land possession on islands inhabited by the LMS in fact benefited the church and the ariki, each of
whom aligned himself with a missionary. The church pressed Islanders to plant crops for
commercial trade during this time, as well.
A ship in the Avarua harbour sent a cutter to shore on a balmy afternoon in early 1832.
Reverend Aaron Buzacott walked down to meet the tired travellers, then the small group returned
to the Mission house. The visitors carried large bolts of calico cloth. Locals crowded around as
Buzacott brought out baskets of sweet potatoes and discussed a fair rate of exchange, cloth for
tubers. Cook Islanders were intrigued by this initial public trading venture in Rarotonga and
eagerly began planting sweet potatoes, arguably the first cash crop grown in the Islands. 17
This was a new frontier in food production. For the first time, the soil took on monetary value in
the Cooks. 18 It was an occasion of great significance, though for decades imported goods—the
main impetus for growing cash crops—would remain beyond the reach of most Cook Islanders.
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And while cash crops were initially traded for cloth, tools, shoes, and other manufactured items,
soon imported foodstuffs would find a prominent place on the list of desirables.
The number of ships visiting the Cook Islands increased dramatically between 1840 and
1860. Tensions often flared between men of God and men of the sea, although some captains
credited the mission stations with ensuring safe and friendly refuelling stops. One ship, the
American Charles Doggett—which had on an 1833 voyage seen 14 men killed in Fiji—wrecked at
Rarotonga in February 1836. Captain Woodbury and his crew were sincerely thankful for the
mission’s assistance, which organised a crew to unload the ship, miraculously on a Sunday. The
objectives of secular traders sometimes overlapped with those of missionaries, who might catch
passage on a commercial voyage to preach in new lands or purchase cargo space to transport pork,
vegetables, or ‘mission tithes of coconut oil’. 19 Whaling ships also stopped in the Cooks for
provisions and occasionally took on a few adventurous Islanders who joined the crew without the
blessings of their pastors or seniors.
Pacific historian Ron Crocombe explained that the production and exchange of storable
food to passing ships (particularly yams and arrowroot) lasted only one generation. Then, as
exploration and whaling waned by the 1860s, the cash crop industry transitioned to an export trade
of citrus. All Cook Islanders were affected by the new market economy to some degree. Whereas a
family of five could before have produced sufficient food for their group from the tree crops
tended on one-fourth an acre, after the advent of cash cropping they needed several full acres.
This was not only to feed their family members but because they had become accustomed to
wanting more than a life of basic subsistence, a life that cash cropping seemed to offer. 20
European missionaries modified aspects of Cook Islands’ land use, but they must also be
credited with supporting legislation that strongly opposed foreign settlement or land ownership
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throughout the 1800s. 21 Still, they could not hold off pressure to engage with the outside world.
Cook Islanders’ desire for imports and international engagement was great, and by 1855 the ariki
had opened Rarotonga to limited secular European settlement. Settlers could lease land but were
not allowed ownership or official representation in the Federal parliament or Rarotongan
Council. 22
In spite of increased settlement and worldly influences, the missionaries felt their work of
civilising as well as planting the seeds of faith were well on their way to fruition by the 1870s.
William Wyatt Gill, first a missionary to Mangaia and later to Rarotonga, wrote that ‘the outward
condition of these islanders has been marvellously improved since the introduction of
Christianity’, a transformation best seen in new crops thriving on a modified landscape: ‘The soil is
better cultivated, waste lands have been reclaimed [and] numerous places once sacred to the gods
are now planted for the good of mortals…’ 23 According to Reverend Gill the former gods were
not the best tenants. In his view, the implementation of practical Protestant stewardship presaged
other forms of cultural and spiritual success. The local Rarotongan newspaper Te Karere looked
back in 1909 at what plants missionaries had introduced to the Cooks. Sweet potatoes, manioc,
rice, maize, limes, citrons, tomatoes, pears, custard apples, pineapples, coffee, loquat, beans,
turnips, carrots, cabbages, cotton, indigo, and sugar cane had all been cultivated, some more
effectively than others. 24 Many plants were part of early missionary-led agricultural enterprises, but
gradually oranges took centre stage.
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Ariki-Led Trade & Frederick Moss’s Efforts
From the first sale, monetary and material rewards from cash crops were controlled and
enjoyed almost entirely by ariki and others in positions of power—not common Islanders living
on and working the land with few rights. By custom, the head of each family group had always
given a portion of crops and animals raised on his or her land to the chief, then enjoyed the
surplus of foods harvested from the entire family’s efforts. That pattern did not change; ariki
continued to control crop production and distribution even as cash cropping increased and more
trading opportunities with the outside world emerged. This arrangement helps explain why ideas
of a free market and elective democracy were anathema to Cook Islands custom for many years. 25
Nevertheless, within just two decades of European settlement, Islanders were proudly exporting
produce. In 1852 E. H. Lamont recounted with surprise that the three ariki of Aitutaki presided
over regular markets and had already organised a sizable shipment of oranges to California. As a
result they ‘were in great glee, hoping it was the commencement of a new and successful trade’. 26
Loads of fresh produce began arriving in New Zealand from Rarotonga in the 1860s,
primarily through a renewal of Māori-Cook Islands connections. Paora Tuhaere, paramount chief
of the Ngati Whenua in Auckland, worked to establish trading and cultural relations with the Cook
Islands in the early 1860s. On 5 July 1863 Tuhaere’s ship, the Victoria, which had sailed to
Rarotonga on 19 June, returned to Auckland carrying 43,000 oranges, 1,000 coconuts, 270 pounds
of pears, 200 pounds of arrowroot, 8 tons of taro—and an important Rarotongan chief, Kainuku
Tamako. Nineteen New Zealand Māori made the voyage, including Tuhaere himself. 27 The visit
marked a Māori reconnection that would be strengthened through future commercial exchange,
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migration, and intermarriage. By 1865 between ten and fifteen shipments of oranges alone were
sent annually from Rarotonga to New Zealand. 28
In the 1870s, with demand for tropical produce increasing in New Zealand—and, again,
against the admonitions of missionaries—ariki began permitting larger numbers of prospective
traders and planters free entry to Rarotonga. The chiefs also bought several schooners and
organised most of the interisland trade in the Cook group as well as commerce with Tahiti and
New Zealand. By 1885 ariki-led trade was flourishing, ‘worth an estimated 60,000 pounds a year’. 29
In addition, many chiefs formed partnerships to open teashops and trade stores. 30 Ariki took full
advantage of new economic prospects.
As export revenue increased, European traders wanted to wrest larger profits away from
the ariki. Avarua store owner J. H. Garnier wrote a letter to Frederick Moss before Moss arrived in
Rarotonga, complaining of Tahitian traders bribing ariki, outbidding local traders such as himself
and making away with ‘thousands of dollars’ worth of produce which should have been entering
the harbour of Auckland’. Garnier’s message was clear: ‘I am most anxious to see the entire trade
of these beautiful and fertile islands secured to New Zealand’ 31—and to his own wallet. Moss must
have sighed as he read this letter; he would have plenty on his plate upon arrival in Rarotonga.
From his first months in office Frederick Moss knew that a thriving cash crop industry in
the Cook Islands would be key to his professional success, as well. Oranges already made up the
lion’s share of the export market in Rarotonga when Moss arrived in 1891, but according to the
new British Resident this was not due to Islanders’ diligence, but nature’s accidental bounty. ‘Not
the slightest care is given to planting or cultivation’, he wrote in 1892, with any increase in
exportable produce ‘due entirely to self-sown trees growing from the seeds which fall from those
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planted more than a quarter of a century ago’. Moss went on to bemoan the ‘abundance of very
fertile land now lying waste and useless’ and suggested Japanese farmers be brought to the Cooks
to plant more efficiently, a plan that was never implemented. 32 Moss would soon come to
understand why most Cook Islanders were not particularly motivated to spend their days
cultivating cash crops.
Loyalty to one’s ariki and kin group—largely reflected through regular contributions of
food resources–was the basis of Cook Islands social structure. As Richard Gilson observed, with
ariki in charge of trade most Islanders could (literally) ‘not retain all the fruits of their labour’, even
with the promise of a pay check. As a result, many lost interest in planting cash crops. 33 ‘One of
the greatest mistakes of the European merchants [and officials] was to assume that commercial
opportunities and credit would encourage the islanders to cultivate their land more intensively…’ 34
Further, as Frederick Moss came to understand, Islanders rarely challenged ariki for fear of losing
what land rights they had. 35 Moss blamed the ariki for this situation but also held the practice of
communal sharing of resources, or what he called ‘family communism’, responsible for a lack of
‘energy and enterprise’ and stagnant economic growth in the Cooks.
While it [family communism] lasts no adequate material progress can be
expected…[for] the recognition of individual gain and the cultivation of individual
greed are the strongest possible incentives to enterprise and the best possible
foundation for national progress and prosperity. 36
Moss believed the best plan of action was to grant more temporary foreign leases to ‘increase trade
and revenue and equally important…enlighten the islanders’. 37 Neither ariki nor missionaries
approved of more foreign leases.
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Many outer-island labourers moved to Rarotonga in the 1880s and 1890s to take jobs on
ships or piers, as house servants, in trade stores or storerooms, or on plantations. As Cook
Islanders, these hard-working migrants could have grown cash crops, but by and large they chose
to work for wages—either ten dollars per month including all meals, or one dollar and one meal
per day. Richard Gilson surmised that ‘immigrants were the only ones who could work
successfully as individuals’—i.e., make money for themselves— ‘because they were away from the
responsibilities and obligations to their own chiefs and kinsmen’. 38 The only planters to do well in
the cash crop industry by European standards on their home islands were the planters of chiefly
families because they profited directly from their work. Once again, potential monetary gains for
other planters were consistently hampered by their obligation to ariki and family interests.
Moss’s frustrations highlighted the dissimilar concepts (and reality) of ownership, land use,
income and wealth held by Cook Islanders and Westerners. He was not alone in his efforts to
make the rewards of the citrus trade more egalitarian; planters represented in Parliament also
wanted to reinterpret customary land use and place it in a modern context. The Cook Islands
Federal Parliament in 1894 clarified that ‘the land is owned by the tribe; but its use is with the
family who occupy that land [and is] for the support of all the family’, and then requested a
lessening of ariki control over the sale of cash crops: ‘We ask the Arikis and the [Native] Councils
to protect from cattle and horses and pigs those people who wish to plant coffee and other
valuable products which would make these islands and their people rich and prosperous’. 39 In spite
of these pleas, ariki privilege superseded the customary occupation rights of common planters
during this period and the chiefs acquired great wealth in the process.
The 1890s revealed deep cultural fissures over how agricultural development should
proceed. Every move Moss made to alter land tenure was seen as a possible power-play by the
ariki. In 1895—after four years in Rarotonga—Moss still ‘hoped to create a society of peasant
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farmers independent of obligations to their chiefs and kin’ in which the ariki-led councils
controlled land use and collected rents from each occupying family. When the chiefs rejected this
idea, Moss encouraged them to at least provide every family enough land to grow food crops, ‘a
little coffee or other produce to sell’, and lease any extra land to Europeans. 40 None of his
proposals were implemented.
Cook Islands planters understood at this juncture that their future prosperity depended on
controlling—and increasing—agricultural output and export. In a bold juxtaposition of the
traditional and the modern, chiefs turned again to ancient customs of land use, reinstituting
restrictions on planting lands, or ra‘ui, but adapted the practice to commercial trading by fixing the
price of island grown produce and fining those who broke ra‘ui by selling below the set price.
Unscrupulous chiefs could declare crops ra‘ui in wait for the highest bidder. 41 European traders
fought against the use of ra‘ui, but government officials, following a laissez-faire policy at this stage,
and not wanting to lose Cook Islanders’ trust, upheld the local planters’ right to protect their
crops. Even so, Europeans increasingly controlled import and export channels by providing
growers with copra bags, fruit cases, and other manufactured items needed for the trade. Cook
Islands planters found themselves increasingly dependent on outsiders. By 1900 foreign traders
had formed a ‘fruit ring’ of several hundred members to set prices and trading terms. Cook
Islanders led protests and boycotts against them in attempts to keep control of the fruit trade. 42
The rise of the Union Steamship Company—the New Zealand business founded in 1875 and
known by the turn of the century as the ‘Southern Octopus’ due to its far-reaching grip on
Southern Hemisphere trade—further displaced Cook Islander-run shipping by transporting
oranges from Tahiti and reducing demand for Cook Islands produce. 43 Meanwhile, locally-owned
(and expensive to run) schooners struggled to compete with large steamers arriving from
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California, Australia, and New Zealand. Ariki-led trade would only decline further following the
formal annexation of the Cooks in 1901.
Colonel Walter Gudgeon, who replaced Moss as British Resident in 1898, credited food
with forcing Moss out of the Cook Islands. When he arrived in Rarotonga Moss was by all
accounts warmly welcomed. Islanders pooled their resources and constructed a fine house for him,
but he stubbornly refused to inhabit it until New Zealand agreed to purchase the furnishings,
which—like most of Moss’s requests—did not occur. Makea graciously offered a house on her
property to the Moss family instead, and went on to provide them with food for the next six years,
with the exception of imported tea, flour, and sugar. 44 By then, however, Moss had alienated most
inhabitants of Rarotonga: the missionaries by allowing the sale of alcohol to Islanders; the
European traders on the island, except the firm of Donald and Edenborough; the medical staff,
except Dr Caldwell (a Seventh-day Adventist described by Gudgeon as an unqualified ‘fanatic’ for
his water and vegetable treatments, see Chapter 3); and, finally, the ariki, including his benefactors,
Makea Takau Ariki and her husband, Ngamaru Rongotini Ariki, one of the three high chiefs of
Atiu, Mauke, and Mitiaro.
In 1897 Moss pressured the Cook Islands Federal Parliament (led by the ariki) to pass a
proposed Court Bill—which they hesitated to do as they feared it would give Moss and his
supporters unlimited authority, particularly over land issues. Moss, enraged by this delay,
immediately ordered his belongings removed from the house on Makea Takau’s property, an insult
she did not take lightly. Gudgeon wrote,
This [Moss accepting food for years] I submit was the fatal mistake of Mr Mosses
official life, one from which he could never recover. Even the Natives considered
it undignified and I have frequently heard them say, ‘Makea fed Moss for six years,
and yet he turned against her on the first disagreement’. 45
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This anecdote should be taken with a grain of salt; it is well-known that Gudgeon disliked Moss,
but the incident highlights the influence of local food resources on politics beyond the citrus
export market. Frederick Moss had underestimated the importance of controlling and sharing the
land’s resources in Cook Islands’ culture, and it perhaps cost him his position. He was dismissed in
1898. 46
By 1901, and after decades of sporadic but steady increase, crops grown for export in the
Cooks—citrus, copra, coffee, vanilla, pineapples, and arrowroot—had diminished and overall
shipping dwindled. 47 Cultivation in general stagnated. Thomas Cheeseman, curator of the
Auckland Museum, observed after a 1901 visit to Rarotonga that gardens of taro, bananas,
breadfruit, and yams, or local food crops, were also ‘by no means carefully attended to’, their
appearance ‘slovenly’ and ‘neglected’. 48 New Zealand officials found this trend frustrating.
According to Richard Gilson, by this time Cook Islanders were only utilising ‘a few hundred acres
of their arable land for the production of cash crops other than coconuts, even though the
economy was based almost entirely upon agriculture’. Further, potentially more valuable crops
such as ‘coffee and oranges were grown haphazardly in the bush and suffered from disease and
lack of care’. 49 Out of 8,000 arable acres, less than 1,000 were under cultivation with about 300
being leased to Europeans and small family plots allocated for subsistence crops. 50 New Zealand
was determined to get the Cook Islands back on economic track.
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Gudgeon and the ‘Land Question’
Upon the Cook Islands officially joining New Zealand’s island territories, the main
directive coming from the capital of Wellington was to transform the Cooks into a tropical
paradise of year-round fresh produce for the home market. But in order to do this they needed to
dismantle the ariki’s absolute authority over land use. Moss and Gudgeon shared concern over
what New Zealand government termed ‘the Land Question’, or how to make Cook Islands
agriculture more economically productive. ‘Mr Moss warned me not to touch the Land question,
or I should lose the support of the chiefs’, Gudgeon wrote, but he decided to tackle it anyway
because, if common Cook Islanders had no titles to the land ‘there could be no prosperity’. 51
Gudgeon confidently claimed that, if granted power to ‘enforce his programme of agrarian
reform…he would make Rarotonga one of the most prosperous places in the world’. 52
Clashing ideas about suitable land development influenced the relationship between the
Cook Islands and New Zealand from their earliest interactions. Dr Peren, a New Zealand
anthropologist, noted at the time that although the total acreage was small, the Cook Islands were
‘capable of producing a wide range of tropical crops, all of which are needed by this Dominion’. 53
The main goal was to increase the production of cash crops—even if this was achieved at the
expense of subsistence crops. Colonial administrations ‘paid little attention to the fostering of a
traditional agriculture which they neither understood nor considered to be efficient or
productive’. 54 Led by chiefly families, Cook Islands growers seemed happy to comply as long as
they were receiving fair compensation and could acquire the imported goods they desired.
Nevertheless, as New Zealand officials in Rarotonga abolished local courts, weakened ariki
authority, and wrested control of the export trade away from Cook Islanders, economic autonomy
throughout the group deteriorated. 55 Officials realised that restructuring land use to increase cash
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crop production might be the path to greater economic autonomy and unity for the Cook Islands
and a steady stream of fresh citrus and other fruits for the home market—a win-win scenario.
Colonel W. E. Gudgeon replaced Moss in 1898 and oversaw the transition from British to
New Zealand rule. Once annexation took place in 1901, his next goal was to establish a Land
Court to increase productivity by more equitably distributing land titles and therefore encouraging
commoners to plant for their own profit and with security of tenure. As usual, the plan was for
any unused lands to be leased to European settlers who could model efficient farming methods. 56
To accomplish this Gudgeon risked another breach with the ariki, whom Gudgeon described in
his letters as ‘feudal’ and ‘land-grabbing’, and with the missionaries, who had for decades reaped
the rewards of cash crop production in support of church projects. The missions also kept track of
donations and publicly honoured those who gave generously of their produce and livestock, 57 a
practice easily accepted in a culture where inter-group competition was encouraged. Always
irreverent, Gudgeon referred to most missionaries as ‘Snufflebusts’ and described an instance of
their just desserts when, on a Sunday, they refused to allow one hundred tons of oranges to be
loaded onto a waiting ship. Most of the produce rotted, or was converted into intoxicating—and
church-banned—bush beer. 58 As for the ariki, Gudgeon believed they used their inordinate
amounts of land to obstruct more extensive cash crop production, choosing to enrich only
themselves. 59
Gudgeon served as judge of the Land Court from 1903 until his retirement in 1909. 60 The
usual schedule was for Judge Gudgeon, Pa Maretu Ariki and a small court to hear testimony from
claimants regarding a particular piece of land. Gudgeon then awarded the land title to whomever
presented the strongest evidence of occupation, use, and lineage. Many who came to testify
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blamed the church and the ariki for the loss of their planting lands. Some even claimed that it had
been a pattern for chiefs to pressure certain landowners to become ‘native missionaries’ in faraway
places so ariki could confiscate their lands. A Rarotongan, Raea, charged that ‘Makea [Ariki] turned
more people off their lands than all of the others put together, and she has done this ‘to lease the
land to Europeans’’. 61 Still others explained that if they planted their ‘waste lands with coconuts’ or
other cash crops without ariki approval they would face dispossession, thus ‘the only safety was in
poverty’. 62 At times Cook Islanders refused to testify against fellow family members or their ariki.
In those situations title was awarded to the chief or whomever had closest ties. If only one person
showed up to claim a plot of land, he was usually granted it. Taking a capitalist stance, Gudgeon
believed individual ownership would encourage prospects of wealth via cash crops and income
from leased plots. 63 The traditional focus on communal gardens and familial land use frustrated
Gudgeon. In a ‘Confidential Memo on the Land’, it is clear he preferred to circumvent tradition
entirely: ‘If we could lease a whole tapere we could disregard these family boundaries and cut land
into suitable pieces…’ 64 Still, the early Land Court decided the fate of hundreds of plots of Cook
Islands land. 65
Not everyone appreciated Gudgeon’s attempts to restructure the future of agriculture.
Islanders found flaws in a system that focused solely on planting for income and seemed to
disregard historic and sacred links to the land. Varopaua M. Mana Taiava in Aitutaki complained
bitterly in 1905 that the Land Court had undermined cultural values as well as wreaking havoc on
the land’s productivity.
All our natural food supply we used to have in abundance before the investigation
is no more. Each man is required to put his hands in the soil all the time now in
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order to get a living or else start stealing which is about the rule of the day. There is
no more ‘tapu’ and the sacredness of the ‘raui’ now is a thing of the past. 66
He went on to say that ‘the court chained us’ because every landowner was required to ‘put that
land into [cash crop] cultivation’ and pay all expenses incurred or risk ‘seizure of his property’. The
removal of traditional protections and the exhortation to increase commercial production left the
land vulnerable to overuse. Still, it is evident the export business remained busy, albeit irregular,
throughout the Land Court’s early proceedings. On 25 April 1905 the court transcript reads,
‘There is so much work awaiting the people in the matter of delivery and distribution of fruit cases
that this court will adjourn until next Thursday’. 67
Following seven years of New Zealand administration—and five years of intense Land
Court proceedings—Resident Commissioner and Judge Walter E. Gudgeon proudly reported that
Rarotongans had ‘gained that which is the breath of life to any village community—namely a fair
division of land among the various families, and absolute security of tenure’. 68 Gudgeon tended to
simplify and idealize the concept of individual land rights in the Cooks. The complex reality was
that the Land Court’s restructuring of land use throughout the Cook Islands failed to fulfil
anyone’s expectations.
Overall the Land Court succeeded in ensuring security of tenure for many indigenous
planters through new titles and altered inheritance laws, though over half of the lands in question
were (re)awarded to chiefs, as many people were unaware of court proceedings or too intimidated
to submit a claim. Steep tributes to ariki were formally abolished, as were the assumed rights of
‘parasitic relatives’, 69 yet New Zealand’s concept of individual ownership continued to clash with
Cook Islanders’ deeply-held ideas of land use and communal sharing of profits—and this in part
explains the Court’s limited achievements. The redistribution of land ultimately resulted in
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‘excessive fragmentation of ownership’ and ever-smaller plantations. Officials continued to forbid
the sale of land to foreigners but encouraged leasing. 70 Crocombe established, further, that
Gudgeon grossly overestimated the amount of productive arable land on the Islands; in actuality
planters had neither the land nor the interest in providing long-term leases to outsiders. After just
two years, a frustrated Gudgeon asked the New Zealand government to just empower him to force
people to plant their lands. The government refused. 71
In addition to being the administrative centre and location for the first Land Court,
Rarotonga garnered most of the shipping and trade business, but outer islands grew produce for
export too and were often frustrated to be overlooked. Neither Frederick Moss nor Walter
Gudgeon visited the other islands in the group during their tenures. Gudgeon raised import duties
to ten percent and required trade licenses and shipping fees to finance social projects—all for
Rarotongan trade. 72 Gudgeon’s replacement in 1909, J Eman Smith, visited the southern outer
islands and found to his disbelief that they had ‘no facilities whatsoever to get [their] produce to
the market’. Smith was horrified to learn that in twenty-two years of administrative duties New
Zealand had spent ‘nothing whatever… upon the most fertile islands of Mangaia, Aitutaki, Atiu
and Mauke’. He immediately allocated one thousand pounds to Mangaia to create a reef passage
and five hundred pounds to Aitutaki for the construction of a wharf and cargo shed. 73
The effects of the Land Court’s rulings in Rarotonga by the First World War were
significant but not at all what officials had expected. Cash crop production had improved only
slightly, but at least those in authority were cognisant that subsistence crops also needed attention.
The Cook Islands Act of 1915 required all ‘land owners and especially every able-bodied man
[over] sixteen years’ to cultivate his land, specifying that cash crops as well as ‘a full supply of
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Native foods such as taro, kumara, yams, arrowroot and the like’ must be planted if inhabitants
wished to avoid steep fines. 74 Planting continued, but not in a systematic way.
In his ground-breaking book, Land Tenure in the Cook Islands (1964), Ron Crocombe argued
that changes instituted by the Land Court had little to any effect on the rise of agricultural exports;
instead he credited ‘better market conditions’. He studied export records for three periods: 1906–
1915, 1921–1930, and 1950–1959—the only decades in the twentieth century the Pacific was
untouched by war or economic depression—and found that because the ‘income of the islands
was almost entirely dependent on agricultural exports’, the numbers also provided an approximate
measure of ‘non-subsistence [or imported] consumption’ in the Cook Islands. 75 Exports did not
grow steadily until 1919–1925, and import/export ratios remained fairly even until the 1940s,
when imports started to overtake exports. 76 This suggests a growing demand for and dependence
on imported foodstuffs in the decades leading up to the Second World War. Regarding oranges
Crocombe wrote, ‘No one claimed that the land tenure pattern had any effect on this crop’ as the
market was flooded with citrus before World War One. 77 Crocombe believed provisions instituted
by the Land Court were both economically and culturally out of step, and therefore unsuccessful
in ensuring higher market yields: ‘Security of tenure is of little value if it is provided in a form
which is not adapted to the people’s needs and which inhibits the optimum use of the land’. While
he supported economic development in the Cooks, Crocombe believed a system of land tenure
should honour communal patterns as well as apply new technology. 78
Regardless of changing ownership or the vicissitudes of the market, oranges continued to
climb in popularity as the favourite cash crop of the Cook group. As cultivation patterns shifted,
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for many Cook Islanders oranges were their ticket—literally—to a new way of life reflected in
popular culture and somewhat accessible through imported goods. After a movie theatre opened
in Avarua, Rarotonga in the mid-1920s, families ‘redoubled their plantation labours to meet the
cost of nightly tickets’ and would often ‘bring a case of oranges as their admission price; the case
serving at the same time as their seat’. 79 Increasingly, however, Cook Islanders faced a stark choice:
whether to use their land and labour to produce more cash crops, or plant for domestic
consumption. Most were picking wild oranges in order to purchase imported goods and cultivating
just enough taro, yams, and breadfruit to supplement their families’ diets. Pulled ever deeper into
global events, this soon changed.
World War One congested trade in the Pacific and further tied the Cook Islands to the
interests of the British Empire, of which the Cooks were now officially a part. Altogether 500
Cook Islanders—almost six percent of the population–joined the British armed forces during the
Great War. 80 The conflict revealed a much wider world to those Cook Islanders who served, and
following the war veterans were no longer content to be paid less for their produce and labour or
to be dependent upon agricultural pursuits alone.

The 1920s: The Cook Islands Native Association
The Cook Islanders who fought for the Allies returned home to disappointingly low
wages, rock-bottom fruit prices, and increased charges for shipping space and packing crates.
Further, imported food prices had soared due to intermittent wartime shipping with ‘bully
beef…more than doubled in price [so that] a day’s wages could not buy a 2 lb tin’. 81 Angry planters
watched as ships left without their fruit, possibly because ‘freight on fruit to New Zealand had
doubled’. Meanwhile, wages in the Cooks remained the same as in 1900, 25% lower than most
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other Pacific Islands and surely a figure veterans in particular noticed acutely. 82 In response to
these issues leading Cook Islanders formed The Cook Islands Native Association (CINA) in 1918
with the support of Resident Commissioner Platts. Their primary goal was to secure shipping
space and fair prices for their fruit and break the cycle of growers’ crushing debt to European-run
trade stores. By 1921 the CINA had over 1500 members in Rarotonga and six established
branches on other islands as well as the entire adult population of the outer islands, and they were
securing good prices for their fruit and copra. 83
As people invested more resources in cash crop production, a deep frustration at
influences that seemed beyond their control grew alongside their orange trees. The CINA was
created to empower Cook Islanders, yet some resented their lack of choice once they had joined
the association. One grower in Rarotonga reported being fined for selling his copra to a store
operated by the European-owned Cook Islands Trading Company instead of going through
CINA, for example, and in 1920 a Mangaian, Nangaiti, filed a formal complaint against CINA,
stating ‘I claim that I can sell my copra to whomsoever I like at what price I like’. He continued:
I sold my produce on the steamer [to Ambridge on Talune] because I had no
money to buy kai [food] & clothing for my wife & 7 children & I must feed &
clothe them. If I don’t get money for my produce how can I do that? I got what I
think [was] a good price for my produce.
He pointed out that there were twelve others who had helped grow the produce, and they wanted
him to sell it ‘so as they could get the money to buy the food for their wives and children’ because
they could not wait until their produce could be sent to Auckland via a later shipment organised by
CINA. 84 Nangaiti’s complaint illustrated the realities of land fragmentation following the Land
Court as well as the direct link between Islanders selling their produce and using the income
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generated to purchase imported foods. 85 Adding to their competitive edge and providing more
options for its members, the CINA founded several trade stores in the 1920s which established
partnerships with New Zealand businesses that soon stocked CINA store shelves with flour,
tinned meats and other foodstuffs. 86 European planters, traders, and merchants fought back. They
claimed in an anonymous pamphlet distributed in August 1920 that if the administration did not
stop ‘coddling’ local planters and Europeans were not granted formal representation ‘they [Cook
Islanders] will relapse into habits of indolence and lack of ambition [and] will produce less and
less’ fruit, with the inevitable tax burden falling on New Zealand citizens. 87 The ugly stereotype of
the ‘lazy Polynesian’ re-emerged, joining a newer trope of economic fear that the Cook Islands
might negatively impact Kiwi pocketbooks.
The ongoing power struggle demonstrated an attitude of colonial paternalism and again
confirmed the centrality of the export market to the relationship between New Zealand and the
Cook Islands. A private document dated 8 May 1921 from Rarotonga to Wellington (and sent by
the unpopular Resident Commissioner Hewitt) revealed that some officials saw the CINA as
primarily ‘a profit earning concern’, a threat to European planters, and ‘the most unsatisfactory
undertaking the Administration is connected with’. Hewitt only served in the Cooks for one year,
but this proved sufficient time for him to help to form a rival organisation to CINA, the
European-operated and staffed Rarotongan Fruitgrowers Association. 88 A letter from Rarotongan
merchant J. Jones on 24 January 1922 confirmed that Resident Commissioner Hewitt, the Director
of Agriculture Mr Reed, and the ‘white planters’ of the island had formed the Fruitgrowers
Association ‘in opposition to [CINA], with the sole intention of crippling or smashing the present
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Association’. 89 In a letter to Wellington, the CINA pleaded for support as both sides struggled to
control production and prices: ‘Every official visitor to these islands has urged us to plant the land
[and] we were told that the prosperity of our land depended upon the planters’, CINA officials
complained, yet shipping space remained frustratingly hard to secure. 90 CINA members repeatedly
threatened to stop growing fruit altogether. On a handwritten note in 1926 former commissioner
Platts explained, starkly, that ‘the CINA is anathema in the traders eyes [because it] is for the good
of the native alone, reducing [European] profits…’ 91
Several months later, in September 1926, the CINA again felt attacked by ‘European fruit
merchants’ in both Rarotonga and Auckland when one of their shipments of 200 cases of oranges
were found to be infected with fruit flies and destroyed while the Fruitgrowers’ shipments sent on
the same ship were in perfectly acceptable condition and sent out to local markets. In a memo of
13 September 1926 a CINA representative asked sceptically ‘why one line only should have been
so badly infected’? Merchants in Auckland maintained that their contacts in Rarotonga had
nothing to do with the controversy, and no settlement was reached. 92
In spite of these suspicions and setbacks, the CINA’s manager, J D Campbell, claimed that
by the late 1920s the organisation had largely freed Cook Islands planters from the grip of the
European ‘fruit ring’, ensured fair returns, and established their own stores, thereby allowing
members to purchase imports at the lowest prices regardless of where they sold their produce. 93
Debts were lessened and growers felt they were moving toward ‘independence’. He ends his letter
to New Zealand officials with a prediction: If they continued to support the CINA for one more
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year ‘the problem of the fruit industry in these islands from the Native point of view will have
been solved and with it many of the difficulties of the Government’. 94 Platts concurred, writing to
Sir Apirana Ngata, Minister of Native Affairs, on 22 November 1929 that ‘In spite of many efforts
to defeat and destroy it, the Association has been a wonderful success. It has grown steadily in
strength and influence, and has been of inestimable benefit to the natives in the ten years of its
life’. 95 To what extent the support went beyond words or memos, however, is foggy. According to
reports, CINA planters remained dependent on local traders to buy their produce and provide
credit for store goods and the problem of debt persisted. 96
One of the frustrations that continued to plague the CINA—along with competing firms,
excess produce, sporadic shipping, and fluctuating prices—was competition from other fruitgrowing nations. Since annexation, the Cook Islands could only sell its produce to New Zealand,
while New Zealand remained free to import fruit from other suppliers. Small and isolated, the
Cooks could rarely provide the lowest prices or most aesthetically pleasing fruit. Dr Sylvester
Lambert, a physician who travelled and cared for patients in the Cook Group in the mid-1920s
(see Chapter 3), noticed American Sunkist oranges for sale when he visited Suva, Fiji and the same
fruit displayed ‘in every remote village’ during a trip to New Zealand. 97 During the same years
there are innumerable accounts of rotting produce and resentment, of Cook Islands growers
‘weeping beside their abandoned fruit’. 98 It is unclear why the New Zealand government allowed
produce from the Cooks to go to waste, but ‘the Cook Islands could not have supplied New
Zealand with all its bananas and oranges without better shipping services and substantial freight
subsidy, or tariff protection against fruit from other areas’. 99 Amidst and despite the ongoing
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challenges at home and abroad, the CINA remained a significant local organisation into the 1930s
as well as a powerful example of Cook Islander agency and engagement with Pacific trade.

The Citrus Replanting Schemes
The Great Depression officially struck the Cooks in April 1933, landing between the worst
hurricanes of the decade. In his annual report to Parliament Resident Commissioner Hugh Ayson
noted that though steamers made six calls between June and November 1932 ‘trade generally has
been poor owing chiefly to the world wide depression of the markets’. Islanders remained in debt
and the Depression disrupted shipping, but some saw a silver lining. Following one hurricane, and
as shipping lagged and cash flow dried up, the focus shifted, albeit subtly, from cash crop to
subsistence production. ‘All natives have been planting steadily during the year and have now
sufficient food supplies planted’, Ayson wrote. 100
The Depression also affected economic policy. In New Zealand a new Labour
government, elected at the end of 1935, nationalised the central bank (the Reserve Bank of New
Zealand) in efforts to strengthen economic recovery. Trade was affected when the government
increased protectionist restrictions on imports, including an embargo on Australian oranges that
had been in place from 1932, although oranges were still imported to New Zealand from Jamaica
and California during the Cooks’ off-season. Despite this change in policy, in 1936 a delegation of
fruit-growers in the Cooks, tired of unanswered petitions, low prices, and wasted fruit, travelled to
New Zealand to formally request assistance—a move that led to the launching of a series of Citrus
Replanting Schemes (CRS) ‘whereby indigenous growers would be encouraged to establish
modern commercial plantations with the guidance and assistance of an expanded Department of
Agriculture’. 101 Under the new provisions New Zealand assumed authority over the sale and export
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of Cook Islands oranges and bananas, thus eliminating trading stores’ exporting rights and leading
them to focus instead on domestic demand for imported goods. 102
Oranges continued to be seen as the only viable way to ensure economic success in the
Cook Islands. 103 Maurice Baker, the citrus professional from Jamaica, was brought to Rarotonga to
reinvigorate the citrus industry in the Southern Cooks following the tragic loss of the former
Director of Agriculture, M. Bouchier, who died from injuries he sustained while attempting to save
his botanic research during the 1935 hurricane. (At least this was the official story. Locals said
Bouchier died as punishment for his part in the destruction of the ancestral orange trees of
Rarotonga. 104) Appointed the ‘Islands Director of Agriculture’, Baker worked quickly to transform
the land through a series of Citrus Replanting Schemes (CRS). He presented new strains of
oranges ‘evolved by grafting exotic orange buds to lemon stock’ and encouraged growers to create
government-sponsored model plantations of 90 trees each. The new trees would begin producing
fruit in only five years versus the usual ten required for Cook Islands ‘bush’ orange trees. Baker
and others had high hopes for the 100 plantations created under the scheme and predicted an
overall output far outweighing 1930s production rates by 1950.
Shockingly for the Department of Agriculture, the initial replanting scheme of 1939 was
‘virtually still-born’ by 1951, according to a New Zealand geographer, W.B. Johnston. Even after
officials agreed to carry out plantings and give 50% of the profits to land owners, growers still
rejected the plan due to concerns over how the scheme would affect their customary land titles. As
Johnston wrote, ‘The most jealously-guarded heritage of the native is his right to the land which,
by law, he cannot sell. The Cook Islanders detested leasing their land, and the administration failed
to gain their cooperation’. 105 Johnston gave New Zealand credit for graciously allowing Cook
Islanders to keep their land, even though he found it puzzling: ‘From a humanitarian viewpoint it
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is possibly a greater accomplishment to have executed the replanting scheme without evicting the
native from the land or employing him within a plantation system, which is the common resort in
many tropical areas’. 106 World War Two definitely impacted trade and shipping, but Cook
Islanders’ unwillingness to relinquish control of their land or completely abandon their traditional
crops were indeed significant factors in why the first citrus scheme failed. As a result, only fiftyfive new orchards had been planted by 1945.
Not ones to be deterred, government officials passed a new provision, the ‘Occupation
Rights’ law of 1946, which allowed multiple owners to grant one planter production rights on
jointly-owned land if the planter resided on the land. The hope was that this would reassure land
owners and increase citrus production. Cook Islanders remained wary, but by 1960 724 plots had
been established in an area of 450 acres on Rarotonga and were producing about 50% of the total
agricultural exports from the Cooks. 107 Planters, traders, and officials were optimistic, but the
moderate success did not last. The CRS would be the last sustained effort by the New Zealand
government to control and increase the Cook Islands export market.
Geographer Kenneth Cumberland believed that even with limited economic growth
created by the CRS, the post-war period was ‘accompanied by both economic and spiritual
depression amongst the Cook Islanders’ as shipping again lagged, plantations were abandoned for
wage jobs both in Rarotonga and overseas, and thousands of cases of fruit were left to spoil. 108
Initially growers had been happy to accept loans, but then felt that the administration had given
them a bad deal and measly reimbursements. 109 In addition, Cumberland estimated that due to the
focus on citrus over food crop production, between 1945 and 1960 the people’s traditional diet
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was ‘replaced by a diet composed largely of store products’ consisting of tea and bread for
breakfast, tinned meats for lunch, and taro and other vegetables for dinner. 110

Environmental Effects of Replanting Schemes
Citriculture not only modified Cook Islands’ economy and diet, but also left permanent
marks on a fragile landscape despite the intermittent resistance of local planters. Until the 1950s,
for example, an ‘overwhelming proportion of citrus production and exports’ consisted of wild
oranges and not those cultivated using commercial, modern methods although these nurserygrown trees were provided to growers at very low cost. 111 Much to the frustration of European
planters and government officials who felt they had offered the fairest deal possible via the
replanting schemes, Cook Islanders refused to wholly embrace the new agricultural methods.
Intercultivation, or growing plants for local consumption such as watermelons, manioc,
kumara and taro amongst the wild orange trees, remained a common feature of subsistence land
use in the Cooks from the time of the Bounty’s introduction of the orange in 1789. By the early
twentieth century entire families gathered oranges for export, mainly between April and July. Pests
like fruit flies and rats—who were estimated by some to consume as much as one-third of
Rarotonga’s subsistence crops in the early 1900s 112—attacked the unsprayed groves. These orange
trees, often scattered through undergrowth, were difficult to care for, susceptible to disease, far
from packing sheds, and produced irregular fruit harder to sell to a discerning market. Land in
suitably dry and flat locations was cleared along with forest land to make room for cultivated
orange tree groves and tomato plants, which had been introduced after World War One and took
only four months to produce fruit for the New Zealand winter market. 113 Efforts to convince
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growers to spray, prune, and fertilise their trees were initially unsuccessful as Cook Islanders
questioned how these practices would affect the soil and whether they would result in higher
returns. 114 New Zealand invested money and manpower to convince them, even holding an
Agricultural Field Day in 1941 to showcase ‘the progress [already] made in the replanting scheme
and for the purpose of interesting the leaders of the island in replanting shelter trees’. 115
Directed by an expanded Department of Agriculture, growers gradually transformed the
land, planting thousands of trees, shelter belts, and cover crops, all the while spraying and pruning
on a wide scale. Pesticides and chemical fertilizers coated the trees and leached into the soil.
Centuries-old chestnut trees—many of which had marked traditional boundaries—were uprooted.
Planted in their place were ‘quick-growing pistache’ or the albizzia falcate tree brought in from
Samoa and whose wood could also be used to construct fruit crates. Some Cook Islands growers
objected to these changes, however, and either passively left the impostor trees ‘untrimmed and
unchecked’, or on other occasions more boldly ‘expressed their opposition by uprooting recentlyplanted shelterbelts on adjacent plots’, leaving their own trees unprotected and revealing their
unwillingness to be pushed into altering the land in such extreme ways. 116 Resident Commissioner
Ayson generally supported the CRS but warned in 1941 that ‘the island is rapidly becoming
unfertile due to erosion by rain and also due to a lack of humas (sic) in the soil aggravated by the
lack of shelter trees’. 117 Severe leaching and erosion on Atiu and Mangaia also led to the
implementation of re-afforestation projects in 1951 and 1959, respectively, primarily to produce
more fruit-case timber. 118
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Nor were the consequences of modern agriculture and the measures used to protect cash
crops limited to the land. During the Pacific War (1939–1945) fishing became very poor in the
lagoons of Rarotonga. Rules of tapu and ra‘ui had been nearly abolished, and this combined with
increased fishing with toxic plants and explosives led to a shortage of this former dietary staple. 119
By the end of the war ‘incipient erosion of the hill-country’ due to scrub burning and intense
cultivation carried large quantities of silt into the lagoons, which, along with run-off from pesticide
use, poisoned inland streams on Rarotonga and further impacted fish populations and the health
of the reef ecosystem. By the 1960s fishing, according to some visitors, was virtually nonexistent. 120 Nevertheless, plans to establish a joint Japanese-New Zealand tuna cannery on
Rarotonga became public in 1963. Islanders were not having it. In 1963 a Rarotongan leader,
Tongareva, spoke out against the proposed cannery, arguing ‘Next they will be asking for land’.
The cannery was never established. 121
Newspapers in the Cook Islands and New Zealand regularly featured stories about the
environmental impact of new agricultural methods in the Cook Islands. Hedda Dyson, a journalist
with New Zealand’s Women’s Weekly, interviewed rising Cook Islander politician Albert Henry in
1946, who vehemently disagreed with the Replanting Schemes being implemented on Rarotonga
and other islands. Henry explained that you could not simply import agricultural methods from
one location to another and expect them to produce the same results. ‘The experts have caused
tremendous damage. [They] insisted on cutting down the trees’, he said, referring to techniques
that had worked in South America and Jamaica—not on Pacific Islands. Henry believed disease had
also been introduced by the CRS as the trees could not withstand the ‘ruthless’ pruning and
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cutting. 122 Makea Nui Teremoana agreed, and said that as the hills were ‘burnt off to make more
land available for planting’ it left the hills exposed and ‘the soil was washed into the sea’. In 1948,
in an effort to remedy the loss of the shelter trees Cook Islanders planted trees, organised an
Arbour Day celebration, and instituted fines for anyone who cut down the new trees. 123
Following her interview with Henry, as Dyson pondered the effects of Westernisation both
on the environment and on Cook Islanders’ values, she was impressed. Although Islanders had
‘adopted many of the advantages of the West’ she claimed they were still ‘without the usual [moral]
pollution’ because their concept of success and wealth, based on their special bond with the land,
differed from Europeans’ blatant materialism. But if economic motivation had not been a factor,
then what prompted Cook Islanders to grow so much fruit for export, especially if it was hurting
the land? Dyson dodged that question, writing that Cook Islanders strove ‘to keep their island
homes a garden of Eden which can supply many hundreds of thousands of people with luscious
fruits, apart from their own needs.’ 124 My research suggests a less altruistic, more complicated
explanation: Cook Islanders wanted the export industry to succeed, but on their own terms.
Entering the global marketplace led to permanent social and cultural transformations for
many Cook Islanders. One of the most striking shifts was the growing inclusion of imported foods
in daily diets. Other colonies in the Pacific were also pulled into a cycle of dependence on
imported goods and cash crop production by the mid-twentieth century as colonial powers
extracted raw materials from their territories and established monopolies on trade. People’s lands,
lifestyles, and health were altered in the process. In his 1948 book Colonial Policy and Practice
historian John Sydenham Fernivall described the cycle of economic reliance he witnessed in postwar colonies: an emphasis on cash crop production to purchase imported goods, including food;
growing dependence on store-bought foodstuffs; greater consumption and use of poor quality
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imported foods; and rising panic when cash crop production wanes (for myriad reasons) and
imported foods cannot be obtained; the pattern then repeats. 125 Government explanations fell
back on tired narratives as officials blamed Cook Islanders’ lack of industry and obsession with
imported foods for the failed replanting projects. Mr Baker, Director of Agriculture in the Cook
Islands for eleven years by that time, complained in 1948 of the difficulty in implementing the CRS
because ‘growers look on such work merely as a means of obtaining ready cash [to buy imported
foods] rather than as work which will soon result in their having a flourishing citrus grove’. 126 It
was difficult for officials to consider that Cook Islanders might have differing visions for their
landscape. Although ultimately unsuccessful, the focus on intensive cash crop cultivation had
significant effects on the Cook Islands, not the least of which was displaced subsistence crop
production and a corresponding reliance on store-bought foods. 127

Conclusion
Cultivated orange trees take five years to produce fruit. As they waited—and watched their
young people move away or take up wage labour—planters sank deeper into debt. Shipping and
transportation problems, land fragmentation, low prices, labour disputes, competition, migration,
environmental effects—all of these played a part in the final collapse of the Cook Islands citrus
industry by the early 1970s, but perhaps none were as significant as incompatible ideas of land use
and the determination of Cook Islanders to control their own environments and resources.
At a 1957 feast in Atiu, a familiar sight to locals might have struck an outsider as odd.
Several women arrived at the event, each carrying two chickens and four puddings, although the
requested contribution was just one chicken and two puddings per guest. As each woman stepped
forward to present her food to the host, her name was called out for all to hear; and then, for the
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extra portions she carried, she loudly stated the name of a relative who lived outside of Atiu and
who had likely sent money to help purchase food for the feast. The display, a bond between the
traditional and the modern, was a socially acceptable way to preserve and strengthen her absent
relative’s claim to a particular plot of land. It also nicely summarised the role of food in connecting
land use, land tenure, migration, and feasting—the subject of my next chapter.
By 1965, the date that the Cook Islands achieved internal self-government but remained in
‘free association’ with New Zealand, plans for a new international airport in Rarotonga
commenced, and with its completion in 1974 tourism would officially become the main source of
outside income for Cook Islanders. Revitalization and replanting efforts continued but on a
smaller scale, and although the Islands still produced fruit for New Zealand it was mainly in the
form of the canned orange juice, or ‘Raro’. A capitalist model of self-sufficiency based on
exploitation of the soil did not take root in the Cook Islands. This failure was due, at least in part,
to a misreading of people’s cultural and practical ties to the land. ‘Shifting agriculture in the Pacific
differed significantly as a mode of production from European field agriculture’, anthropologist
Nancy Pollock has argued, pointing out that traditionally Islanders only produced as much food as
they needed and regularly replenished the soil through rotation and multi-cropping, in stark
contrast to large monocrops sprayed with pesticides and sent away to market. 128 New Zealand
administrators, trying to find the most economically efficient use of Cook Islands lands, had erred
in disregarding the land’s power as a binding force and the ‘basis of people’s identity’. 129 The
environment envisioned and imported by missionaries, Europeans, and New Zealanders never
fully materialized. Land may have been legally divided into smaller plots, but Cook Islanders
remained united in their commitment to spend their time and resources how they saw fit.
Participation in the citrus export market provided short-term economic benefits for some,
but ultimately this system of agriculture was unsustainable, as evidenced by the repeated attempts
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of the Land Court and replanting schemes to modify land use. Valuing land simply as commodity
clashed with the values of Cook Islanders, who, in step with their traditions and environment,
continued to creatively cultivate an adaptive, ever-changing landscape.
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CHAPTER 5
Feasts of Change: The Resilience and Adaptability of the Umukai
‘All of the feast days were the feast days of the gods’.—Te Ariki Tara ‘Are
‘Oh, you people of the land,
Cut the banana bunches and
prepare for the festival…’ 1
This is how Te Ariki Tara ‘Are, according to Reverend William Wyatt Gill the ‘last of the
priests and sages’, described a pre-European contact Rarotongan feast. 2 Messengers were sent
around the island of Rarotonga to remind inhabitants of an upcoming feast and of their obligation
to contribute various foods. Marae were ‘bedecked and reconsecrated’ and ‘posts of the maraes
were hung with flowers’. An immense kari‘ei, or feasting structure, was built for the occasion, and
‘plenty of bruised breadfruit and over-ripe breadfruit was eaten by all the people’ as well as a ‘great
number of pigs… slain for the feast’. At another festival, Rarotongans, walking to music as the sun
set, carried offerings of food to their carved wooden gods at the marae. Participants then made
their way down to the beach by torchlight, where the chiefs drank kava, bathed in the ocean, and
then returned to the marae to consume the specially prepared food, which most likely consisted of
taro, coconuts, fish, and pigs—in addition to the abundant breadfruit and bananas. Meanwhile, on
the atoll of Mangaia, fortunate individuals awoke to find ‘the tip ends of coconut leaves
affixed…to the walls’ of their houses, invitations to attend a feast where they would enjoy a repast
of baked fish, taro, and coconuts. 3
For generations, feasts in the Cook Islands centred on sacred, calendrical harvests that
honoured a pantheon of gods, most important of whom was Rongo, the god of war and taro. The
blessings of the gods were both sought and praised through food, dance, and oratory; the more
lavish the feast, the more honoured the gods. Feasts reflected Cook Islands’ history and values in
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vibrant colour. Feasting also turned out to be flexible and democratic, taking on different forms
and ingredients to adapt to Christianity and colonialism’s demands. Yet the function of the feast—
and the purposes it fulfilled in society—remained the same.
Food was the primary expression of the most essential values and bonds in Pacific Island
communities. New Zealand ethnologist Raymond Firth stated that in Polynesia food served as the
‘most important material manifestation of social relationship, and through it kinship ties, political
loyalty, indemnity for wrong, and the canons of hospitality [were] expressed’. 4 The most tangible
way these food-related ideals were demonstrated was through the umukai, or feast, ‘the most
outstanding piece of evidence’ for the importance of food in Pacific cultures. 5
Because feasting formed the nexus of religious, social, and economic values in the Cook
Islands, studying the changes the umukai underwent unearths important historical insights.
Feasting may have provided stimulus for producing surplus agricultural production, for example.
In contrast to images of lush gardens and lazy days, food was often difficult to produce or
preserve on a large scale, and preparations for a feast could require months or even years of
forethought and planning. Pigs were fattened, ra‘ui (prohibitions) were placed on lagoons and taro,
coconut, or breadfruit plantations, and the largest and best produce was carefully cultivated and set
aside. Someone who violated ra‘ui could expect human and possibly supernatural consequences, 6
while deliberately destroying a rival’s plantation was considered an act of war. Stockpiling the
requisite amount of feast foods affected relationships on all levels of society.
In this chapter I focus on the complex star of the story—the food itself—and the stage on
which it has shined for generations: the umukai (umu = earthen oven; kai = food), or feast. I
examine ways in which feasting in the Cook Islands was influenced by Christianity, colonialism,
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and finally globalisation during the late-nineteenth to mid-twentieth centuries, and argue that
amidst significant transitions—most notably the introduction of imported foods—the Cook
Islands’ umukai and the values it celebrated proved adaptable, creative, and impressively resilient.
In its many permutations and contradictions, feasting both reflected and helped direct changing
social dynamics.
Like other aspects of food culture, however, feasting has largely been ignored by
historians. The disciplines of archaeology and anthropology, while they have observed and
documented feasting rituals in various parts of the world, have for the most part neglected indepth analyses of feasting in the Pacific Islands during this period. This is puzzling, particularly as
feasts offer ‘one of the most powerful cross-cultural explanatory concepts for understanding an
entire range of cultural processes and dynamics’ in societies. 7 Still, even if they were not the
primary object of academic scrutiny, feasts were always occurring, enmeshed with other cultural
forces, and so became a major part of the ethnographic record. When a chief assumed a title, there
was a feast; at the completion of a new church building, a feast was held. Feasts were the common
denominator in economic, religious, and social occasions. Pacific scholar Douglas L. Oliver argued
that feasts comprised ‘a larger part of many Islands’ ethnographies than any other kind of activity’
because of ‘the political relations it represented and revealed’. 8
Pre-European contact information on feasting in the Cook Islands is comparatively sparse.
Unlike Tahiti or Hawaii, where naturalists and explorers were some of the initial visitors and
recorded extensive notes on the environment and cultural practices, the first Europeans to settle in
the Cooks were missionaries, most of whom worked swiftly to snuff out pagan practices and their
attendant structures or objects—many of which were involved with ceremonial feasting. Visible
artefacts connected with feasting were lost as countless edifices and idols were destroyed or
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scattered. Missionaries especially targeted holy buildings known as marae and ‘any vestiges of
heathenism’ they discovered. 9 Wooden idols of the gods were burned or sent back to Europe to be
displayed on wealthy mantels or in museums. One exception to this scarcity was William Wyatt
Gill, a missionary and amateur ethnographer, though his works were published in the last decades
of the nineteenth century, sixty or more years after European settlement wrought substantial
transformations. 10
Missionaries included no thorough descriptions of feasts in their letters, reports, or
personal journals. They were the first Europeans to settle in the Cooks—and therefore the first to
record details of everyday life there—but they either found feasts extremely wasteful, too
representative of heathenism, or simply did not recognise the cultural significance of umukai. 11
Because deep similarities existed in feasting practices across Oceania, however, I draw upon
ethnographic information from a variety of Polynesian societies to provide more context for
feasting in the Cook Islands.
One helpful exception is anthropologist Josephine Baddeley’s excellent chapter on ‘The
Umukai’ in her 1978 thesis, ‘Rarotongan Society: The Creation of Tradition’. While living and
doing research in a Rarotongan village Baddeley attended several feasts—easy to do as the calendar
was regularly punctuated by umukai, ‘the most elaborate and symbolically significant ‘feeding’ that a
person can receive’. 12 Her analysis of a wedding umukai highlighted the layered meanings in a Cook
Islands feast. To a greater degree than any other tradition, Baddeley held that the umukai
epitomised cultural strength, generosity, adaptation, and social success through the kai Māori
(Māori food), and the kai Papa‘a (European food) presented at the event–’the best both cultures
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have to offer’. 13 The rites and responsibilities surrounding the umukai were largely unspoken, but
understood by all. Digging earthen ovens, deciding what to contribute to the feast, recording the
amount and kinds of foods given, preparing the time-consuming dishes, displaying the cooked
foods on groaning tables almost too full for guests’ plates, distributing out portions after the
feast—these tasks brought communities together and delineated reciprocal obligations that would
be fulfilled by a later host at a later feast.
It should be noted that one island in the Cook group had a completely different
relationship with feasting. According to Dr Beaglehole, on Pukapuka ‘absolutely no functions
[were] associated with eating in a big group’. In fact, no communal eating took place whatsoever
and no word existed in the Pukapukan language for ‘meal’. When Pukapukans received gifts or
distributions of food, they brought the portions home to eat with family. 14

Defining the Feast
What elements separate a feast from any other meal? Scholarly definitions range from the
modest to the complex. Anthropologist Brian Hayden offers a simple definition of a feast as ‘any
sharing between two or more people of special foods’, while scholar Michael Dietler gets more
specific. To Dietler, a feast is ‘a form of public ritual activity centred around the communal
consumption of food and drink’. 15 Douglas L. Oliver and F.L.S. Bell added other elements to their
definitions. A ceremonial feast included lavish quantities of special foods elaborately displayed and
generously distributed in a central location for a large number of guests, the most distinguished of
whom would then be obliged by rules of reciprocity to return the favour. The immense amount of
food generated for these events was unique to the umukai. Further, because feast foods were often
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considered sacred, in these instances leftovers created ‘ritually charged garbage’. 16 With these
parameters in mind, I define an umukai as a large communal meal of special feast foods held to
honour or mark a significant occasion.
As I discussed in chapter 4, control over land—and the food grown on that land—made
up a significant portion of chiefly authority in the Cook Islands. Feasts provided an opportunity
for subjects to display their loyalty and for chiefs to demonstrate their strength, wealth, and
generosity. Enemies were subdued, alliances made, harvests celebrated, visitors welcomed, and
souls released to the after-world—all with feasting. Although it is unknown how often feasts were
held before European contact, 17 Cook Islanders marked most events of significance with an
umukai. Social anthropologist Kaori O’Connor described three main types of feasts in Polynesia:
sacred feasts that celebrated ritual agricultural cycles; chiefly feasts, or political, alliance-building
events; and social feasts, such as those honouring important life transitions. 18 All of these types of
feasts occurred in the Southern Cooks and most likely on several northern islands as well.
Feasts could also fulfil a mixture of social and political obligations. Structured around and
by those with rank, chiefly feasts demonstrated an ariki’s authority and the ability to organise
cooperative labour though massive accumulation and displays of feasting foods. Further, as ‘All of
the feast days were the feast days of the gods’ 19—and because ariki were considered direct
descendants of the gods and their divine earthly representatives—chiefs were vital to feasts at
which they led out as orators and provided a palpable link between the supernatural and natural
worlds. Harnessing agricultural, oceanic, and human resources, controlling trade, brokering
blessings or peace—a leader’s power was on full display at feasts. 20 In addition, because political
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umukai brought together potentially hostile groups they were conducive to positive negotiations; a
shared meal could dispel aggression. 21 Therefore chiefly feasts connected political and economic
domains with the social and sacred.
Feasts could also be used to reinforce hierarchies and gender roles. In Hawai‘i, a large and
extremely stratified society, the ruling class ‘co-opted the feast as a distinctly chiefly form of consumption,
yet one more means of distinguishing and differentiating themselves from the common folk’, and
thus could ‘virtually be found feasting every day of their lives’. 22 Brian Hayden described the
extreme consumption by chiefs during a preliminary week of Hawaiian feasting in which 1,440
pigs alone were slaughtered and consumed. 23 Clearly the ali‘i (chiefs) were able to wield great
influence over a large amount of resources and labour. Hawai‘i also enforced some of the strictest
and gendered food taboos in the Pacific. For generations Hawaiian women were not allowed to
partake of many high-status foods, including pork, turtle, shark, bananas, or coconut. Strict
penalties for breaking kapu (taboos) ensured compliance. 24 In December 1819, however, the
system of kapu began to crumble with one simple act: King Liholiho (or Kamehameha II) sat
down at a feast and shared traditionally forbidden foods with his stepmother and co-ruler, Queen
Kaʻahumanu. A political, social, and religious transformation had begun—and largely over feasting
foods. In the Cook Islands, quieter transformations would emerge around feasting.
Rivalry between and on behalf of chiefs was an important element of Polynesian feasting.
Large competitive feasts created a positive feedback loop both for chiefly kin groups and the entire
island. In anticipation of a feast, increased chiefly production might be generated through ra‘ui or
the appropriation of land and fishing areas, then the generous feast itself garnered the host further
prestige and a greater selection of wives through political alliances. More children followed, which
led to a more extensive labour pool and greater agricultural output. Neighbouring chiefs who
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attended a feast were bound by strict rules of reciprocity to respond in kind and ‘match food
presentations, taro for taro, up to the limits of the productive capacity of the island’, which
continued the cycle. 25 Historian Greg Dening wrote that feasts, because they embodied a leader’s
‘drive to achieve advantages’ transformed food surpluses into heightened political status and
influence. 26 At every stage, chiefly economic incentives culminated in a feast. Competition also
came into play for those without chiefly rank. Yam planting techniques were kept secret on the
island of Pohnpei, for instance, as men vied to produce the largest tuber to present to their chief as
tribute and to increase their own standing by displaying individual loyalty, industry, and ability. 27
Food exchanges and feasting accompanied nearly all social occasions in pre-contact Aotearoa, as
well. Large competitive Māori feasts known as hakari displayed the mana of the hosting tribe
through the presentation of prestige foods, particularly fish and kumara. 28 Other feasts included
the Kaihaukai, a ceremonial feast of intertribal exchange, and the Poukai, a harvest festival.29
Social feasts honouring rites of passage were possibly the most common type of Cook
Islands’ feast. Bonds of obligation, generosity, and reciprocity were created and strengthened
through the sharing of foods and gifts at these communal events. An official welcome for an
important visitor or returning relative, change in status such as birth or adoption of a child,
receiving a chiefly title, a marriage, or a death—these events were each recognised with an umukai.
Adoptive children were referred to as ‘feeding children’ in the Cooks; and particularly among
relatives, adoption was common and accepted practice. The first British Resident, Frederick Moss,
noted the cultural significance of adoption and the role of feasting to honour the occasion. His
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assessment was negative, since willingly giving up one’s baby for adoption seemed to contradict
western ideals of parenthood and—Moss believed—therefore damaged familial bonds. Moss
wrote that, upon the adoption, ‘the adoptive parent has to provide the [birth] mother with the best
of food’, and a short time thereafter
The adoption is marked by the usual feast, all the family and friends being present
on the occasion. This system of adoption is so old and constant that mothers part
with their babies apparently without a pang, but its tendency must be to weaken
very materially all family affection. 30
To the contrary, Cook Islanders like Makea Nui Teremoana—who had herself adopted a relative’s
baby—asserted that, unlike western nations, Polynesians knew nothing of orphanages, for they
always cherished their children and took care of their own.
Feasting was a common thread linking family celebrations. At the birth of a son, for
example, both sides of the family contributed generously with the father’s side bringing food the
morning after the birth and the mother’s side bringing food in the evening. Impressive displays of
food were laid out to be shared with visitors coming to welcome the new baby. Although ‘it was
expected that this liberality on [the family’s] part would be amply reciprocated’ at a future
occasion, the hosting family often fell into debt, insisting their guests leave with more food and
gifts than they brought. 31 Wedding feasts were yet another example of large-scale generosity with
the feast considered the main event. It was perfectly acceptable for guests to skip the marriage
ceremony and arrive for the most important part, the umukai. Overall, domestic feasts were less
formal and more inclusive than political or religious feasts and ‘helped to reaffirm kinship bonds
and to restore social solidarity within the kinship group’. 32
Umukai expressed cultural values across Pacific societies, though particular feasting rituals
and foods varied depending on localised environmental resources and circumstances. Generally,
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foods that were harder to cultivate or catch were associated with higher status and became
associated with feasts. Early Polynesian voyagers who settled in the Cooks brought with them
plants that would form the basis of their creation stories as well as the primary foods for the
umukai. High volcanic islands supported a wider variety of crops and animals than atolls, which
relied heavily on coconuts and seafood, as Marjorie Crocombe pointed out. ‘Marked
environmental differences can be seen in the feast foods of the atolls—turtles, clams, sundried
fish, dry coconuts, and pandanus’, she wrote, ‘from those of high islands—pork, chicken, kava,
root crops and bananas’. 33 The environment shaped feast menus but widely-dispersed islands
shared key patterns. Pre-European contact feasts consisted of the same food categories: a starch,
generally taro or breadfruit; fish and a variety of seafood; pork or other meats, if available; and
leaf-wrapped puddings of bananas, taro, or breadfruit mixed with coral-grated coconut cream and
baked along with the meats and starches in the umu, or earthen oven. The requirement for balance,
or kinaki (‘going together’), meant that a proper meal had to be composed of a starch and flesh or
fish, such as taro and pork or coconut and fish.
Particular feasting customs accompanied otherwise predictable tasks. For example, Sir
Peter Buck described the special feasts connected with fishing lines. If no fish were caught, no fish
were eaten, so receiving the appropriate blessings was critical. For one of the feasts a large bowl of
feast foods was placed on top of the fishing line for the ‘expert’ to inspect who was expected to
pray to the gods on behalf of the excursion. If unsatisfied with the food, however, he might cast
the fishing expedition in a negative light and no fish would then be caught. There was also a
children’s feast that could be held to bless the fishing line. Hungry children were invited on the
spot to ‘rush’ feasting food placed in a large wooden bowl on the fishing line. As they swarmed
eagerly around the bowl they were compared to and represented fish biting the line which
portended a successful catch. 34
M. Crocombe, introduction, in Maretu, Cannibals and Converts, 22.
Buck, ‘Fishing Lines’ in ‘Cook Islands Society’ file. MSSC Buck Box 4.01, Bishop Museum Library, Honolulu,
Hawai’i.
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Another feature of feasting that changed only slightly over this period was the preparation
of foods for the umukai. The umu itself required digging a sufficiently large pit to serve as the oven
and gathering wood, stones, and large leaves for wrapping and layering the food. Stones were first
heated to white-hot temperatures and placed in the umu. Then leaf-wrapped packages of fish, taro,
and puddings were placed on the stones and covered first with leaves and then a thick layer of dirt
and foliage. Other equipment utilised in the process included wooden poles used as pokers,
wooden tongs, and wooden bowls, or uete. These giant ‘canoe-shaped bowls’ kept in people’s
homes when not filled with feast foods reflected their owner’s standing in the community. ‘The
presence of the large bowl in the kitchen usually denoted a family of social importance’. Other
tools such as ‘coconut graters, stone pounders, and low wooden tables on legs’ were also used in
feast preparations. 35
Oceanian feasts could be impressively large, as accounts of special feasting structures
confirm. Nancy Pollock described the feasts of Fiji, for example, as ‘among [the] greatest
spectacles recorded in the Pacific’ with fifteen-foot-high scaffolds packed with yams and topped
with pigs. In Tonga, men carried massive stretchers of food known as pola to the feasting site and
for a chiefly funeral erected four 18-foot-high poles to create a square canopy filled with hundreds
of sweet potatoes and pigs. 36 Maretu told of feasting platforms in Rarotonga piled high with
food, 37 while Mangaians constructed large rectangular enclosures made of candlenut stakes to
display taro, fish, and other feast foods allotted to each attending district. 38 The massive displays of
foods at feasts were ‘always arranged so as to attract the maximum amount of attention’. 39 Clearly
an immense amount of resources and labour was invested in preparation for these sometimes 10day events. 40 The hosting ariki was often left impoverished by a feast as he inundated his guests
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with vast amounts of food and gifts, and rubbish heaps were often piled high with unwanted
leftovers in an ultimate display of limitless bounty. Food was the primary—and disposable—
source of wealth, and this was expressed most powerfully through the umukai. 41 A well-executed
feast perhaps also reflected a chief’s trust in the gods to regenerate food crops and to provide for
the next feast.

The Age of Taro: Pre-European Contact Feasting
The first Polynesians to settle in the Cook Islands brought canoe-loads of coconuts, taro,
bananas, and breadfruit plants with them to transplant in their new homeland. 42 These foods
would become cornerstones of the umukai and fulfilled other culinary and practical needs in early
Cook Islands society, as well. The most significant and consistently high-status category of food in
the Pacific Islands was the starch crop. As anthropologist Patrick Kirch has pointed out, ‘The lives
of all Polynesians, including the most sacred of chiefs, rotated around one central theme—the
production, distribution, and consumption of food, of which starch staples were the essence’. 43
Food historian Felipe Fernandez-Armesto stated that although yams, taro, and plantains
‘contributed most to the basic diet’ on Pacific Islands, ‘when in season, breadfruit was the making
of every feast—the starchy complement to the festive meats’ baked whole in the umu. Due to its
bread-like versatility and ability to be stored for long periods of time, breadfruit (kuru) would later
become ‘a fixture in Europeans’ mental picture of the South Sea island Eden in the eighteenth
century’. 44 Available year-round, breadfruit was grown in many varieties and was normally picked
fully ripened. If fermented in a covered pit breadfruit paste could be eaten for up to one year. 45
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High in protein and with a short growing season of just three months, breadfruit provided a
critical food source following destructive hurricanes that regularly struck the Cook group.
Although it is difficult to ascertain to what extent, it is clear feasting was a dynamic part of
Cook Islands life for generations before the first Europeans visited their shores. Perhaps more
than any other food, the coconut palm came to be associated with Polynesia, but coconuts were
not originally as ubiquitous as is commonly supposed. 46 Domesticated coconuts had to survive
long trips trailing canoes in the sea before being planted throughout the Pacific by early settlers. 47
Coconut palms began producing large fruit after five years and could then yield nuts continuously
for up to 60 years. Immature nuts provided coconut water (nui) while fully mature nuts were used
for feasts with the meat scraped, shredded, and pressed to make cream or mixed with starches to
create puddings. 48 Bananas were another important pre-contact feast food, though these early
bananas were of a heavier plantain variety than the sweeter bananas later introduced and associated
with the tropical Pacific. 49
When Europeans arrived in the 1820s, varieties of ‘introduced cultivable food plants were
all present in the Cook Islands’ including coconut, breadfruit, banana, plantain, taro, giant taro
(Radopholus similis), yam, kumara, pandanus (Pandanus tectorius), and arrowroot. On atolls,
‘particularly impoverished in terms of edible plants’, fish and seafood remained critical to diets. 50
Regardless of what edibles were available, not all foods were accorded the same status. Only
certain crops were considered worthy of the umukai.
In the Cook Islands, taro was undoubtedly the most important crop, of which swamp or
‘wet’ taro was considered best in taste and texture, and therefore of the highest status. 51 In
Rarotonga taro was the ‘most valued domestic crop’ grown in the marshy areas alongside the ara
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matua, or ancient road that still encircles the island. 52 Many Cook Islands origin stories and heroic
tales of the gods were based around taro cultivation. The keeper of the godhouse in Mangaia
‘made daily offerings of taro to Rongo’ at which he held up a particularly perfect tuber and
chanted ‘Your taro, O Rongo, eat!’ 53 In the Cook Islands umukai taro reigned supreme.
Above any other food, taro bound together the sacred, political, and economic threads of
Cook Islands’ pre-contact culture. While breadfruit was key to early diets it was not held in the
same regard as taro, perhaps because it was so easy to acquire. And in contrast to pigs, the highest
status flesh food, taro was not just critical to a successful feast but was also consumed daily. As
such taro was one of the only staples to be consumed at both ceremonial and ordinary meals.
Because taro was considered a particularly hearty and filling food—Cook Islanders talked often of
craving it—most meals were considered incomplete without it, although the tuber was prepared
differently depending on the occasion. For daily meals taro was usually boiled, whereas for a feast
taro and the taro greens were prepared in several ways using the umu. Poke (puddings), poi (baked
and blended taro), and rukau (taro greens cooked with coconut cream), for example, were
important feast dishes. 54 Preparing taro also required respect, knowledge, and patience. Giant taro
had to be peeled and soaked in water to prevent painful irritation of the mouth and throat. 55
Taro was essential to intense competition, manoeuvring, and political development on
several of the Cook Islands, particularly in places where cultivatable land was scarce. On Mangaia,
for example, just two percent of the land could support wet-land taro plantations. 56 In turn, wet
taro cultivation had the potential to generate a large surplus which could then fuel the growth of
politically-motivated economies. 57 As a result, Mangaian political and social networks revolved
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around taro. Sir Peter Buck observed, ‘So critical were these taro lands that the entire fabric of
society became entwined with them’. 58 Struggles to control taro fields often led to open conflict. In
his book about irrigation and dryland cultivation in Polynesia, The Wet and the Dry, Kirch explicitly
ties taro to warfare in the Cook Islands. After one battle ‘victors seized control of these [taro]
lands, along with garden lands on hillsides and orchards of breadfruit[,] Tahitian Chestnut, and
coconuts’. Pushed off their lands, the ‘defeated groups struggled to make a living …cultivating
yams and sweet potatoes with difficulty’. 59 Unlike other parts of Oceania, in the Cook Islands
sweet potatoes were considered the plain food of the conquered and were thus ‘brought uncooked
to feasts’ in Mangaia. 60 This revealed a lack of respect as most Polynesian foods had to be cooked
to negate tapu and make them safe for consumption. Access to and ownership of taro lands was
clearly tied to warfare as well, with the conquered relegated to losing ‘their holdings in the rich taro
lands’ and being humiliated at post-war feasts by ‘grat[ing] the taro (poke) for their masters to pay
for the blood which had been spilt’. 61 The struggle to control taro production helped shape how
societies developed in the Pacific. As the most influential pre-European contact feasting food in
the Cook Islands, taro’s only competition was pigs or creatures pulled from the sea. On the same
islands where people competed for prime taro lands, historians believe humans also once
competed for precious food resources with another animal—the pig.

Age of the Pig: Christianity Impacts the Umukai
Christianity brought many changes to feasting in the Cook Islands. Large competitive
umukai took place less frequently, and the construction of special structures diminished. In the
1820s the first wave of Tahitian missionaries destroyed countless marae and wooden idols on
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Rarotonga, Aitutaki, and Mangaia and banned traditional large-scale umukai honouring the gods. 62
Ironically, Europeans’ love for meat would come back to bite them by fostering more feasting.
Before the advent of Christianity, meat was a rare treat to be consumed only at feasts or on
special occasions. On atolls ‘not rich in edible terrestrial species other than birds and fruit bats’, 63
umukai featured no land animals but high-status seafood such as sharks and turtles. Many Pacific

Islands were, however, raising a small selection of domesticated animals when European ships
began visiting in the late eighteenth century, and for those that were not, explorers, traders, and
missionaries deposited animals so that future voyagers would have a ready and waiting meat
supply. In fact, in New Zealand wild pigs are still called ‘Captain Cookers’ in honour of their first
ancestors delivered by Captain James Cook, the ‘prophet of pigs and potatoes in New Zealand’. 64
The ‘small long-legged, long-snouted native pigs’ (also known as ‘Polynesian razorbacks’) thriving
in Tahiti when Cook visited in 1774 had fully disappeared by 1778, replaced by the new larger
breed gifted by the King of Spain. 65 The introduced pigs provided Tahiti with an ‘advantage in the
pork trade which transformed the Pacific’, and by the late 1700s Tahiti was almost single-handedly
providing salt pork for the British penal colonies in Australia. 66 On Rarotonga, pigs brought by
early Tahitian voyagers between 500–900 CE prospered for generations. 67 John Williams and other
early missionaries brought larger breeds of pigs, goats, and chickens to the Cook Islands in the
1820s that greatly affected not only diets but the landscape as well. 68 Of the animals introduced,
pigs undeniably proved the most significant to Oceanic feasting. In fact Pacific historian H.E.
Maude described pigs as ‘the most valuable commodity in all Polynesia—the essential concomitant
of every feast, ceremony or ritual exchange’. 69
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Rarotonga had pre-contact pigs. According to William Wyatt Gill, a feast was held on the
island in 1821, several years before the arrival of the first London Missionary Society
representatives. People came together for a ‘sumptuous feast’ at which the ‘finest fed hogs were
slaughtered [and] the best fruits of the plantation were gathered…’ 70 In 1853 the elder Rere
recalled that, ‘according to tradition, we had pigs’—a fact supported by Papeiha’s—the first
Tahitian missionary—account of another feast held around 1824 to celebrate the building of a
church at which three hundred pigs were slaughtered. 71 Maretu confirmed the ceremonial
importance of pigs, as well. Offerings made to the gods ‘symbolised the major consumption items
of the Rarotongans—[and] pigs were the most prestigious animal food’. 72 Maretu further recalled
that ‘the high chiefs and leaders of the land only ate pork, fish and chicken’ and in great
abundance. At a feast in 1825, 700 hogs were consumed, 73 therefore connecting meat
consumption with high status and providing further evidence of the pre-contact presence of pigs.
The fact that Rarotonga alone of the Cook Islands had pigs by the nineteenth century reveals a
lack of inter-island contact for several generations—long enough for pigs to be unrecognizable to
the non-Rarotongans who greeted the first Europeans. Inter-island visits were not (re)established
until the 1820s. 74
European missionaries held meat in great esteem, but as cows and chickens proved more
difficult to domesticate in the Pacific Islands, they would also come to rely heavily on pork.
William Wyatt Gill gave an account of a feast honouring the founding of a Christian village under
the direction of Aaron Buzacott in 1828, mere months after the European LMS workers had
settled on Rarotonga. ‘An abundance of hogs, bread fruit and cocoa-nuts was served up at a feast
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worthy of the occasion’. 75 Gill also described a typical wedding feast—now taking place in a
church—and gave himself wide numeric license on the number of pigs, fish, and plants on offer:
According to the station and consequent property of the parties, so is the character
of the feast, varying in quantity from 100 to 1000 cocoa nuts, 100 to 1000 bread
fruits, 100 to 1000 bananas, 20 to 100 fish, and from 2 to 200 hogs; together with
potatoes, taro, and other vegetables in proportion. 76
The food was then ‘according to ancient custom’ exchanged among the families of the bride and
groom and distributed to guests, with the largest pigs presented to the bride’s immediate family.
Missionaries appreciated the availability of pork at many feasts held in their honour and
encouraged Cook Islanders to consume pigs at other meals, as well.
On Mangaia, the southern-most island of the Cook Group, seafood was traditionally the
only meat served at feasts and as the date of the feast approached ‘each days’ catch was cooked in
leaf packages, dried on scaffolds, and recooked every day until the feast was held’. 77 Mangaia
provides an interesting example of an isolated and small volcanic island that at one time had pigs,
but could not ultimately support a domestic porcine population. Scholars believe pigs were
brought to the island by early Polynesian settlers but had long disappeared by the time missionaries
arrived in 1825. 78 The two main theories used to explain pig extinction have been either a massive
natural disaster such as a hurricane which devastated food and animal stocks, or a deliberate
extermination of pigs carried out to stop their competition for limited food resources. 79 Because
pigs were such prized animals in the Cook Islands, it seems counterintuitive that Mangaians
purposefully killed them, but scientists have argued that this occurrence was not unusual across the
Pacific as Polynesians ‘may have actually sustained a loss for the return on energy invested in the
care and husbandry of pigs’. 80 When not contained, hogs’ uncontrolled foraging seriously damaged
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food crops and seafood-rich lagoons. 81 These were animals that, despite their high status, often
extracted an unsustainably high economic cost on resource-poor islands. Pigs were therefore likely
‘consciously eliminated’ on Mangaia, Aitutaki, and possibly other islands in the Cook group about
500 years ago. 82
In 1825 Mangaians had clearly never seen a pig. Two native missionaries were landed on
the island of Mangaia that year by LMS representatives, Reverend Tyerman and Reverend Bennett.
One of the young men, Davida, brought with him a pig, but as the Mangaians had not seen an
animal larger than a rat they immediately believed the pig to be the embodiment of a sacred spirit.
The people proceeded to carry the pig to their most important marae, drape it in holy bark cloth,
and attach it ‘to the pedestal of one of their gods’. For two months they worshipped the sow and
laid before her the best fruits of the land as offerings. After several weeks, the pig littered, and her
piglets were worshipped as well. Finally, Davida, having relieved the sow from her priestly duties,
slaughtered, cooked, and ate her. ‘Thus was the spell broken’, and thereafter pigs ‘administer[ed]
no small gratification to the people at their feasts’ and as the main item of trade with passing
ships. 83 The introduction of Christianity and pigs, then, arrived concurrently to Mangaia. 84 This
event inadvertently connected the future trajectories of feasting culture in Rarotonga and the other
islands in the Cook Group as pigs quickly became ‘the most socially valued food’ throughout the
Cook Islands and no ‘big feast [was then] complete without them’. 85 It also meant Christians had
reintroduced an animal that bolstered the grand feasts they were trying to eradicate. 86
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The story of Davida in Mangaia illustrates a tactic employed by many of the first
missionaries to the Pacific who worked to eradicate local food customs: they broke sacred taboos
in front of Islanders to prove their gods’ impotence. For example, in the New Hebrides,
inhabitants believed that if they ate of feast foods allocated to the priests during the ‘Erection of
Alters’ festival they would be killed ‘by the Varuaino–Evil Spirit’. Therefore the missionaries
thought it a favourable opportunity of shewing the folly of their superstitious
fears[.] We went therefore to various Altars[,] took food from off them & eat it in
the presence of the people. They assured us we should be strangled as the food was
Satan’s (a name they had learned from the teachers) [.] We told them that Satan
was not the Lord of any food [—] that God was Creator of all food & it was to be
eaten by all & everyone with thankfulness. 87
Breaking revered food boundaries created deep anxieties. Islanders were told that the new
Christian god would destroy them if they did not forsake their traditional customs, yet they feared
their own gods would punish them for violating ancient laws of behaviour. 88 Witnessing others
cross ancient spiritual lines with no discernible consequences must have lessened anxiety for many,
though a strong sense of respect for the constraints of tapu and ra‘ui remained.
Within a generation the respect and high position of a Mangaian chief ‘was indicated by
the number of pigs baked whole at feasts ordered by him’ and particularly by the head of the most
gigantic pig ‘placed before the high chief at feasts as the symbolic portion appropriate to his
rank’. 89 This was a tradition long observed in Rarotonga where, at a funeral feast, ‘the head of the
best and largest pig was set aside for the successor’ and, at other feasts, ‘the pig’s head [went]
invariably to the person of highest rank among them’. 90 In Samoa, the chiefs were given the pork
loins instead, and in Tonga it was the liver. 91 To receive umu-cooked pork was everywhere a
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reflection of rank and honour. As Christianity became more entrenched pastors also received
generous and high-status portions of the pig.
Thus pigs came to form an essential category of wealth, especially the largest ones. Even
after the advent of Christianity a whole village might spend ‘several years amassing a suitably large
pig herd’ for an umukai. 92 In most parts of Polynesia, the biggest pigs ‘may have been reserved
primarily, if not exclusively, for consumption by [high-ranking] males’. 93 A custom called ‘ori in was
reserved for men of status and indicated to everyone in attendance that a feast was successful. The
esteemed guest chose his own feasting pig by sticking the carcass with either a long piece of
bamboo or a knife. 94 Though most pigs were eaten at between six and twenty-four months of age,
ones fattened for prestigious umukai grew to much more imposing sizes. Kirch noted that these
massive hogs formed ‘the basis of the most impressive wealth displays when presented—whole
and roasted—at major interchiefdom feasts’. 95
By the 1840s the infiltration of pigs into Mangaian feasting rituals was evident—as were
new loyalties and altered gender roles. A Mangaian man described a ‘large feast of fowls, pigs, and
native fruits’ in 1845, then contrasted this meal with one that pre-dated Christianity: ‘Of our food,
at our ancient feasts, we used to take a large portion to the gods, our false gods,—but to-day we
look to Jehovah’. Women were also now included in the feast, as he pointed out: ‘formerly our
wives were not allowed to eat with us, but to-day they are here…’ 96 Traditionally men prepared
many of the feast foods, but aside from digging the umu, deep-sea fishing, and slaughtering the
pigs, which remained men’s work, women now readied most of the dishes. 97 Grating coconuts for
cream, peeling and cutting taro and breadfruit, and wrapping food in leaves to go into the umu—
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these tasks occupied women sometimes the entire night before a feast. Despite changes, women
continued to enjoy a large degree of female companionship surrounding umukai festivities.
Even after years in the Cooks missionaries connected feasting with the worst elements of
Polynesian culture, dredging up examples of pre-contact feasts as ammunition to abandon old
beliefs and reinforce Christian behaviours. The umukai was usually an occasion of entertainment
and good will, but missionaries wanted people to remember that feasts could also be dangerous.
Reverend William Gill recounted a story told to him by an elderly Mangaian man in 1843 who
described a stretch of his island’s beach as ‘the devil’s ground!’ He went on to tell of a powerhungry chief in the 1780s who invited all the tribes on Mangaia to a feast to usher in a period of
peace. Guests would not have been suspicious as, according to custom, ‘no man ever went armed
to a feast’. 98 In a dastardly turn, however, the host ordered his guards to push the unsuspecting
attendees into a red-hot earthen oven ‘of extraordinary dimensions’. 99 Whether true or not, these
types of stories about Pacific feasts are not uncommon and missionaries found them useful in
efforts to cast early island societies as savage and connect earthen ovens with cannibalism. The
discovery of ovens constructed to hold humans, or ‘long-pigs’, only confirmed their darkest
suspicions. To Christians, the eating of human flesh epitomised evil consumption and flagrant
disregard for scriptural teachings. Even so, missionaries recognised the lasting power of feasting
rituals and tried to appropriate and modify the feast by adding to it distinctly Christian flavours.
Marriage rituals exemplified the challenges inherent in this cultural synthesis. In 1882 the young
Reverend Hutchin bemoaned the value placed on pigs and feasting over fidelity, writing that on
Rarotonga, at least, ‘marriage is based on pig or plantations so [there is] little real love and much
marital unfaithfulness’. 100
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Pigs remained integral to the umukai as the Mission Era came to a close. In 1900, as plans
for the Cook Islands to be annexed to New Zealand proceeded, a young Mangaian boy fell into
the ocean beyond the reef when his boat overturned. For sixteen hours he clung to his broken
canoe, and would surely have drowned if a European settler had not braved the sea to rescue him.
A bystander later cynically surmised that the people on shore did not attempt to save the boy
because he was worth more to them dead, as the family would then be obligated to host a feast to
honour his memory.
As a trader put it to me, a dead kanaka was of more value to them than a live one.
‘There are, he said, ‘pigs attached to a dead one,’ meaning, of course, that if the boy
was drowned his relatives would have to kill one or more pigs for the subsequent
funeral feast. 101
While it is difficult to believe Mangaians valued the life of one of their own children less than a
plateful of pork, the story provides evidence of the great esteem in which pigs were held and how
much Islanders enjoyed feasts regardless of the occasion. The social and cultural importance of
pigs transcended the umukai. H.E. Maude credited ‘progress toward civilization’ across the Pacific
Islands by 1900 ‘not to [the islands’] missionaries but to her pigs’. 102 Unique among Pacific food
items, pigs generated and facilitated trade, operating as both literal and social currency.
Pigs were by no means the only change missionaries brought to Cook Islands feasts.
Purposes for holding an umukai and the meals themselves were modified in significant ways.
Missionaries ushered in new rites of passage such as baptisms, a boy’s first haircut, circumcision,
and Christian marriage and funeral ceremonies, which were added to the list of occasions requiring
a feast. Feasts honouring a pantheon of deities were replaced by communion, and events once
celebrated at the marae now took place in a church. Kava, an integral part of pre-contact
Rarotongan and Mangaian feasts—and brewed more potently in the Cooks than on other Pacific
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Islands—was condemned. 103 Feasts became smaller and more subdued. 104 As discussed in Chapter
1, cash crops were initially grown to support church projects, but missionaries soon recognised the
feast as another way to motivate and reward Church-related labour. When a missionary required
labour to build a house, for example, he was expected to host a feast, ‘and it is understood that all
who come to the feast, pledge themselves to erect the shell and to thatch the building. On the day
of thatching, another feast is given upon a larger scale than the former’ with the most elaborate
feast of all held to celebrate the completed project. 105

Distributing feast portions, Mangaia, 1950s. Marshall Papers, University of the South Pacific, Avarua, Rarotonga.

Yet the strength of the umukai remained evident. In a 1929 letter to his friend and Minister
of Native Affairs Apirana Ngata, Te Rangi Hiroa (Sir Peter Buck) noted with admiration that
Penrhyn, in stark contrast to other Cook Islands, had escaped ‘the destructive propaganda of the
early missionaries’ by managing to save twenty marae, sacred structures that ‘survived as a gathering
place on important occasions’ such as the Tuamatu marae, ‘the assembly place where turtle feasts
Buck, Mangaian Society, 139.
Pollock, These Roots Remain, 119.
105 Gill, Gems, 78.
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were [still] held’. 106 Buck also described feasting structures called tongo tongo, or litters, used to carry
large amounts of feast foods. 107 Other key features of the traditional umukai persisted. As
Rarotongan Dr Tom Davis pointed out in his 1950s autobiography Island Boy, the amount of food
on offer at feasts continued to greatly exceed the number of guests, because in the Cook Islands
food reflected the status of the host as well as esteem for whomever was being honoured at and by
the feast. Further, missionary attempts to ‘do away with sumptuous feasts [to] affect modern and
more frugal ways’ would always fail, Davis wrote, due to ‘the pressure of the display incentive’ in
Cook Islands society. 108 The feast sustained Cook Islands cultural identity, bending to
accommodate new foods and practices introduced by a new religious ideology—but never
breaking.

The Age of Chop Suey: Effects of Colonialism and Globalisation on the Umukai
Chop suey is a prime example of what some scholars have in recent years termed the
‘globalizations of food’, or the power of global trade and migration to ‘actually help reinvigorate, if
not in fact create’ ‘senses of belonging, identity and affiliation’ for both migrant and local
populations through the unique foods they contribute and share. 109 Chop suey was a dish invented
by immigrants in a new land, and from there transplanted around the world, taking on new
elements and ingredients as it settled and resettled. And perhaps more than any other feast dish,
chop suey’s arrival in the Cooks signified a new and more democratic umukai, one that included
and soon saw as central a dish introduced by immigrants and created solely from imported
ingredients.

Buck, Letters to Ngata, 26 July 1929. Sir Apirana Turupa Ngata and Sir Peter Henry Buck, Na to hoa aroha, From
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By the mid-1900s many dishes had been part of the umukai since long before European
contact, while others were more recent additions. Anthropologist Josephine Baddeley noted that
‘the same dishes are always served at an umukai’ and included: umu-baked pig, chicken, fish, taro,
and kumara; poke, or breadfruit, banana, and pawpaw puddings; ika mata, cubed raw fish marinated
in lime and coconut cream; and two foreign interlopers made from entirely imported foodstuffs—
chop suey and maioneti, or ‘mayonnaise’ potato salad. 110 Why pigs, fish, coconuts, and taro
remained culturally significant and part of the umukai while only certain imported dishes were
added to the feast menu poses important questions. For instance, what did these foods represent,
and how did their evolving preparation, presentation, distribution, and consumption demonstrate
adaptation or wider historical trends?
Chop suey is a simple stir-fried dish of Chinese-American origin consisting of fried onion
and garlic, noodles, meat (usually beef), mixed vegetables, and soy sauce. Today most Pacific
Island nations have their own unique way of preparing the dish, though it is unclear how or when
chop suey initially made its way to Polynesia. In contrast to islands like Samoa with high rates of
Chinese immigration at the turn of the twentieth century, Rarotonga was never home to more than
a dozen Chinese settlers, and as these men did not come to the Cooks via the United States but
through Tahiti it seems unlikely that they brought chop suey to the Cook Islands.
What seems more probable is that chop suey originated in American and was then
introduced to Hawai’i and other parts of Polynesia through migration and travel. 111 Other theories
posit that American troops stationed in Aitutaki and Rarotonga during World War Two brought
the dish to the islands or that Cook Islanders traveling to New Zealand or other islands returned
with chop suey recipes. Historian Andrew Coe believes chop suey may have evolved during the
Californian gold rush camps of the 1840s but did not become popular until bohemian elites in
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New York noticed the food in the 1880s. 112 Even scholar Yong Chen in his recent book Chop Suey,
USA admitted that he does not know the beginnings of this iconic dish, as its ‘origin has been
shrouded in mystery’. Chen settled on defining chop suey as a dish cooked using a singular
Chinese method, stir-frying, but marketed and consumed as the first urban ‘fast food’, an identity
marking it as a uniquely American invention. 113 Regardless of its path, by the mid-twentieth
century the noodle dish was a regular feature at Cook Islands umukai.
Chinese traders began arriving in Rarotonga from Tahiti in small numbers in 1882. They
mainly traded liquor for cash to send back to their communities in Tahiti or for copra to export to
New Zealand after regular shipping was established in 1885. 114 Few Chinese ever resided in the
Cooks, but even so, by 1960 ‘scores of Cook Islanders [could] claim some Chinese ancestry
because of a dozen or so Chinese traders who lived on one or other of the Cooks during the last
two decades of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th’. 115 The 1895 census on Rarotonga
carried out by the British commissioner recorded only eleven Chinese men (along with 38 ‘halfcastes of all types’) out of a population of 2,500. These Chinese immigrants—all single contract
labourers—for the most part married local women, bought land, and worked in the food industry
either as planters, bakers, or as the proprietors of trade stores. Many of them continued to work as
copra traders in conjunction with Tahitian copra firms. 116
Like their fellow countrymen in New Zealand, America, and other western nations,
Chinese immigrants to the Pacific Islands were singled out as the objects of suspicion and scorn in
the late 1800s. Upon arrival to the Cook Islands they were charged a hefty head tax not asked of
Europeans and had to apply for a specific trading license. In 1898 the ‘Asiatic Restriction Act’
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blamed Chinese immigrants for introducing leprosy and ‘other loathsome diseases’ and in addition
claimed they were ‘addicted to opium smoking [and] morally objectionable’. 117 Unmarried Chinese
men were expelled from the Cook Islands at this time while those with families were allowed to
stay but faced legal obstacles and public disdain. 118 General Walter Gudgeon referred to ‘Chinese
and native stores’ in Rarotonga as ‘more or less sly grog shops’ and as proof brought a legal case
against trader and baker Ah Sin to publicly disclose his debts. The court discovered that Ah Sin
was actually owed 44 pounds. 119
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The Ioi Karenga, 1 April 1899, Rarotonga.

Other Chinese traders residing in Rarotonga by 1900 included Wong Soon, Ah Fu (or
Ahfoo), Wong Yet Ming, Old Shing, Ah Kew, and Moni. It is difficult—but certainly not
impossible—to imagine these men trying to clear their names in court while serving up stir-fried
noodles at local feasts. It is also challenging to ascertain whether the strong connection between
Chinese men and cuisine in America and other places was due more to traditional gender roles in
China or the result of strict policies that prohibited the immigration of women and therefore
restricted Chinese men to jobs as cooks or laundry workers. Despite these obstacles, Chinese
immigrants to the Cook Islands were quite successful. Ah Fu, for example, ran a bakery (among
other businesses) and, according to his great grandson, took advantage of a maritime disaster when
he ‘became the biggest citrus planter on the island… [after] having bought the entire cargo of
oranges and lemons from the SS Matai when it was wrecked in 1917’. Ah Fu then ‘planted an
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orchard from the seeds of that consignment’ and went on to prosper. 120 Early Chinese settlers to
Rarotonga and other places put down literal and long-lasting roots wherever they settled and most
likely introduced elements of their homeland’s cuisine at the same time. In New Zealand, for
example, Chinese immigrants established many market gardens and participated extensively in
food-related trade. In the early twentieth century, the Ah Chee family in Auckland grew vegetables
for the city, exported fungus to China, and imported traditional ingredients. 121
Throughout this period of experimentation and culinary synthesis certain food practices
persisted or were even revived. Cook Islanders continued to use the umu, or earthen oven, to cook
island foods like pig, fish, puddings, and taro despite the growing prevalence of conventional
ovens and pre-packaged foods. 122 Elaborate feasting frameworks not seen in many years were
constructed. In late 1939 at the coronation of Cook Islander Tom Bishop as Vaeruarangi in
Aitutaki, for example, the entire island spent weeks preparing for the event. Everyone was most
excited about the food: ‘Of course the great thing is the ‘feast’’. Up slaughtering countless fowl and
pigs the evening before the event, many in the hosting village of Ureia were too animated to sleep.
The next day the food was carefully stacked onto frameworks built solely for this purpose, called
pa‘ata. Each frame was so massive it had to be carried to the Ariki House by twelve to eighteen
men. 123 Feasts also continued to follow the traditional rule of ‘kinaki’ in which two different
categories of food made up a meal, usually a starch and a meat. Taro was ‘kinaki’ for chicken or
pork, for example.
Even with the revival in feasting, the Cook Islands produced more cash crops and travel
increased during the twentieth century. People collectively spent less time cooking and gravitated
toward easy weekday meals such as store-bought bread, tinned foods, noodles, and tea with sugar.
Chop suey was made with inexpensive, convenient, quick-to-assemble ingredients. But chop suey’s
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expediency and ease of preparation does not explain its popularity at Cook Islands feasts—meals
that required an investment of time and resources. Nevertheless chop suey, like mayonnaise salad,
rose to unlikely and enduring prominence in the umukai.
‘Mayonnaise’ is a domed, pink salad made from imported ingredients: white potatoes,
hard-boiled eggs, tinned vegetables, and–as may be apparent from the name–a healthy portion of
beetroot-tinted mayonnaise. It is uncertain when mayonnaise arrived in the Cook Islands, but Dr
Tom Davis, describing a typical Rarotongan feast in the 1960s, confirmed that among other foods
‘always present will be dishes of mayonnaise, which is a type of Russian salad’. 124 Cook Islands
chef James Raukete concurred with Davis on the Russian origin of the dish, 125 while another
anecdotal source claims a clumsy man tripped at a party, dumped beetroot into the potato salad
and unwittingly created a delicious national specialty. 126 More recent cooks substituted taro for
potatoes, a traditional spin on a recent concoction. Like chop suey, the inclusion of mayonnaise in
the umukai illustrates the ways in which cuisine, like those who created and modified it, crossed
oceans and national boundaries and became part of the most important meals within local,
‘traditional’ foodways.
Colonialism and later globalisation impacted other elements of feasting. An upsurge in
imported foods arriving in irregular and inconsistent shipments did not just infiltrate the umukai’s
menu, but also affected when and what foods were available for feasts. Sometimes rice or bread
were substituted for chop suey, for example. Nancy Pollock argued that the occasional addition of
tinned corned beef, rice, beer, mayonnaise, or powdered orange beverages to feasts when other
foods were unavailable or out of season did not necessarily ‘alter the particular island flavour’ of
the meal but simply highlighted the ‘particular identity of Pacific Island foods’, 127 perhaps by
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contrast with foods more traditionally served. At the same time, the price of kai Māori in the
market increased, and as more Cook Islanders took office jobs they often found fulfilling umukai
obligations more challenging. Bosses were reluctant to grant employees time off work to prepare
for an umukai and it was often a struggle to purchase the meat or requisite bags of taro or kumara
at market—over $5.00 a bag by the 1970s. 128
It remains unclear why certain imported foods were gradually allowed into the Cook
Islands feast while others were rejected, but sociologist David Howes’s ‘paradigm of creolization’
clarifies the process of cross-cultural consumption. Within this model introduced foods such as
canned meats, noodles, and Coca-Cola were locally absorbed to align with feasting culture in the
Cook Islands. But this is not a story of the obliteration of a unique and local culinary history in
favour of marketed and culturally sterile foodstuffs. Rather than seeing the use of imported foods
as another example of the West’s power to homogenise, creolization recognizes the imagination
and agency of consumers through combining ingredients, cooking in new ways, and even
substituting imports for indigenous foods. 129 These dishes also provided clear links between
colonialism, globalisation, and dietary change. As the Cook Islands increasingly participated in the
global market, they shifted from a subsistence to cash-based economy and to a greater reliance on
imported foods, a transition clearly reflected in dishes like chop suey and mayonnaise on offer at
umukai. 130
Beyond addressing when and how these foods came to be added to Cook Islands’ feasts
still lies the question of why. Possibly, as some food scholars suggest, ‘changing culinary cultures
are as much about changing practices as they are about the inclusion [or] exclusion of particular
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food items’. 131 As Cook Islanders navigated the transitions of accepting a new religion and entering
a global economy, their feasting practices—so central to the expression of social values—naturally
changed. I agree with Josephine Baddeley’s interpretation that chop suey and Mayonnaise were
part of Rarotongan feasts because they came to represent a certain status; recipes created from
purchased, imported foods symbolised success in the modern world economy, while traditional
dishes and local food gifts represented one’s continuing success in, and connection to, their own
community and environment. 132 But I also think it goes deeper than that. Imported dishes signified
a thorough acceptance and creative celebration of foreign food, and by extension, the ‘other’.
Then, through small changes—beetroot-pink mayonnaise, for example—Cook Islanders made
these dishes authentically their own.

Conclusion
Christianity, colonialism, and later globalisation were powerful and transforming forces
that ushered in tremendous cultural changes which Cook Islanders accommodated, appropriated,
and resisted to various extents. 133 Feasting reflected this balance of determination and flexibility.
Historical accounts of feasts provide a fleeting but crucial glimpse into the value systems of rich,
layered societies that existed long before Europeans arrived and would continue to flourish long
after contact. In These Roots Remain Nancy Pollock highlighted the resilience of Pacific Island
foodways and celebrated the centrality of feasting: ‘That feasts have persisted despite Western
intrusions is one indication of their social importance’. 134 The umukai continued to anchor every
social event even as feasts took on new purposes and incorporated new foods.
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Foodways in the Cook Islands changed dramatically between 1870 and 1970, and the
umukai—the most explicit expression of Pacific food culture—reflected these changes. With the
acceptance of Christianity, itself a western import, came new plants, animals, and the first
imported foods. The pig, reintroduced by the missionaries to most of the Cook group, joined the
umukai and rapidly cinched its position as the most high-status feast food, along with everyone’s
favourite starch, taro. Christianity also impacted gender roles and ideals of diet and consumption
that reverberated through feasting. Next, as forces of colonialism and then globalisation swept the
Pacific, foods of convenience and status became popular. By the 1960s, not only chop suey and
Mayonnaise, but also soft drinks, chicken, white bread, and desserts like pies and cakes might be
seen at umukai. People no longer needed to spend hours preparing feast foods but could simply
boil noodles or reheat frozen chicken—which made their loyalty to umu-cooked foods that much
more significant. This is another example of how changes made to the umukai were part of a larger
process of addition rather than replacement.
The umukai also illuminated problems and complexities associated with globalisation and a
homogenizing western influence. Karen Ta‘irea, a nurse in Rarotonga, believed that increased
imports and participation in a market economy had caused a ‘loss of traditional food preservation’
as well as decreased knowledge of traditional cooking methods and crop cultivation. Ta‘irea saw a
direct link between a more modern food system and an erosion of cultural pride, 135 factors
reflected in fewer kai Māori dishes at umukai. Westernisation also affected the practice of foodsharing among friends and kin groups. As Baddeley noted, distributing one’s food surplus was still
prevalent, but as wage labour and innovations like cold storage became more widespread ‘the
likelihood of surplus food being kept rather than being shared out’ had increased, though people
understood this went against tradition and might hide extra food so as not to appear selfish. 136 In
bringing people together who no longer worked the land side by side or shared a late-night fishing
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expedition beyond the reef, the umukai symbolised an older age when favourite foods were
wrested from the soil and the sea, and took precious time and resources to prepare.
Even with these complications, I argue that many of the basic cultural values underlying
feasting remained. Feasts in the Cook Islands became more democratic and secular as smaller,
more frequent family-centred feasts to celebrate birthdays and casual visitors surpassed the grand,
ceremonial, sacred feasts of pre-contact history. Guests—both Polynesians and Europeans, and
most of whom contributed to the meal—were still plied with overflowing plates of umu-cooked
food and given leftovers to take home with them and tucked away into freezers. 137 Certain foods—
taro and pig, above all—remained the most appropriate and high-status foods to bring to a feast
and were still cooked in umu, even as other foods became increasingly acceptable to contribute.
Perhaps the actual foods consumed at a feast were not as important as the values
honoured by the act of preparing the food in the age-old manner and coming together to share a
meal. Maybe the ‘prestige value of certain foods and the importance of food and hospitality with
regards to the maintenance of status, changed at much slower pace [than feast foods], if at all’. 138
Regardless of what was served, umukai in the Cook Islands continued to reveal a commitment to
home, land, family, and tradition. Umukai also helped Cook Islanders forge a cohesive national and
international identity during the period of decolonisation, as discussed in the next chapter. In a
turn of the tables, then, Cook Islanders appropriated foods and practices introduced by
Christianity, colonialism, and globalisation by incorporating elements of foreign foodways into
their own blended frameworks of feasting.
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CHAPTER 6
‘Spoon-fed’?: Development and Decolonisation in the Cook Islands (1940–1974)
There is not one Pacific
Only one common theme
That development is certain
Though foreign
And coconuts will continue to fall,
The Pacific ocean will camouflage
superficial dreams
and the faint sound of drums
will still be heard
if we pause a while to listen.
—Vaine Rasmussen, from ‘Our Pacific’ (2000) 1
‘I promise to kill twelve cows when you go. Then you shall have the biggest and best funeral
Saisaipe has ever seen. Oh, no, no. Grandpa? Grandpa! Wake up, grandpa! I’ll make it all up to
you… Oh, my God, what’ll happen to my development project?’
—Epeli Hau ‘ofa, Tales of the Tikongs (1983) 2

In the March 1945 edition of Pacific Islands Monthly, an advertisement for canned meats was
titled simply ‘Fresh as a Sea Breeze’. A young Pacific Islander clothed in a grass skirt sails an
outrigger on the open ocean, sail billowing. The brand was Imperial Foods, a branch of the
Riverstone Meat Company based in Sydney, Australia. Imperial Foods promised their product,
‘specially processed and sealed to keep ever-fresh in any climate’, was ideal for entertaining in
tropical environments. 3 The juxtaposition of the old and new—blending the idea of an
industrialised, processed product with a traditional Polynesian lifestyle—is striking. Further—and
aside from the suspect claim that preserved meat could be fresh as the ocean air—the name of this
company was a telling choice with ‘imperial’ implying a regal and trustworthy operation. A very
different advertisement from the same company just two months later perhaps more aptly
captured the essence of Imperial Foods: a person of colour, possibly an Islander, serves up dishes
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of food to a white couple seated at a dining table. The title ‘Time Off From Cooking’ suggests a
readership comprised more of European settlers than locals. Another popular Sydney-based food
company of this era, Colonial Meats–’Equal to the World’s Best’—also hoped to profit by
associating their business with larger political forces and stereotyped relationships between
colonisers and colonised. They targeted Pacific consumers through advertisements that linked their
product to relaxed people and lush scenery in attempts to create positive connotations between
processed foods and changing Polynesian lifestyles in the post-war period. The implied promise
was that packaged foods saved time and money and enabled consumers to attain a particular—and

more modern—way of life through trade with the same imperial nations that ruled them and
manufactured the imported goods they craved.
Imported foods were a marvel of technology and transport. Tins of vegetables and meat,
palatable for decades, did not spoil on the way to their tropical destinations. Used as currency for
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years, processed foods made cultural inroads as well and were increasingly used to meet social
obligations. (Courageous, but ultimately triumphant, was the first guest to contribute tins of
corned beef at an umukai.) Two underlying values that represented the traditional and the
modern—hospitality and progress—were embedded in post-war advertisements for imported
foods, and in the way the foods themselves were used. The March 1954 cover of Pacific Islands
Monthly was titled simply ‘How Times Have Changed’. The photo shows a young white woman
serving a seated Fijian man a meal. Both are smiling. The caption reads:
Fijians made exhibitions of Fire-walking before Europeans came to the South Seas.
Then, if they travelled at all, they paddled their own canoes; and for sustenance,
they sat around a heap of food cooked in a ground oven. To-day, how different.
When 25 Bega men went to Auckland in January to demonstrate fire-walking, they
travelled on one of TEAL’s modern flyingboats. And, as for eating—well, here is a
photograph of TEAL Flight Hostess, Miss V. Eggers, serving luncheon to one of
the Fire-walkers. 4
The advertisement linked different foods with varying levels of civilization, and established precontact culture as primitive and therefore in need of refinement. Piles of food cooked
underground and paddling one’s own hand-hewn canoe have been replaced by a prepared
‘luncheon’ served on china by a paid employee on a ‘modern flyingboat’. This unnamed firewalker 5 had also demonstrated his marketable talent in Auckland before returning to his home
island, a foretaste of another trend in which Pacific peoples increasingly showcased their
‘traditional’ culture in the form of dance, music, arts, and
food with larger paying audiences comprised primarily of
tourists. World War Two led to increased opportunities
for employment and travel and a more inclusive list of
subscribers to Pacific Islands Monthly.
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Although these examples took place in Fiji, something similar was happening in the Cook
Islands. Food was the centrepiece of one of the post-war Pacific’s most significant and central
tensions, the simultaneous movements toward political independence and financial dependence. In
many ways, foods both domestic and imported took on new symbolic weight in a battleground of
shifting meanings and reflected a quest for balance between tradition and modernity.
The Treaty of Versailles that officially ended World War One did not create lasting global
stability, but it did establish the League of Nations, the first international peace-keeping
organisation which, in Article 22 of its covenant, referred to the development of colonial territories
as a ‘sacred trust of civilization’ and the ‘responsibility [of] advanced nations’. 6 It was with World
War Two and the forming of the United Nations, however, that a certain form of colonial
dependence ended. In colonial documents New Zealand officials had often referred to Islanders
under their rule as ‘children’ who needed guidance and aid. The power dynamics shifted after the
war, a conflict that hastened the entrenchment of imported goods in Cook Islands daily lives and
further spurred Islanders’ keen interest in the West. No longer did they want to be treated as
children or second-class citizens. Pressure from the United Nations and other post-war
organisations led to a greater focus on how colonial nations might empower Pacific Island nations
to achieve self-government. Yet the development programmes New Zealand implemented in the
Cook Islands to this end in the 1950s and 1960s ultimately created greater economic dependency, a
phenomenon that also took place in many other parts of the Pacific. 7 In writing of the Cook
Islands’ post-war history Ron Crocombe referred to the group as reflecting ‘in microcosm’ the
issues confronting not only other Pacific nations but also recently-independent countries around
the world, and he was exactly right. Nowhere was this more apparent than in the islands’ changing
foodways. 8
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In this chapter I examine why World War Two was an important turning point in Cook
Islands’ foodways and how post-war development schemes of the 1950s and decolonisation
efforts in the 1960s also revolved largely around food. Food was both the carrot (imported foods)
and the potential stick (failing export market, food insecurity) of development, used as incentive
and as a marker of progress. As the Cook Islands achieved internal self-government in 1965, in
large part so they could retain control of their own lands and resources, small-scale village
agriculture waned. The Cook Islands became increasingly reliant on foreign aid, remittances, and
imported foods, and began to be categorised as ‘import dependent’ by economists. Political
independence, then, came at the price of greater economic dependence. Food reflected these
trends. What foods Cook Islanders consumed, and where they procured these foods, shaped their
nation’s economic development and political status.

The Second World War: Entrenched Imports and New Freedoms
Oceanic shipping was disrupted by the global economic depression of the 1930s, although
the amount of imports coming in to the Southern Cook Islands continued to grow. Imported
goods into the Cooks narrowly overtook the value of exports in 1933. In 1939, led by tinned
meats, ‘Foodstuffs’ made up the largest category of imports, worth more than twice as much as the
second-largest category, ‘Timber’, in monetary value. 9 Ever-more bags of imported flour supplied
the many Rarotongan bakeries in operation; locals had come to rely on fresh bread to enjoy with
sweetened tea at breakfast. Smaller, more isolated islands in the Cook group were predictably more
affected by shipping problems and had to make do with less access to imported goods. In 1934,
the last trade stores operating on the islands of Palmerston and Pukapuka closed their doors. 10
People went back to surviving almost entirely on what they could grow or catch in the lagoon.
1933–1943 were lean years.
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World War Two deeply impacted Pacific Island foodways. War began in Europe in
September 1939 but would not cast its shadow directly onto Pacific waters until two years later
when Japan bombed Hawaii’s Pearl Harbour and America officially joined the conflict. Imported
foods had been a regular part of Cook Islands diets for 60 years, but as historian Judith Bennett
notes, ‘the war experience reinforced’ both the prestige and familiarity of these foods throughout
the Pacific. 11 Seeing this growing demand for foreign foods, medical workers expressed concern,
foreshadowing post-war nutritional surveys and development recommendations.
Makea Nui Teremoana, who held the title of ariki on Rarotonga for 47 years (1947–1994),
described the early effects of the war. ‘Planting and shipping [were] inextricably woven’, she said,
but with services at almost a complete standstill ‘we could hardly send our fruit to the New
Zealand market’. Returns were meagre, and in response planters essentially stopped cultivating
cash crops. As a result, ‘prices in the shops increased but the people had no money’ to buy
imported foods and thus consumption declined. 12 The cash crop industry—the scaffolding upon
which the entire market economy of the Cooks had been built and continued to depend—seemed
vulnerable, and the islands struggled to manage with fewer imported goods.
In 1942 the tide changed. Imported foods once again flowed into the Cook Islands but on
a much grander scale. The United States Armed Forces had decided to establish modest military
bases on several of the Cook Islands—Penrhyn, Rarotonga, and Aitutaki—as part of their strategy
to defeat Japan in the Pacific Theatre. In Aitutaki, the U.S. Air Force employed nearly ‘the entire
island’ to construct an airstrip as ‘a staging point for land and sea planes’ 13 while inadvertently
showcasing a modern and seemingly egalitarian lifestyle to many Cook Islanders. Abundant and
varied foods were a part of this appealing life. American servicemen were by far the best-fed
troops in the world, and they generously shared their bounty with Islanders. 14 Bennett and others
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credit American troops for spreading the ‘spam economy’ and introducing significant dietary
transitions wherever they were stationed. Coca-Cola, ice cream, candy bars, chewing gum, and yes,
Spam were just some of the treats which remained behind long after the war’s end. Penrhyn (in the
Northern Cooks), which, like Aitutaki and Rarotonga saw a withdrawal of all U.S. troops except
twelve personnel in September 1944, received on 25 October of that year a shipment of ‘only 100
boxes of candy, 2 barrels of coca-cola syrup and one carton of paper cups’. 15 They had not had
their provisions restocked for four months and may have been expecting more savoury victuals,
but this suggests how important sweets were to Americans serving overseas and what types of
goods were being landed on Pacific Islands. By far the longest-lasting culinary legacy of the
conflict, however, was canned protein. Led by tinned meats, foodstuffs remained the top import
to the Cook Islands after the war, comprising almost one-third of total annual imports in 1949. 16
Food was critical to a variety of war aims in the Pacific. Military personnel of course
performed much more efficiently when they were well-fed, and United States military leaders
considered it their responsibility to provide ample rations for each service member. Additionally,
part of the reason that the war had such long-lasting effects on Pacific Island foodways is that
American servicemen usually preferred their own imported foods to local cuisine even when island
foods were available. The U.S. Armed Forces transported literally tons of food into the Pacific and
modified local landscapes to meet their culinary demands. Large mess kitchens and a variety of
novel foodstuffs followed regiments island to island. In hopes of keeping soldiers healthy and
content the U.S. Army bought produce or cultivated ‘Island Farms’ to add familiar foods easily
grown in the Pacific, such as lettuce, oranges, and tomatoes, to their personnel’s diets. They also
imported large amounts of fresh, frozen and canned fruits and vegetables well-known to American
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palates, including potatoes, onions, carrots, cabbage, beets, green beans, and apples. 17 Military
leaders understood well the importance of fresh food to their enemy’s war efforts, too. The U.S.
Air Force briefly targeted gardens on islands occupied by Japanese soldiers with napalm and other
aggressive defoliants, although the strategy was stopped before the U.S. could be accused of
utilising chemical warfare. 18
For the most part American soldiers shunned local cuisine. One hospital dietician during
the war noted that ‘Native foods were seldom, if ever, used’ for the troops’ daily meals, 19 although
a contemporary account claimed that Aitutakans sold ‘every orange, tomato and kumera [sic, sweet
potato] that could be produced’ to the U.S. Army. 20 The likeliest explanation is that familiar items
were sought out and more exotic foods avoided. Overall, American foods had a great impact on
local populations but the same cannot be said for the influence of island foods on American tastes.
In some instances, Islanders came to prefer processed foods to their fresh counterparts, perhaps
for their novelty. In New Caledonia, for example, there were reports of New Zealand soldiers
trading cans of Spam for fresh fish, and in Bora Bora locals purchased large amounts of canned
fish from Chinese traders. The local American commander in Bora Bora, meanwhile, requested
fishing equipment so his troops could catch fresh seafood. 21 Americans were served cooked, fresh
meals whenever possible. Dr Sylvester Lambert was asked by military leaders to return to the
Pacific during the war as an official advisor. From American Samoa on one ‘19th Saturday’ (he left
off the month and year) Lambert penned a short letter to his daughter Eloisa and described a
wonderful lunch he enjoyed courtesy of the U.S. Army. Roast beef, fresh corn, ‘lovely biscuits and
potato and gravy and cubed pineapple and good coffee’ were served, not frozen or packaged foods
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but ‘lovely stuff [that] makes me want more than ever to get back to the States’. 22 Meanwhile
Tongans, Fijians, and Samoans increased their intake of tinned meats and other imported foods
throughout the war, and following the withdrawal of troops in 1945 ‘consumption soared’ even
further. 23
New-fangled foodstuffs infiltrated not only daily diets but influenced ceremonial
occasions, too, as Polynesians used more Western imports to fulfil social and religious
responsibilities in their communities. 24 On Aitutaki in 1943, however, there was a powerful
example of culinary resilience and pride when a group of locals hosted a large traditional-style feast
for the American troops stationed there. 25
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War brought new work opportunities for Cook Islanders both at home and, after the war,
in New Zealand and Australia, undermining local subsistence food production. During the war the
U.S. Army hired residents of Rarotonga, Aitutaki, and Penrhyn to do a variety of projects. Locals
provided laundry services, unloaded cargo on the wharf, planted gardens, constructed buildings
and airstrips, and cleared fields for target practice. On Aitutaki, for example, twelve locals were
hired in September 1943 as boat operators and deck hands and paid 5 shillings per day, a good
rate. 26 As people took up wage labour positions or refocused on cash crop agriculture they began
to neglect subsistence food production. As a result, the amount of locally grown foods available
lessened. Simultaneous out-migration increased significantly, depleting the number of qualified and
able farm workers. This pattern continued for decades, though remittances from overseas relatives
gradually became a significant source of income.
A similar trajectory played out across the Pacific as military money and supplies superseded
local agriculture. A memo sent to the Secretary of the U.S. Navy from American Samoa in June
1942 confirmed that because ‘easy money has flowed into the hands of native workers as in all war
boom economies’, ‘native industry is at a standstill’ and plantations were being neglected. Why
would people work the land when ‘it is easier to buy canned food’? As a result the U.S. Navy tried
to encourage local planting by rigidly curtailing commissary privileges. ‘Every effort has been made
to encourage the national population to stay home and work their plantations in order to reduce
ship tonnage, import requirements and to soften the blow of return to normalcy after the war’. 27
As in the Cooks, ‘normalcy’ would be difficult to define following the war.
The Americans left a bittersweet economic legacy to Pacific Islanders. In addition to
introducing all kinds of new extraneous food items, U.S. servicemen pulled back the curtain to a
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world where everything was seemingly for sale. Labour, cultural artefacts and handicrafts, and
island crops like citrus and copra saw their marketable value increase. This intensified
commodification of natural resources would become more deep-rooted through migration,
development efforts, and a push for mechanized cash crop production in the decades following
the war.
The last major legacy World War Two left the Cook Islands was an altered relationship to
food production. Western ideas of development were taking root. New Zealand psychologist and
ethnologist Ernest Beaglehole, interviewed by the New Zealand Herald in 1949, characterized the
main issue facing the Cook Islands in the post-war years as a ‘broad economic problem’, ‘a conflict
between the new agricultural system and the traditional native economy’. He believed the
traditional system was, inevitably, failing, and that ‘the clock could not be put back’. Modernisation
seemed inevitable. Still, Beaglehole saw indications that ‘a balance was being struck between the
old and the new’. 28 New Zealand poured money and manpower into citrus production and
expected Cook Islands planters to embrace new methods of agriculture—mechanisation,
pesticides, monocrops—amidst an export market fraught with the same old problems.
More imported goods in the post-war years did not necessarily equate with a rising
standard of living for most Cook Islanders. Those on outer islands continued to rely on local food
sources and welcomed what imported goods came their way. Rarotongans, meanwhile, struggled
with higher rates of poverty and displacement as they transitioned more fully to a market
economy. A survey carried out in 1949 of 102 Rarotongans revealed that even among the 31
individuals who worked part-time in wage labour 29 ‘an undue proportion of these low incomes was
being used for the purchase of imported food from the stores [which] made the cost of living
excessively high, families being, on the average, large’. 30 Imports—supposed to bolster food
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security in the Pacific Islands—often disrupted systems of subsistence food production that had
sustained populations for hundreds of years. Many changes were taking place simultaneously, but
the shift toward a market economy and its accompanying system of wage labour was possibly the
most significant long-term effect of the war in the Cook Islands as it affected all levels of food
production and consumption. Shipping to outer islands was also severely disrupted for many years.
A young Mormon missionary, Duane Chadwick, kept a journal of his months on Rarotonga and
Aitutaki in 1949-1950. Though the war ended years before, in early 1950 Aitutaki had ‘no more
flour or sugar. No ship in sight for 3-4 months’. Like other Christians Mormons required bread for
religious services. No flour meant no bread, and ‘no bread, so no sacrament’. Chadwick was
excited to write of dinner at an American trader’s home in February: ‘We had a good dinner, roast
duck and stuffing, Jello pudding. First American meal I can remember for a long time…’ 31

Steps toward Self-Government: The Cook Islands Progressive Association
The aftershocks of war were also political. The U.S. Armed Forces had provided free
medical services and competitive wages to Islanders. According to Makea Nui Teremoana,
however, many of the 1300 Americans stationed on Aitutaki 32 also freely shared their pessimistic
opinion of New Zealand’s administration of the Cooks, telling residents ‘everything was backward
and wretched’ in the Pacific Islands, a message also reflected in the movies and magazines with
which the U.S. Army travelled and which reinvigorated long-term dissatisfactions and planted the
seeds of political self-determination. 33 Indeed, ‘wakening anti-colonial feelings’ seemed to follow
wherever Americans were stationed. 34
It is perhaps no coincidence that the first political organization in the Cooks was formed in
Aitutaki in 1943. With branches also established on Rarotonga (1944) and in Auckland (1945)
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before the end of the war, the Cook Islands Progressive Association (CIPA) initially planned to
focus on the establishment of native-run cooperative trading stores and to purchase a ship to
transport produce within the Cook group. Following the war, however, when Cook Islands
growers refused to continue accepting below-market prices for their fruit or sub-par food rations
on work crews, the CIPA took up their cause. Two New Zealand officials who visited Rarotonga
in 1946 submitted a private report to the Prime Minister in which they claimed that the cause of
unrest was at least in part because Islanders tolerated ‘unworked and weedy acreage’ and ‘do not
like real work’ but rather preferred to be ‘a spoon-fed native race’. 35 These kinds of comments
reflected the resentment New Zealanders expressed periodically regarding their ongoing financial
support of island territories and the complicated relationship between aid, development, and selfdetermination.
Even so, the CIPA, led by Albert Henry and Dr Tom Davis and in coalition with other
local groups, organised waterfront strikes over fruit export prices and shipping conditions. Makea
Nui Teremoana mused later that if the focus had remained solely on empowering local growers
and traders, the CIPA could have been a positive endeavour. Instead she attributed the political
turn and ultimate downfall of the CIPA to ‘radical Labour Unions in New Zealand’, factionalism,
and the influence of Albert Henry. ‘They did a lot of mischief’, she said. Perhaps due to these
factors the CIPA was never officially recognized by the New Zealand government. 36 It must be
remembered also that Makea Nui Teremoana was not an unbiased source; ariki had never been
fans of working-class pretensions.
Labour issues after the war also shifted traditional attitudes toward women’s work. After
months of negotiations and the establishment of a government-backed rival union, Albert Henry
agreed to refocus the energies of the CIPA toward economics and agricultural production. In
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return the New Zealand government invested new funds into Citrus Replanting Schemes 37 in the
Cooks and tried to improve infrastructure, education, and health services. In an interview with
Pacific Islands Monthly Henry described the new goals of the CIPA, which included ‘replanting land
with food crops for home consumption’, ‘welfare for workers’, and establishing a department for
‘marketing native products’. 38 These were goals that had previously been accomplished by the
formidable women’s committees. As discussed in chapter 2 of this thesis, branches of the
Rarotongan Au Vaine coordinated domestic and cash crop planting efforts on the island from the
1920s-1940s. The Au Vaine became involved with the CIPA’s efforts and ultimately paid a heavy
price for their support when the government disbanded them after they participated in the Avarua
waterfront labour strikes of 1948. There is no record of the Au Vaine’s response when the CIPA
appropriated what had previously been their responsibilities, but the episode must have left a bitter
taste in their mouths. Women continued to participate civically, but on Rarotonga their official
mandates shifted to spheres considered more appropriate for women such as welfare and infant
health, caretaking, communal events, and cultural pursuits like quilting taivaevae (quilting).
In 1948 Henry asked Prime Minister Peter Fraser to loan the CIPA 11,000 pounds toward
the purchase of a schooner, the La Reta, which the organisation would use to transport produce
and people between the islands. Fraser agreed, though the enterprise turned out to be a disaster.
The ship, too small and expensive to operate, only ran for a year before it needed serious repairs
which the CIPA could not afford. By 1950 Cook Islands growers found themselves in a familiar
situation: dependent on foreign-owned companies and erratic shipping schedules. 39 As for Albert
Henry, he moved back to New Zealand and was, apparently, out of politics—at least for the time
being.
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Meanwhile, on the international stage debates raged about the future of Pacific Island
territories and who should ultimately decide questions of economic and political development.
Official movement toward decolonisation in the region began with the restructuring of political
boundaries and the establishment of two influential peacekeeping bodies in the Pacific, the United
Nations in 1946 and the South Pacific Commission in 1947. 40 The United Nations quickly
mobilised to apply political pressure. Their message to imperialist nations was clear: decolonise
your territories and provide whatever economic and bureaucratic support might be necessary to
facilitate independence. Following the war the world was more connected through new modes of
technology, transportation, and a bourgeoning media. As a result, ‘colonised peoples could now
protest colonial rule in a shared language that articulated concepts of inherent and latent
independence, equality and rights that resided within Indigenous peoples themselves’. 41
Conferences were organised, books written, cultural festivals planned, and overseas trips booked.
But self-determination movements were varied; Cook Islanders for example seemed disinterested
in pursuing political independence from New Zealand. Nonetheless, an international consensus
emerged which the UN articulated: that the pursuit of global stability via human rights—and selfgovernment was considered one of these rights—was a worthy priority and a responsibility all
nations shared to whatever extent possible.
Discussions about the political future continued, but in the meantime people had to
rebuild on the ground. Tom Davis returned to Rarotonga in 1946 and described how he and his
family creatively dealt with the destruction of food crops and transport disruptions caused by a
hurricane later that year. ‘The improvident, like ourselves, lived on native food; breadfruit fried in
slices and spread with avocado pear took the place of buttered toast, and bananas and kumara took
the place of everything else. The diet was tiresome but filling’. 42 Davis implied that if he had only
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acted more responsibly his family would have had ample supplies of imported foods to sustain
them instead of using island foods as substitutes for familiar dishes. Others put a more positive
spin on the tenuous food stores that inevitably followed storms. One official penned in an annual
report on the status of the Cook Islands in 1948 that ‘food-supplies were adequate and a relative
shortage of imported foods during the hurricane season was beneficial, in that it caused more
reliance to be placed on native foods.’ 43 Total dependence on local foods after a storm was usually
short-lived. Cook Islanders continued to cultivate both cash and subsistence crops, and imports
continued to rise as official and international conversations came to centre around one key word:
development.

Leave it to Belshaw and Stace: Development Programmes of the 1950s
Development was not a novel concept in the Cook Islands. In the early 1900s the term
‘development’ referred primarily to ‘the productive capabilities of a colonized population that
could be employed in the establishment of a modern market economy’. 44 After World War Two,
however—and in conjunction with official organisations—development programmes became
more specific, more urgent, and targeted less-developed territories around the globe. As evidenced
in the Cook Islands, imperial powers began funding reports as potential road-maps to selfdetermination. Because development was assumed to be necessary and justified, agencies and
interventions into all areas of life were used to ‘accelerate’ modernisation. Developmental theorists
explored methods of productive societal change that were assumed to support economic growth.
Proponents of Modernization Theory in the 1950s posited that social and economic development
was part of a general historical process of progressing from a ‘traditional’ to a ‘modern’ society,
with clear implications that this was a positive trajectory as Western advancements were seen as
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benefitting peoples regardless of environment. Within this context imported foods were viewed as
convenient and practical, modern and progressive. 45
Overall ‘development’ encompassed many interdependent ideas for improving societies
considered politically and economically under-developed. Free market capitalism—certainly one of
the arms of development goals—was also infused with religious and cultural values. The ideals
associated with economic progress and political self-determination depended upon certain
premises, primarily that an acceptance of Western priorities (such as the importance of wage
labour and viewing natural resources as commodities) went hand-in-hand with the progression of
Protestant Christianity and embracing of capitalism. American anthropologist Marshall Sahlins
posited that within an imperial context economic goals were synonymous with cultural goals, and
that all imperially-driven and organised production was ultimately geared toward the reproduction
of a ‘definite [and Western] mode of life’. 46 Like other imperialist powers, New Zealand held up
the twin promises of democracy and capitalism as goals that, once realised, would lead
hardworking Cook Islanders to peace and prosperity as evidenced through a certain standard of
living measured to a large extent in material possessions and outwardly ‘civilised’ behaviour. At
times narratives of development seemed to present development as the conscious pursuit of
progress in its many forms, or, by default, choosing poverty and its attendant problems. 47 While it
is difficult to know to what degree Pacific Islanders felt either hindered or empowered by
developmental objectives or how reality differed from expectations, in both Micronesia and the
Cook Islands, it seems, many Island elites—often schooled in Washington, Canberra, or
Auckland—agreed with the primary ideas of development theory. Getting Cook Islanders to agree
with these goals was as much psychological as physical.
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In essence, then, political and economic interests drove post-war goals of development in
the Pacific, which were basically to encourage Islanders to enter the world market by helping them
grow valuable industries utilising resources in their own countries and thereby ending their reliance
on foreign money and political control. In the Cook Islands the focus remained almost exclusively
on cash crop exports. New Zealand attempted to reinvigorate and intensify the commercialisation
of oranges and pineapples but now with the explicit directive to foster political independence. In
the Cooks the emphasis was on implementing modern cultivation techniques to increase citrus and
pineapple production, while in Fiji it was sugar and in Micronesia it was the coconut palm in its
many permutations. 48
From an official point of view, development was equated with progress and the
achievement of much higher standards of living—or what historian David Hanlon more
pessimistically called the ‘gross commodification’ of Pacific Islanders’ way of life. 49 But
development was not so black and white, forward or backward. It was a sprawling, nebulous set of
ideas which were often difficult to define or put into motion and which often produced murky
results. Many questions of development inevitably centred on food, and particularly whether the
Cooks should invest in and produce more subsistence, or cash crops. Which would lead to greater
self-sufficiency? Should Cook Islanders open more markets to sell local produce to migrant
workers? Was it New Zealand’s responsibility to provide milk to every elementary school student
in the Islands? Should the government finance the citrus replanting schemes? Were tinned meats
an adequate replacement for fresh fish in the diet? How could planters balance growing foods for
their families and for the market? If the ultimate goal of development was self-determination, the
proposed paths were varied and winding.
As pressure mounted for colonies to be granted independence, France, Great Britain, and
Australia joined New Zealand in offering their Pacific Island territories options re: political status.
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By the 1950s all sides agreed that clear programmes needed to be drafted and implemented. In the
Cook Islands, ambitious individuals were encouraged to attain educational degrees so they could
assume positions of service and leadership. In a 1953 South Pacific Commission Report on
Polynesia, officials noted that in the Cook Islands ‘conflict [existed] between the old people who
desire to plant for subsistence, and the young folk who want cash crops’ 50 but who did not
necessarily want to carry out the necessary plantation labour themselves. Those who came of age
in the 1950s were also the ones most likely to migrate to New Zealand for school or work
opportunities. With these factors in mind administrators gave the Citrus Replanting Schemes one
last great push during the 1950s. They also recognised the need for experts to conduct the first
official economic survey in the Cook Islands and bring various strands and ideas about
development together into one cohesive plan.
In 1955 the Minister of Island Territories in Wellington invited economist V.D. Stace and
Professor H. Belshaw to carry out the most thorough survey to date of conditions in the Cook
Islands and to make recommendations for development. Their finished report of 1956 was a
significant document for New Zealand policy in the South Pacific and framed the ‘development
problems [in the Cook Group] as social, administrative and political [and] economic’. 51 Food
concerns played a major role in the report. Belshaw and Stace pushed back against government
policy by asserting that easy loans, equipment, and pesticides for the Citrus Replanting Schemes,
for example, ‘sap[ped] the self-reliance of the local people’ and created more dependence, not less.
Instead, they recommended projects that promoted greater local agricultural autonomy as worthy
of New Zealand’s attention and monetary support. 52
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The report was blunt. There were many problems that lacked simple solutions. New
Zealand was held responsible for failing schools, poor medical care, and pushing Western imports
and ideology that had weakened Cook Islands culture. Islanders were blamed also for treating the
administration as ‘an orange to be sucked for unrequited handouts’. 53 It was hoped that
constructive, local, and ‘traditional’ leadership could be reinvigorated, with Cook Islanders
increasingly managing their own affairs. The main thrust of the recommendations was that,
moving forward, New Zealand policies should help Cook Islanders ‘help themselves’ become
more economically and politically independent through various community organisations and
(hopefully temporary) government-funded programmes.
The task of development was difficult in the Cook Islands for many reasons. Unlike
Western Samoa, the Cooks had been deeply affected by European culture for over a century. As a
result, Islanders exhibited loyalty to England and many had no interest in pursuing selfgovernance. Further, the fifteen islands of the group were scattered over a wide area and had
developed in relative isolation for much of their history, so Islanders identified more with their
home island than with the Cook Islands as a cohesive entity. In addition, Rarotonga had emerged
as the centre of government and received the most attention and financial support, leaving other
islands in the group neglected and resentful. Traditional organisations such as Island Councils and
Au Vaine chapters had largely been dismantled. As a result by the early 1950s the Cook Islands
lacked traditional agricultural leadership, and with increasing migration, a high proportion of
absentee landowners (12.5%, plus many living on other islands), and higher-paying wage labour
positions available, development raised challenging issues that sometimes clashed with Cook
Islanders’ individual aspirations. 54
Improved subsistence agriculture through local land and resource management was central
to Belshaw and Stace’s recommendations. At the time of their report they noted that most people
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in the Cook Islands combined subsistence cultivation and fishing with ‘crops for a distant export
market’. 55 Perishable produce provided a precarious monetary base, however, and they suggested
more subsistence crops be grown and public ‘Native Markets’ established ‘for the sale of all types
of local produce and products’. 56 A casual weekly market was already held in Avarua but only
offered limited local foodstuffs and no seafood or outer island items. 57 Belshaw and Stace stressed
the importance of making traditional island foods more available and affordable, especially for
outer-islanders living in Rarotonga who could not cultivate their own taro, breadfruits, and
coconuts. In effect, Belshaw and Stace suggested a greater marketisation of subsistence crops to
catch up with the increasing market orientation of the Cook Islands in general. The problem was
not so much that local foods were not being planted, but that these foods were no longer shared
or distributed to the same extent as people allowed trade stores to meet many of their needs.
In 1957, and most likely with the recent Belshaw and Stace report in mind, Ernest
Beaglehole warned of the pitfalls of fostering a modern market economy based solely on
agricultural production in the Cooks. If Islanders depended on cash crops to achieve a higher
standard of living, they would be beholden to world forces over which they had no control and
would be left open to further economic exploitation and debt. Beaglehole instead supported a
broad economic policy with ‘subsistence economy as the basis for the island way of life but which
seeks to raise the standard of living’ by funding better housing, schools, and medical care. 58
Cultural persistence and longevity were embedded in Cook Islanders’ natural resources, and it
should be up to them, Beaglehole believed, to decide how best to utilise the soil and the sea and to
turn economic development into observable social benefits. The challenge became how to
embrace elements of modernisation while also affirming a rich cultural legacy. People’s
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relationship with food–whether subsistence crops, cash crops, or imported—was central to finding
this balance.
Belshaw and Stace’s report highlighted the need for New Zealand to invest in better
health, transport, and educational facilities in the Cook Islands and to restructure policies and aid
to encourage more local involvement. It was hoped these efforts would prop up greater food
independence. Shipping remained a serious problem for perishable produce, and yet the report
somewhat contradictorily suggested the industry be further subsidised to ensure dependable
service. 59 Recommendations for New Zealand to increase financial support while at the same time
encouraging greater self-sufficiency makes more sense if viewed as a temporary bridge to
economic independence.
The Cook Islands had in its people, land, and sea all the elements necessary to be a
productive and valuable member of a modern, global, and interconnected economy. 60
Nevertheless, stark differences existed between European and Cook Islands values and approaches
to resource use which affected how this report was received. The report noted what to them
seemed an ironic juxtaposition: extremely low per capita incomes and empty bank accounts with
concurrently lavish expenditures on ceremonies and family support, for example. 61 To Cook
Islanders, however, accustomed to a system of reciprocal resource-sharing, this was expected and
appropriate. The report also illustrated the mixed messages and difficult questions Cook Islanders
faced in the decades following the war. Accept financial aid for farming, but do not take advantage
of government money; produce surpluses of local crops for local markets, but purchase tinned
meats and powdered milk at the local trade store to provide sufficient protein for your children;
sacrifice to get an educational degree, then return to serve your people at home rather than migrate
to New Zealand for higher wages. As usual, there were few clear or easy choices.
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Belshaw and Stace reached out to former members of the women’s committees and
highlighted the roles they believed Cook Islands women should play in economic development,
which—unsurprisingly in the broader social milieu of 1955—leaned heavily toward all things
domestic and service-oriented. Ideally men were the architects of political and economic progress
and women’s places—and spaces—more constrained. According to Hanlon, though given new
opportunities in their homes, schools, hospitals, and community centres, women simultaneously
found their responsibilities both ‘increased and denigrated’ when specific programmes of
development were implemented. 62 Economic reform seemed to offer women more work and less
empowerment.
Yet a new, inclusive wave of community involvement and autonomy was growing among
Cook Islanders in the 1950s, and women were a part of it. As discussed in Chapter 2, during the
Mission and colonial periods women had engendered respect through their strong civic
engagement and leadership in the Au Vaine and other arenas—and these were not the kind of
women to quietly bow out of public life. In 1957, a new Legislative Council (inactive for over 40
years) was formed. Representatives were elected democratically and all but two were required to be
Cook Islanders. By 1964 seventy locally-run, and either new or renewed cooperative societies were
functioning throughout the Cooks. Women played fundamental roles in many of these
organisations, including Ariki Makea Nui Teremoana, one of the founding members of the
revamped Legislative Council.
New Zealand and Cook Islands leaders worked toward implementing Belshaw and Stace’s
agricultural recommendations in the late 1950s and early 1960s, with modest results. Production
was erratic and cash crop output continued to diminish. In 1961 New Zealand-based Island Foods
Ltd. propped up the citrus industry for a few more years by opening a fruit juice plant in
Rarotonga and turning otherwise wasted produce into ‘Raro’ brand juice—an enterprise that
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ultimately benefited the Island Foods company more than local communities. Ron Crocombe
criticised New Zealand for creating an even more monstrous ‘administrative superstructure’ that
inhibited local control of citrus output and marketing. He also cast blame on Cook Islanders, who
‘now aspired to mainland consumption levels and social services’ and neglected their gardens. 63
Crocombe’s disappointment reflected the contradictory nature of development programmes,
which were supposed to be preparing the Cook Islands for self-rule, but which in reality seemed to
be binding the islands ever-closer to New Zealand through economic debt and increased
dependence on imports.
Predictably, some Cook Islanders questioned development programmes and the goal of
colonial economic aid. Ma‘arateina, Head Teacher at the Oneroa School in Mangaia, composed a
letter to American anthropologist Don Marshall (who had lived and worked on Mangaia for many
years) on 4 April 1959 in which he suggested Cook Islanders’ debt and lack of progress was their
own fault and that only they could fix these problems by cultivating more crops for export. ‘I hope
that we can get out of this hole in the near future’, Ma‘arateina wrote, explaining, ‘I would blame
ourselves for we have been too dependent…’ In a letter the following year Ma‘arateina reiterated
this point when he referred to aid from New Zealand as ‘too much spoonfeeding in the Cooks’. 64
Thus throughout this period New Zealand’s goals to both implement a free market system
and reinvigorate a village mode of production system via development programmes remained at
odds with each other. Cook Islanders could not both join a capitalist society and build up
individual wealth and economic self-sufficiency (in terms of having the same standard of living as
in the West, for example) and remain enmeshed in supportive, sharing communities where the
value system was focused on many non-monetary pursuits. Perhaps in part due to these tensions,
efforts to increase marketable output ultimately failed. 65
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Yet against this backdrop of theoretical debates and post-war development schemes
Islanders exhibited flexibility and adaptability. Economists and policy analysts took note. In stark
contrast to ‘images of cultural backwardness’ that often plagued the Pacific, wrote economists I.
G. Bertram and R. F. Watters in a massive 1984 paper reviewing New Zealand’s policy toward the
Cook Islands and other island nations, Islanders as ‘economic agent[s were] close to the
Renaissance ideal of the ‘universal man’’. ‘Accustomed to performing a wide range of social,
economic and cultural roles’, Pacific peoples were ‘multi-role individual[s]’ able to creatively
navigate the challenges of globalisation. 66 Inter-island production and trade of island produce
continued, for instance, as did feasting and traditional food distribution. Key values surrounding
foodways and cultural priorities remained intact, if modified, as Cook Islanders helped shape a
new independent government in free association with New Zealand.

Imported Foods: Luxury, or Necessity?
Imported foods had gone from being a rare treat to a common source of calories. By the
mid-1950s Rarotongan villagers travelled regularly to Avarua, Rarotonga’s largest town and
shopping centre, to purchase a variety of goods. Two bakeries and five trading stores operated in
Avarua, two of which were branches of large European-owned companies. The smaller remaining
stores were owned by local community members and catered to ‘popular demand [for] primarily
tinned meats and fish, [and] biscuits’ which reflected a ‘dependence of the native population upon
store goods, a dependence which takes [imported foods] out of the category of semi-luxuries into
that of basic necessities’. 67 Cook Islanders residing on outer islands remained less dependent on
imports but that was mainly due to erratic shipping and not consumer demand.
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In agreement with contemporary reports of nutritionists and health workers (Chapter 3),
Belshaw and Stace recommended a return to subsistence-based diets even as Cook Islanders
showed no signs of lessening their consumption of imported foods. Throughout the 1950s and
1960s imported foods remained consistently and by far the largest import category and, according
to the cost-of-living index, the item on which families regularly spent most of their expendable
income. In 1954 cash crops generated 134,895 pounds in revenue, but 195,851 pounds were spent
on imported foodstuffs, with total imports at almost twice the amount of exports—a trajectory
that continued for decades. 68 This reliance on imports meant cash cropping remained the main
source of income in the islands during this period.
If subsistence crops were available—and potentially able to be produced on a larger
scale—why were Cook Islanders continuing to sink much of their limited energy and resources
into cash crops? Belshaw and Stace found the dependence on expensive imported foods puzzling
and wondered whether lack of variety, inadequate supply, or other reasons might explain the
dedication to imports and corresponding neglect of native crops. The stealing of local foods, a
long-term issue, seemed to provide further evidence to the researchers that Rarotongan produce
was not readily available or affordable to all who needed it, hence their recommendation for more
native markets. For outer islanders who migrated to Rarotonga for work, the separation from their
lands posed economic and nutritional challenges. A skilled male office worker on Rarotonga
received the highest wage on offer of three pounds, ten shillings per week, but to put that in
perspective, at this time a pound of tinned meat cost approximately four shillings, two loaves of
bread cost one and a half shillings, and a pound each of flour and sugar cost another shilling. If a
worker purchased five tins of meat, several loaves of bread, and enough flour, sugar, and
powdered milk for his family he could easily spend over half his weekly wages on a few staple
imported foods. 69 In an attempt to address the high cost of imported foods Belshaw and Stace
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suggested that the best option was to produce more subsistence crops to meet local demand and
address the lack of mechanisms and attention paid in getting local food surpluses to market. Their
second tier of reasoning was more along the lines of ‘when in Rome’ as they pressed for more
local production of usually-imported foodstuffs. Although the most highly sought after items
could not be produced locally, it was estimated that fish, meat, vegetables, fruits, and coffee might
approach self-sufficiency with appropriate investment and effort.
The most likely explanation for why these food-related recommendations were
unsuccessful is not that Cook Islanders rejected a return to traditional foodways as much as they
understood it was impossible to take on new jobs while keeping up with the amount of labour
required to produce surplus subsistence agriculture. While they embraced new imported foods for
their convenience and ease of preparation, these foods did not replace their favourite island dishes
in flavour or status. Further, it was one thing for foreign economists to recommend a romantic
return to an ‘authentic’ lifestyle, but quite another for those living in the Cook Islands to give up
foods that had become an accepted part of their modern culture and lifestyle. In the end, finding a
balance between development and tradition proved more challenging than Belshaw and Stace (or
anyone else) expected. Food continued to lead both the import and export categories with
imported foods comprising the largest category of imports in the years following the Belshaw and
Stace report and averaging three times higher value than the next-largest category, ‘Drapery and
Piece Goods’ in 1960. As for exports, the vast majority continued to be sent to New Zealand with
the top five items consisting of cash crops: citrus, bananas, pineapples, tomatoes, and copra, in
descending order. 70
By the 1950s A.B. Donald and Robert ‘Boss’ McKegg’s Cook Islands Trading Company
(CITC) dominated the trade store scene in Rarotonga, though markets were found on all islands in
the group and ranged from ‘dank sheds’ on undeveloped atolls to ‘modern shops catering for
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every requirement’ in Avarua. Native proprietors played a dominant role in community affairs as
commercial success translated into a new kind of social status that centred around food. Traders
provided a ‘one-stop shop’, handling cash crops, providing credit, and stocking their customers’
favourite imported goods on their shelves. 71 Still, few stores were native-run and the outer islands
continued to depend heavily on subsistence crops while eating as many imported foods as they
could come by. The ancient custom and responsibility of sharing resources with one’s kin
remained intact, perhaps to the occasional irritation of whomever had the greatest access to a
growing variety of foods. On Mangaia in the 1950s a man named Pe fielded feuding female
relatives who visited him daily requesting ‘tinned meat’. Pe gave ‘sugar, bread, etc. to both his
grandmother and Tutu…every time he [got] it’ despite having to deal with the women’s open
animosity. The family also maintained a shared umu (earth oven) for baking taro, meat, and fish. 72
These ladies were clearly willing to withstand uncomfortable interactions to procure processed
foods from Pe.
While Belshaw and Stace’s report was being drafted in 1955, the number of food
advertisements in Pacific Islands Monthly continued to rise. More Islanders subscribed to the paper.
In contrast to the ads discussed at the beginning of this chapter from the 1940s, the focus had
shifted from imported foods seen as innovative marvels targeting a largely European readership to
an expected and time-tested part of island cuisine all could enjoy. The third editor of Pacific Islands
Monthly, Stuart Inder, wrote later that the 1950s and 1960s were the journal’s
period of greatest expansion, in size, circulation and revenue. The Pacific was
beginning to move. It was becoming more political, better educated, with the first
shifts away from economic dependence on copra, with improving transport and
communications. As the only publication that circulated to every corner of the
region, advertisers beat a track to our door. They used us as their introduction to
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the Pacific, moving on to selling direct, or through agents, after we had secured
them their foothold in the market. 73
Most of the ads of this era specifically referred to packaging their product for ‘tropical conditions’
(Bournville Cocoa, Pacific Islands Monthly, May 1954) or ‘for the Pacific Islands’ (Salisbury Corned
Beef, Pacific Islands Monthly, May 1954). But there was something different. Imported foods were
now being touted as examples of tradition. The mainstays of the imported food business for at
least 75 years, tinned meats and cabin biscuits, continued to dominate the market. The
advertisement for Hellaby’s Corned Beef, ‘Famous in the Pacific for over 50 years’, aimed for a
timeless quality. With shirtless men carrying boxes up the beach and a schooner floating in the
distant lagoon, it could have been an ad for oranges or coconuts in the late 1800s. Such
advertisements sugar-coated the complications of island shipping and transport by conflating a
modern flood of imported foods with a bygone era represented by sails, sand, and island-style
clothing. The ad suggests that imported foods could be part of an authentic island lifestyle.
Other more recent products like Anchor Milk Powder, Fountain Self-Raising Flour, and
Aunt Mary’s Baking Powder, which made ‘better home baking in the tropics certain’ openly
celebrated the influence of western ingredients and customs on island cuisine such as serving
pikelets for breakfast or sharing scones at afternoon tea. 74 The abundance and variety of food
advertisements in the papers revealed a strong connection to and dependence on European goods
as well as a growing network of intertwined Pacific communities with common interests.

Food, Identity, and Decolonisation
In spite of post-war development efforts, the majority of Pacific Islanders continued to live
under some form of colonial administration by the early 1960s when decolonisation ‘became a
global imperative sanctioned by the United Nations’ with the adoption of Resolution 1514, the
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‘Declaration on Independence’, in 1960 and the formation of the UN Special Committee on
Decolonisation in 1961. Self-determination—only possible through decolonisation—was now
considered a universal human right. Western Samoa and the Cook Islands were some of the first
nations to be formally decolonised and granted forms of independence by New Zealand in 1962
and 1965, respectively. 75 Ironically, however, the process of decolonisation ended up placing
Pacific peoples within ‘nation states that were neatly contained by the territorial integrity of
[artificial] colonial borders’. Pacific historian Tracey Banivanua Mar argued that decolonisation
efforts in essence tried to create ‘a homogenised ‘family of nations’, in which ex-colonies would
remain oriented towards their former powers’. 76 Significantly, Banivanua Mar also pointed out that
although seen as recent phenomena, the roots of Pacific decolonisation and independence
movements began long before the twentieth century; Pacific peoples were interconnected, sharing
goods and ideas across oceanic spaces for generations. And during more recent times many
‘stateless forms of decolonisation’ also existed through which communities formed networks in
protest of colonial authority and ‘imagined colonial divides’. 77 Unlike concepts of development,
dependence, or self-determination, decolonisation is not necessarily synonymous with economic or
political status; indeed many scholars have written of ‘decolonising the mind’. 78 Even with the
challenges the era of decolonisation brought—and there were many—Pacific Islanders were never
‘passive in the face of change. Indeed adaptation, resilience, and making the most out of livelihood
opportunities [has been] evident throughout the region’. 79
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During the long processes of decolonisation, food both connected Pacific peoples and
reinforced local—and, later, national—identities. Local foods also sustained people’s sense of
home regardless of their own travels or constructed political boundaries of the nation-state. For
Cook Islanders foods like home-grown taro, coconuts, and poke (arrowroot and fruit pudding)
sustained ties with those they loved and—when given or received—communicated a deep sense of
affection. For those who left their island for school, work, or travel, ‘Gifts of food… display[ed]
familial love and connection to home in ways words’ could not. 80 Island foods remained, at least to
a large extent, outside and beyond a strictly monetary system.

Albert Henry Builds a National Identity, and an International Airport
Many years before he became the first Premier of the Cook Islands (1966) or was knighted
Sir Albert Henry by Queen Elizabeth (1974), Albert Henry channelled strong opinions regarding
economic development into establishing the Cook Islands Progressive Association in 1949,
arguably the first modern labour movement in the Cook Islands. Fifteen years later, in 1964, he
again returned to Rarotonga to lead a movement, and this time it was a nationalistic, unifying
political one under his newly-established party, the Cook Islands Party (CIP), which easily won the
first national election held in 1965.
Despite the controversies continually swirling around him, Henry’s involvement in trade,
politics, and cultural development make him a fascinating character in the history of Cook Islands
foodways. One of Henry’s first moves to win over voters in 1964 was to organise a large shipment
of cheap processed food from New Zealand and undersell local traders who were used to
monopolising the market. He took actions to portray himself as a caretaker of his people, someone
who would look out for their happiness and comfort. Henry also understood the importance of
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traditional island cuisine and feasting to Cook Islands culture. Over the course of his time as
Premier he attended and hosted countless umukai.
Henry balanced a renewal of tradition and a celebration of modernity to unite the new
nation, and in the process helped people redefine and reclaim their identity as Cook Islanders.
Two specific pledges of the Cook Islands Party reflect this commitment to the old and the new: ‘1.
[To] Keep ties with New Zealand, and 2. To re-establish some of our traditional ways of life,
customs and culture, and to restore recognition to the holders of traditional titles’. 81 Over the next
ten years the Cook Islands Party missed no opportunity to showcase a ‘traditional’ yet thoroughly
operational Cook Islands through coordinated, sometimes competitive, cultural displays for local
leaders and visiting dignitaries. Traditional styles of music, percussion, dance, dress, and art long
suppressed by the missionaries were resurrected. Various islands in the Cook group spent months
rehearsing island-specific performances. Large organised feasts were an important part of these
efforts as well. Makea Nui Teramoana played the role of ‘magnanimous host to the nation’ in the
late 1960s by making Makea’s Palace available and ‘providing a large umukai for official guests’
during state visits. 82 When the Duke of Edinburgh visited Rarotonga in 1971 a massive umukai was
held in his honour at Constitution Park. 83 Albert Henry consciously inculcated people with a sense
of national pride, and food was a part of this delicate balance, central to the ‘simultaneous
promotion of a commodified ‘culture’ and reclaiming of pre-colonial tradition’. 84
The Rarotonga International Airport officially opened in January 1974 to much fanfare and
celebration. From that point on ‘the cultivation and marketing of Cook Islands “culture”’—
particularly on Rarotonga—began ‘to reap significant economic dividends’. 85 Air transport had
immediate effects on land use and the import/export market. Citrus production, for example,
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entered its final decline as a new bevy of potentially lucrative (but ultimately fleeting) cash crops
were developed for air transport and the newly constructed resorts and restaurants catering to
tourists. Avocados, capsicums, beans, papayas (Asimina triloba), and other exotic produce as well as
tropical flowers could now be efficiently shipped via Air New Zealand. Planes deposited
vacationers on Rarotonga, then returned to Auckland with a full flight of travellers. Cook Islanders
had always been mobile people, interested and interconnected with places far beyond their shores.
Now those who aspired to travel enjoyed a greater range of possibilities.
A new age of tourism made possible by air travel led to a renewed appreciation for homegrown foods, both for native Cook Islanders and for growing numbers of visitors who wanted to
experience ‘Island Night’ feasts and cultural performances during their tropical getaways.
Ironically, as fewer islanders planted sufficient supplies of subsistence crops for their families, and
even less produced surpluses to supply local markets, hotel staff often had to order ‘local’ cuisine
from other Pacific Islands to meet tourist demand. Agricultural export production—what had
always been the sole basis for economic self-sufficiency in the Cooks—began to fade into the
background. Tourism was one of several new forms of income to supersede agricultural
production as Islanders participated more fully in a new kind of global marketplace.

Conclusion
It is impossible to estimate the depth and level of transformation wrought by post-war
development programmes and decolonisation efforts on Cook Islands foodways, but Nicholas
Thomas’s metaphor of the tattoo—that cultural alterations in the post-European contact era
Pacific were ‘at once both permanent and skin deep’, and ‘superficial, …[yet] profound’—is
helpful. 86 Outwardly, Cook Islanders took on many of the trappings of Westernisation—
consuming more imported foods, utilising modern cooking techniques and technology, and
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contributing tinned or frozen foods to important meals and feasts. Yet on a deeper level, the
values rooted and reflected in food choices and reciprocal sharing remained steadfast and visible.
After six decades of colonisation Cook Islanders were still, as Beaglehole noted, ‘tenaciously
Polynesian, with their own characteristic social life, their own values and emotional attitudes, [and]
their own motivations and interests’ based ultimately on the ‘psychological bonds that really hold a
society together’. 87
As long as the rewards were worth the effort expended Cook Islanders had been willing to
cultivate and export cash crops, but when the citrus market withered they embraced other
opportunities for economic and social development. Throughout Cook Islanders absorbed
elements of European values and foodways into their own culture. They incorporated tinned meat
and bread into daily meals and assigned new meanings to imported foods, all while continuing to
celebrate their own culinary rituals through gift-giving and hosting visitors. A combination of
island and imported foodstuffs displayed through feasts was central to creating a national identity.
Local food also kept people rooted to their own kin groups, even as Cook Islanders travelled and
migrated to New Zealand and beyond. Traditional foods became more expensive, and their
cultural value continued to far outweigh that of the imports on which locals had come to depend.
Nineteenth-century British economist Walter Bagehot coined the phrase ‘cake of custom’
to describe the importance of openness, diversity, and risk-taking to all forms of progress. A
respect for tradition was crucial to staying grounded in one’s society, Bagehot believed, but
traditions needed to be malleable. The great challenge was not ‘cementing…a cake of custom, but
of breaking the cake of custom’ in order to reveal the new symbiosis as superior. 88 Far from
needing to be broken down, however, if we interpret Pacific Island traditions as ever-changing,
and culture as forming the basis of a people’s strength, Cook Islanders and other Oceanic
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communities succeeded in creating new, layered cakes of custom, each building on its strengths
and unique to its geography, history, environment, and culture. To paraphrase Damon Salesa, we
must as historians give Pacific Islands’ culture room to adapt. There is and never was an
alternative, static historical paradise of breadfruit and coconuts that would have remained
unspoiled had Westerners never intruded. Food provided ways for Cook Islanders to display
innovation, and at the same time remained a reflection of unbreakable bonds between land, kin,
and culture.
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CONCLUSION
‘Like language, food is “democratic”. Everybody speaks, but everybody knows and cherishes his
own or her own particular language. Similarly, everybody has strong opinions on food, but those
opinions are about specific foods, familiar foods, the “right” foods’. –Sidney Mintz 1
‘Feasts of Change’ set out to recover the crucial role that food production, consumption,
and distribution played in Cook Islands history, especially as it shaped Islanders’ encounters with
Christianity and European colonialism. The thesis ends at a time when the economy of the Cook
Islands – dependent on agricultural production and export for over half a century – was shifting
toward migration and tourism. But the story of Cook Islands’ post-European contact foodways
was always international in scope. British missionaries were the first to introduce cash crop
cultivation for trade in the 1830s, an event that permanently altered Cook Islanders’ relationship
with the land and the food it produced; New Zealand government officials continued efforts to
transform land use by the establishment of Land Courts and a series of Citrus Replanting
Schemes; and American military leaders requisitioned plantation land and bulldozed fruit groves
during World War Two, then sent more nutritionists after the war to ascertain the health of local
people. By the time the Cook Islands became an independent nation in free association with New
Zealand in 1965, Cook Islanders had forged a new cultural identity, and largely through food.
Food provided a powerful lens through which to view the missionaries’ aspirations and
how Cook Islanders responded to the Church. Missionaries arrived in the Cook Islands in the
1820s ready to convert and civilise, and though they agreed these objectives went hand in hand,
they often disagreed about which should come first. Regardless, food was one of the earliest ways
Cook Islanders’ could display their commitment to the new faith. Moving away from their gardens
to live close to the Mission, growing crops specifically to raise funds for the Church, serving meals
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at tables and using crockery, incorporating new imported foodstuffs into their dishes, and
abandoning ‘pagan’ feasts – these were concrete examples of how foodways revealed adaptations
of and to Christianity. As for missionaries themselves, they were never wholly content to eat
‘native’ foods but tried to procure more familiar imported items from their first months in the
Cooks, which they believed were superior both in substance and health properties. And, as I
demonstrated in the first chapter of ‘Feasts of Change’, missionary efforts to engage in trade and
introduction of the first cash crops meant they were also the first agents of commercialism. They
tried to shield Cook Islanders from secular influence, but ironically, by elevating the status of
imported goods and integrating these into daily lives, missionaries opened a Pandora’s Box of new
commercial aspirations and possibilities.
‘Feasts of Change’ uncovered exciting narratives of women’s integral role in food history.
Cook Islands women remained closely connected to food production, preparation, and
distribution even as missionaries foisted new expectations of domesticity and motherhood onto
them. Women did not end up moving into the kitchen and out of the public eye. My focus in
chapter 2 was the vibrant Rarotongan Au Vaine, or women’s committees, who were particularly
active from the 1920s to the 1940s. The Au Vaine oversaw plantation work and levied fines for
lazy workers and wandering animals. They also organised and led out in annual competitive tutaka,
or home and garden inspections. This was an era when Cook Islanders were increasingly balancing
traditional agricultural production with contribution in a growing export economy. The Au Vaine
helped link Cook Islands values of communal work and friendly, productive competition with
successful trade to outside markets. They also worked to offset a growing reliance on imported
foodstuffs by pressing their fellow Islanders to continue growing subsistence food crops. The
Rarotongan branch of the Au Vaine only stopped their work after participating in post-World War
Two waterfront strikes for higher wages and better fruit prices, a stand that cost them the support
of local government. The experience of the Au Vaine represents the vision of determined women
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through history, as well as the power of collective female action and the particular intensity when
resources are involved.
Cook Islanders had for generations linked particular foods to health, but physical and
spiritual well-being were seen as interdependent and delicately balanced. If one broke tapu by
eating a forbidden food, for example, she risked off ending the gods and could be struck down
with illness. Early missionaries in the Cooks treated most sicknesses with prayer, but by the 1860s
Seventh-day Adventists and other religious groups in the U.S. and Europe were beginning to
actively link physical health and diet to their teachings. Dr Caldwell, an American Adventist
physician, arrived in Rarotonga in the 1890s and was the first to promote a wholly plant-based
diet. The Adventists enjoyed very limited success, however, because most physicians at the time
believed meat and milk to be ‘protective’ against illness and Islanders preferred their own foods to
that being proffered by the Adventists. By the 1940s and 1950s adverse effects of higher imported
food consumption was noted in the Cook Islands. Those conducting surveys and reports revised
earlier messages and, citing examples of dental cavities and other health problems, began urging
Cook Islanders to return to earlier ‘natural’, local diets. As I argue in chapter 3, though, simply
getting ‘back to your roots’ was an impossible idea due to the many interlocking factors that had
impacted food production and consumption choices by this time. Migration, wage labour
positions, and economic concerns are just a few of the reasons Cook Islanders could not return to
pre-contact diets even if they had wanted to. The controversy over food and nutrition in Pacific
Island nations has only increased over the past several decades, and this study provides an
important contribution to understanding the complex nature of dietary health. Health
professionals, journalists, and film-makers continue to warn Cook Islanders of the dangers of
eating low-quality, calorie-dense foods, but as my thesis has demonstrated, food is much more
than maintenance of physical health.
Land use was central to production of food as well as the development of Cook Islands
political and social structures and, later, shaped its export economy. For most of the colonial
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period New Zealand officials attempted to restructure traditional land tenure and agricultural
methods, particularly to increase citrus production in Rarotonga. This was only partially successful.
As I demonstrated in chapter 4, Cook Islanders were never dispossessed of their land and refused
to fully transition to the type of commercial plantation economies implemented in Fiji or Hawai’i,
for example. Further, generations of communal land use, chiefly tributes, and sharing of resources
made the transition to capitalism unrealistic in the Cooks. Because of this and many other related
causes, the citrus export market ultimately collapsed, but not before environmental damage had
been done. Changes made to agriculture permanently altered the landscape as well as the reefs and
lagoons of the Cooks, which further distanced Cook Islanders from plantation labour and
increased reliance on imported foods.
The umukai ties together many themes of ‘Feasts of Change’. Examining the ways in which
feasting both transformed and yet remained the same establishes the central place of food in all
aspects of Cook Islands life and culture. Every significant occasion was marked with an umukai,
and by looking at changes over time in the dishes served we see tangible evidence of the power of
food to bring disparate peoples and cultures together. Though classic feasting foods like umubaked taro, fish, poke, and pig remained on the menu, other dishes such as chop suey and
Mayonnaise made from imported foods also joined the feast. Pigs hold a unique place in Cook
Islands food history; reintroduced by Christian missionaries who were trying to abolish large-scale
feasting, the number of pigs at umukai was quickly equated with status and the honouring of guests
– including Christian pastors. Pigs were both old and new, traditional and modern, Christian and
pagan, a food of scarcity and status, a source of sustenance and frustration. By the 1960s imported
foods were convenient and easy to come by, yet Cook Islanders continued to dig and use
traditional earthen ovens (umu) to cook feasting dishes and umukai continued to be communal,
joyful occasions. For these reasons, the umukai reflected culinary resilience and also openness and
acceptance of other types of cuisines.
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World War Two deeply impacted foodways in the Pacific. American servicemen stationed
in the Cooks introduced many new imported foods and impressed Islanders with their friendliness
and seemingly unlimited resources. The Cook Islands – along with many other colonies – were the
focus of decolonisation and development efforts in the post-war Pacific. But the war had also
inspired leading Cook Islanders to establish the Cook Islands Progressive Association, a labour
organisation that fought for better wages and fruit prices and introduced the public to Albert
Henry, who would go on to become the first Premier of the Cook Islands in 1965. Food was at
the forefront of Henry’s efforts to create a new, more national identity in the Cook Islands
through performance and elaborate feasts organised for important visitors. Tourism initiated a
new interest in recreating ‘traditional’ island cuisine after the Rarotonga International Airport
opened in 1974. To an extent, the Cooks remained economically dependent on imported goods,
although simple statistics were increasingly muddled by migration and wages sent back from
overseas relatives.
Amidst these dramatic transformations, Cook Islanders came together to eat. They grated
coconut, dug earthen ovens, wrapped puddings, baked taro, and distributed portions of pig. They
purchased noodles and bread and tea at local trade stores. Their grandmothers woke them at dawn
to work in the plantations. They carried crates of oranges down to the shore. They stayed up all
night preparing a feast to welcome home a loved one. And they made specific, creative choices
about what foods to grow, what foods to sell, what foods to buy and what foods to consume.
‘Feasts of Change’ provides a background to help unearth the causes and rapid effects of
dietary change in the Pacific. The study ends in 1975 as changes were accelerating and thus
provides a strong launch point for further study, perhaps in the context of the subject that today
receives by far the most international attention, the ‘health crisis’ facing the Pacific. The Cook
Islands was recently deemed the most obese nation in the world, a bitter statistic to accept in a
culture where large body size was traditionally associated with fertility and high status. Much of the
blame is directed at the consumption of unhealthy food and rising costs of more nutritious food
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options. But my research demonstrates that influential economic and cultural dynamics have been
in motion for decades, and that food consumption in the Cooks is deeply tied to cultural
preferences and long-term historical forces.
The popular press writes about these issues today with a sense of urgency and
bewilderment, but this thesis confirms that there are no simple fixes or unified opinions when it
comes to foodways. Even if Pacific Islanders wanted to return to a time of subsistence farming
and entirely local production it would require a total restructuring of their economies and labour
markets. Who would plant and harvest this food when most of the work force are employed in
wage labour positions? How would people find the time and resources to procure island foods
over imported foods of convenience?
‘Feasts of Change’ examined a critical historical period in which Christian missionaries,
traders, government officials, health workers, immigrants, and finally tourists interacted with Cook
Islanders and impacted Cook Islands’ foodways. Migration increased dramatically in the 1980s and
1990s; today three times as many Cook Islanders live in New Zealand as in the Islands. These
transpacific family members continue to contribute money and resources to their kin in the Cooks,
and food remains a significant part of these relationships. When Cook Islanders who live outside
of their home islands visit, they bring imported foods as gifts. And when they return, they carry
foods grown in the islands with them, a part of home.
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